by HOWATT
The Revolutionary
Take-Down Bow
Here is a bow that can truly be called
revolutionary. The basic concept, the rare
beauty of its lines, the caref ul eng i neering , the unusual com bi nation of materials
used , and the many unique feat ures
incorporated in the El Dorado TI Dall point
to a revolution in take-down bow design.
While it has taken us years to develop this
superb bow, we at HOWATT are confident
that once you see and shoot it, you will be
as enthusiast ic as we are wit h t he results.
You will note this unusual bow's h ighly
finished cast magnesium frame has been
desig ned to create a
clear-view shooting
platform rather than
a conventional handle riser shelf. The
i nt egra l pressure
point device itself
represents a new approach in that it is
com p letely adjustab le both as to pos it ion
and pressu re sensitivity. The stabi lizer is
available with an ad justable prime weig ht
unit.
These are but a few of the numerous
unique features of the HOWATT El Dorado
TI D. Seeing and shooting is believing. So
visit your HOWATT dealer and be
convinced.
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Available with 66", 68" or 70" limbs.

Weights to 55 lbs.
Handle colors: Black with Howatt Purple,
Canary Yellow or Light
Blue.
Includes Stabilizer and Custom Case.
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ALL ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY
RECEIVED - NO DELAY SA YES
THEM MONEY.

3$

ONLY TOP BRANDS SOLD - AVOIDING
OFF-BRANDS SAVES THEM MONEY.

4$

ONLY NO. 1 MERCHANDIS E SOLD.
NO SECONDS - SAVES THEM MONEY.

5$

OVER 2 1 YEARS EXPERIENCE
SAVES THEM MONEY.

6$

OUR MODERN EQUIPMENT AND
LARGE WAREHOUSE REDUCES
ORDER PROCESSlNG T1ME AND
SAVES THEM MONEY.

FU LLY WORKING RECUR VE.

DUER 500 COMPOUND BOWS IN STOCK
WRITE FOR FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG

GORDON BO-TUFF GLASS
!N NATURAL BROWN COLOR.

BIG
GAME
HUNTER

58" BOW
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ALlTY BOW

OU C N AFFORD.
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BUYING AT LOWEST PRICES
SAVES THEM MONEY.
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~...-.;O RPORATIDN
GRAND LEDGE, MICHIGAN 48837

Phone 517-627-4021

TlFUl WALNUT
RSECTION .
ELESS ACTION.

IDEAL UNTING BOW
FOR ALL BOWHUNTERS

li~~ $35.95
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DEER HUNTERS!
bring deer
in close ...

New from
Shakespeare!

.;

Deer-Coy is a secret blend of onl;y natural
lll"decr musk and other animal glands. When
Deer-Coy is heated by the Jon-e Warmer, it
reaches its maximum potency and effectiveness, giving off the EXACT natural deer odor
that arouses and stirnulates deer from hundreds

or yards away.

SIMPLE TO USE-just apply sev·
eral drops of "Deer-Coy" on air
sorbent pad in " Deer-Coy" clip,
sna p the clip on heated Jon·e
Warm er and replace warmer in
carryin g bag. Carry it on your person wh en stalking deer or place
downwind near your stand.
Season supply of Deer-Coy p lus
Deer-Coy clip made to flt Jon·e

.
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Buck Knives ...
· ~/a heritage
.~~
you can count on.
Hand crafted blades for three generations of
sportsmen . __ the Buck heritage. Blades famous
for the finest in edge-holding quality-made of
high-carbon stain-resistant Buck steel. Built to be
your lifetime companion. See the complete selection
of Buck hunting and pocket knives at your dealer.
For a free copy of Knife Know -How, send a postcard
to Knife Know-How, Box 1267, El Cajon, Calif. 92022 .
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Insert,
ANGRY READER

I am certain that this letter or any
part of it will never get into print. I
read with great dismay the arlicle by
Milan Hlotl on bowhunting in the June
issue and by the time I ha<l tearfully
fought my way through it, with my
heart sinking with each sentence, I
could not believe what you had put
into print for an unsuspecting and, in
many cases, a beginning bowhunting
public to read.
I have been acquainted with the
writings of this man Hiott for many
years concerning target archery. My
decade an<l more in that phase of
archery told me that the trivia he
writes concerning that a.~pect of shooting the bow was less than useless, bul
could do little real harm to bowhunting. However, the incompetent mental
ravings he exuded in the above.
mentioned article stand to do a great
deal more damage. There are prospective bowhuntcrs who believe much of
what they read .
I have had a considerable am ount
of correspondence with Blott in the
past when he came up with one of his
typical statements which went: "I do
not see why anyone would hunt with a
i;eventy-pound bow when a fortypound bow will shoot just as hard!"
Now this new bit of "wisdom born of
years of experience" crops up. Experi·
ence? Spending five years hunting in
North America's finest b)g game area
with nothing but a snowsho1: rabbit to
show for all his expert hunting efforts
is experience that classifies a man as
expert enough to write "Learn to
Bowhunt" articles?
It is obvious that this character
never shot at many living big game
animals and I doubt that he EVHR
killed one outside a fenced game refuge. Wild animals simply do not stand
around waiting to be shot, nor do they
fail to react after the arrow is on its
way towards them. The sickening old
"sacrificing power for accuracy" just
doesn't hold water in actual field conditions. The same applies to his statements concerning hls wife shooting
completely through a deer with her
thirty-two-pound bow. This couldn't
Continued on page 10
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and you•ve got lightning-fast stopping power.
Shakespeare•s quality take-down hunting bow
formtder 599 ~
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241 E. Kr'LAMAZOO A.VENUE
K.<VMo\ZOO. lllCl!ICAH 49001

Quick setup. No nuts, bolts, or wrenches needed
for puttingthe Shakespeare QJ.Hunting Bow
together. Shakespeare has solved that problem.
In seconds you've got it all together. When it's all
together, you will have automatic limb alignment for superb accuracy, speed , and penetration every time. All this at your local dealer
for under $99.50.
Want to go backpacking? This bow comes in
three pieces for ease of packing and the handle
is made of two materials-aluminum and magnesium-for strong, lightweight construction.
The Q.T. bow packs a wide limb design for power,
stability and super penetration. It comes in
three lengths-56, 58, and 60 inches (right
hand only) with draw weights of 40, 45, 50, and
55lt. lncludedwith the bow is a dacron bow string.
See your dealer soon . And while you're there,
ask about his convenient layaway plan. You can
buy a Shakespeare bow now and have it out of
layaway in time for hunting season . For more
information about Shakespeare's complete line
of archery equipment,
send for our free 1973
Archery Catalog.
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Look into a
Miletron sight.
You'll like what
you see.
AnENT ION AMATEURS!
"GO LO MEOAL" MODEL (NO LENS)
CO MPLIES TO FITA Rl!lES .

) _7 :

9 DIFFERENT MOLDED AIM lt~C APERTURES!

3 SEPARATE DESIGNS, IN 3 COLORS! 9 IN ALL!

@
~

Here' s how the Miletron aperture sigl!tlng system
works:
You se lect the aperture of your clloice, p la~e it Into
the sigh t body, then secure It In place 1vllh the
specially designed " O·ring" includeo. You can use
2 or 3 ~l fferent apertures at the same time for an
even ereator variety or sigh ting combi nations! You
ac tua lly sigh t through an unobstructed open ho le,
directly onto Ille targelJ Amateur or professional you'll find tho Mllelron sighting system the most
, versatile and accurate slgllt of our time.

" Gold Medal" Model complies to FITA rules! Complete with gold anodized
sight bod,>:. 8/32 threaded shaft, 9 Interchangeable molded aimi ng apertures,
2 press fit O·rings and an unattached bubble level. Complete sight assembly

9 95

only $ '

" Gold Medal" Model
Complete sight assembly

$995

OLYM PICS '72

al~~~IB
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KITTREDGE

T HERE'S T HIS T O say for hunting with hounds: It
takes up your full atten tion, every last tiny scrap of the
stuff - or, at least, it had darned wel l better or you've had
itl Best yo u don't go a-mooning a long, daydreaming about
·some new tackle you're thinking of acquiring, or some
member o·f the delightfu lly opposite sex or similar c heerfu l
d ist ractio ns. Because, whe n those ded icated, full-ti me professional hound-d ogs stumble across a smoking fres h set of
tracks, all he ll is out for noon and devil take you-knowwho m . Eithe r yo u stay with the pack or you might hear
t hem for a little while as they fade off into the distance.
Ta lk about fun ! You've never known hunting excite·
ment until you' ve heard that first 800000000-0 ·0 ·0
when a bawl-mouthed ole' hound opens up as he gets his
snoot full of hot bear or cougar scent. Your e yes pop open,
your pulse quickens, your ears stiffen like radar screens.
You can tell by every sound what is going o n ... how good
the track is, what each dog is doing. T hen another dog
opens, and another. The pack is working o ut the track,
figu ri ng out the t urns, the twists, where it went cold, where
it doubled back, losing it a moment in their excitement, but
soon straightening it o ut again.
Before you know it, the chase is on for real. Up the ridge
you go, lugging your bow, try ing to stay within hearing.
You begin to gasp as t he t rack freshens, and the hounds
move out faster than yo ur city-softened le gs can carry you.
You stop on the ridge to listen, but a ll sound has evaporated into the blue haze of the canyon bottoms, whi le t he
morning breeze is just faint ly starting a rustle in the leaves.
Across the next canyon y ou scramble and out t he poin t
aways . . . everyone stays motionless, straining every fi ber
fo r the ti niest wisp of sound floating up on the stiffe ning
breeze.
All of a sudden you hear it - way off, no, no, fain t
... Yes, t here it is again! A quick, chopping bark, hardly
no ticeable above t he rustle of leaves, but unmistakably ale'
Blue barking t reed. Off the hill you tumble. Down the
canyon. A moment to get y our bearings and up a tigh t d raw
t o the left. Branches swi pe at yo ur shirt unnoticed . A
couple o f guys are crashing u p behind yo u, when there it is
- the sound of Blue giving him hell just ahead, front paws
far up the tree as he tel Is you, " Here he is. He's treed, he's
treed."

custom " Mark 9'' Model, complete with black anodized sight body, bvbble
reve l, polished glass magnifying lens. 8/ Jl threaded shaft, 9 interchangeable molded aiming apertures and 2 press lit O·rings. Complete custorn sight
assembly only $19.95 (specify right or left)
custom " Mirk s" Model
Complete custom sight assembly

$l 995

'.

Accessory Kit. Fits all Miletron Scope Sight bodies. Update your present
scoee sight to a Custom ' ' Ma rk 9"! Includes 9 interchangeable molded
aiming apertures and 2 press-fit O·rings. Complete accessory kit only ;3.95.
Accessory kit
Complete accessory ki t

..

$395

look for Miletron Products at Archery pro shops or order direct!

MILETHON ~rnrnrnoo~rr~
1851 S. Orange Ave., Monterey Park, CA 91754

Straining to catch the sounds of the other hounds at
work on the trail are (from left) Ron Sherer, Ray Torrey.

The rest of the fell o ws are there, then. You gather
around to admire the hounds ... noting with pride how Red'
stays back with eyeballs glued to the critter in the tree, and
bragging how well that new pup is coming a long. And you
admire your qua rry high up in the branches of the tree for
d idn't he take them o n a dandy chase? Remember how he
almost got away when he got into those rocks and then
slipped down that little chute? Look how he's just watching
every movement below w ith those unbli nking eyes. A
decision is made. Do we have a trophy to bag, high in the
tree, or do we let him go to run another day?
To the hound h unte r, the chase is everything, pitting the
skill of the pack against the elusive game . .. the actua l ki l I an
anticlimax to the fast moving thrill of t he chase. Few forms
of hunting offer such keyed-up excitement. Few forms
dema nd suc h physical exertion on the part o f the h unter.
Seldom can any form of hunting weld together such c lose
frie ndships as among those who follow the dogs. He re's one
of man's oldest forms of hunting, with only the deve lopment of the breeds to mark the difference bet ween t he
hunt of today and that of man twenty centuries ago.
To the bo whunter, who is frequent ly a younger, mo re
active man tha n his contemporary gu n h unte r, chasing behind a pack of hounds can offer far more thril ls than the
relatively sedimentary methods of bagging game, such as
patiently waiting it out while sitting in a tree, or concealed
while watching for the game to approach the bait of a dead
horse for his evening meal. Even the patient, slow stalk on
an unsuspecting e lk can't mat ch the wild excitement of a
fast moving bear chase, nor, fo r that matter, match the
deep disappointmen t t hat follows the day spent trying to
locate the lost dogs, wearily trudging up one ridge afte r
another listening, listening, liste ning... and knowing a ll the
whi le that to f ind the dogs is to find the game. For putting
the pack onto a hot track and watching them line out on it
is no more an assurance of gett ing your quarry than is
seeing a trophy buck sta nding high in the grass of a far-off
meado w an y assurance that you'll be bringing him home to
Mama.
I recall a bear chase I made with master hound hu nter,
Ray Torre y, one spring when we had bears to the ri ght of
us, bears to the left of us, bears all around us . . . yet we
never brought home a hide. We struck the track of a rare
sunflo wer-colored bear of good size just belo1111 us. Out of
t he d raw he came, just to one side of me in full view, with a
hound nipping on his heels just a-pushing him alo ng. Man,
this one's really sa cked up, I thou.ght. But, oh! how wrong I
was! For t here were other bears in t hat canyon, a regu lar
bear heaven, and it a lmost seemed, as we talked it over
later, that each dog in the pack singled out a part icular bear
of his own to chase. We soon had bears and dogs going in
every which direction, uphil l, dow nhill, across canyons
... you name it, and it was happe ning. We couldn't stay on
any single track, so we broke up our party to try to stay
within a particular area that was being worked. At one
point, Nick Nickols and I were just above a t ree way up a
steep canyon where one of our hounds had run u p the
yellow bear. F rustrating, for o nl y a h undred yards away
from us we could plain ly listen to the music of the baying
hound, but we did no t wan t to go in on one of Ray's
hounds while' he was off checking out a neighboring can·
yon. By the time Ray retur ned, o ur fe ars were realized, and
the bear had left the t ree with the chase going again out of
hearing. So close, yet what are you to d o? I'll tel l you,
there's a lo t of physical wear before one ge ts h is bear.
Then t here are times when you are in the canyon where
you know that huge cougar print has been seen, and t he
ho unds open up on a piping hot track. You just know it's
Continu ed on page 77

Record-breaking
WINNER OF

2GOLD
MEDALS

-

II

Sweeps 4 out of 5
Archery Medals in
the Olympics!

Join the list of champions - see
your authorized Hoyt Dealer, or write
for inform ation.

11!510 NATURAL llRIOGE ROAO. BRIOGETON . MISSOURI 63().42
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You may never get to go. Only a few people do. But if you ever do, Puma
Keen. Rqgged. Proven dependable.
Designed to do a man's job. In Africa, or wherever you hunt, you can rely on
a Puma. Hand-made, hand-ground and honed by men who take pride in their
200-year-old Solingen tradition. Diamond tested ~·~
.
for Rockwell hardness. Finest Indian Stag or
A
<..::rJ
Jacaranda wood handles.
l!WllA

is the knife you11 want ~o take along.

Get~aPuma.

Im newer know when )10ll'll
get to goon

an African Satari.

~ #16-970 Game Warden.
4" lock blade. $30.00
I . #16-675 Stock Knife. 4" closed.
$26.00
#16-835 Junl or. 3~" closed. $18.50
D. #16-971 Game Warden. 4" lock
blade with 4" lock saw blade. $48.00
f. #16-377 White Hunter. a~ blade.
Leather sheath. $36.00
I!. #16·393 Skinner. 5" blade.
Leather sheath. $30.00
At better sporting goods departments, or write: pept. BA-9
IUTMAN~ CUTLUY CO., INC., 900 So, Columbus Ave., Mt. V1rnoil, N.y, 10550
Send SOC for new brochure showln1 flow Piuma knives are made plus useful tlps on knife.care.
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SOME OF T H E 2 5 STY LES OF

SWEETLAND ARROW POIN TS
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Completely
Finished

Plus our new FISHING POINT

Bow
Length
S2" • 58 "

60" · 62 "
Wci@.ht
up t o 65 lhs.
Tropic<1 t H11rd wood
llamll e Sec tions
3 Y ear G u11rnn tec

FUR T RACERS
They show up l ike a l ighted candle! With
self-adhesive, they are qu ick, easy to aPPlv.
Instructions inclu de d. $2.50 for one doz.
4Y:" strips.

nows, Hantl 1.:rn f1e d by l:lill
a11 tl Tom Stewart a nd ~ o l d

BILL STEWART

2 5 Y ear s Ex perie nce

sen d c h eck o r money o r d er to STEWAR T
ARCHERY, R out e 1 , B O X I, Harrah,
Wash. 98933 Phone ( 509 ) 84 8· 2288
111c1udc b o w 1engtn, we ight, si 911 at1Jre
name fo r bow -

• wash. res. Include 5% Sales Tak
Send for FREE brochure of
complete Signature Bow lin e.

IO

when you can't afford to miss.
happen un der na t ura l field conditio ns.
I dou b t that it ha ppened at all
Perhaps m y twenty yea rs
bowh un.tin g e xpe~ience ra nks me as o nly a
begmner besLde Blott, time wise, at
least. My twen ty-seven deer six ty-inch
bull moose, four-poinl bu it elk a nd
n ice three-year-o ld boar black ' bear
may u ot ra te me wit h the t op bowhu n ters in t his country, but the h un ting has brought me into hunting camps
wi th t hose who are. They k now what
kin d o f tackle must be used to do a
proper job o f taking game. I am referring to men who have bowkilled more
hig game lhan Elott has eve r seen in
the field . T heir opinions certain ly d o
no t correspond to those exerted by
Blott . Any doub t as Lo who is righl
and who is wro ng?
R oger Roth haar,
Oceola, Ohio

You're after cougar. You've waited all morning for this shot.
He's finally within your target range. One fumble, one second
lost and he could be gone.
You need a bow you can depend on to be steady and sure.
One that will insure no fumbles. A bow wi th enough speed and
stabi lity that when you draw and release . you know yo ur arrow
is going to hit its mark.
Red Wing Hunter. The professional bowhunter's bow. On
target every time. Ask any professional. Red Wing Hunter gets
the job done. Without fancy frills. Red Wing Hunter has speed
and stability, mass and versatility in design, is easily handled ,
yet steady and sure. Comes in two lengths - AMO 52" and 58'.'
Both lengths can be carried easi ly and compactly. Both feature
Wing's new WingWood~ Riser. and special inserts for Wing 's
Bow Quiver and quick-attach Fishing Reel.
Or Thunderbird. A so lid all-bowh unter's bow with a
di stinctive riser section of new high-density Wi ngWood .®
Plenty of mass for added accuracy with limbs designed
for smoothness and maximum cast. Available in
AMO 54" for tight spots and 62" length for the
added stability of a longer bow.

·or

ANOTHER OUTFIT?
Milan Eliot is pressing for a bet ter
" shoote r" organization and I have to
agree wi th most of his rece nt a rticles,
but I' d also Like to point o ut that bo whu n ters do n' t wan t t heir magazine
c lu t tere<l wilh t ou rn ament scores,
either.
I woul d have beco me a Na tional
F ield Archery Associat ion d ropout,
but one o f our bow hu nting dubs is
affiliated with this organization. I
shoot fiel d rounds only for bowhunting practice.
Mayhe we need another spli nte r
na tio nal o rganization - for the bo wh u nte rs . This new group could reins ta te the 1500-point small game award
p rogram.
Vic Boyer,
Alb uquerque, New Mexi<.:o

RED WING HUNTER

''When I'm hunting game,
accuracy is important.
That's what I get with
Red Wing Hunter
and Thunderbird.
Accuracy, every time:·

AM O Le ngths: 52"
and 58"
Weights: Up to 70 lb.
in 28" d raw leng t h
Draw Limit: None
Fistmele : 8Yr9%"
Ris e r. WingWood
Glass Co lor:
Brown

President, Wing Archery Company

Parallel 5/ 16" h ole, 170 grain. Screw -ap art
styl e with strong b l ued steel b ody , stiff
spring wire barb. 75c Each

directl y to \:us tomc rs onl y,

Fo r me r B o w Designer an d R esea r ch
E n gi neer f or B E A R , WING a n d H OWA T T
Archery Co m pany

Red Wing Hunter...

LETTERS
Continued from page 6

A n exclusive SWEETLA ND product
Spccify White, Red, Yellow, Orange
o r Hot Pink .
SWEETLAND ARCHERY PRODUCTS
1010 ARROWSMITH STREET
EUGENE, OREGON 97402
TELEPHONE {5 03) 345-0928

BEGINNER TALK
Most of the time, when a ma n
walks i nto an archery shop, he anticipates buying a suitable hunting bo w
capa ble of taking deer and other small
game . He is budget-minde d to the
point where he will be willing to p urchase a bow o f mi nimum st andards
a nd arrows, plus tackle o f eq ual caliber.
Nine times out o f ten, this person
has been as close to the sport as a
magazine su ch as y ours. B e k nows
noth ing ahout shooting and thinks
that a twenty-five-cent arrow will fly
out of an eighty-pound bow as well as
u fi fteen-pound bow. Any archery
dea ler o r sport shop owner can spot

Continued on page 79
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AMO Lengths: 54" !ind 62"
Weights: Up to 70 lb.
in 28" draw length
Draw Limit: None
Fistme le : 8Y2-9W"
Riser: Win gWood
Glass Co lor: Black

..
1
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Wing Archery •

Two of the
bows featured in
Wing's 1973 Catalogue.
Write for your free copy.
Wing A.rohery Division.
Route 1, Jacksonville,
Texas 75766.
A.MF Incorporated.
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SUPERS . • . . . $1.00 Per Pr.

TLC FOR YOUR ALUMINUM ARROWS

STANDARDS .•. .90 Per Pr.

CLAMPING BLOCK - Occasionally it is necessary to
hold the arrow in a vise while working on it. Normal vise
j~ws w~ll flatten the shaft or make it egg shaped. So, the
f1 ~st thing ·you should do is make a clampi ng block which
will safely hold the arrow in the vise without injury to the
shaft.
From a 2x4 stud cut a piece of wood about two inches
square by three inches long. Lay out a centerline on one
e~d. Use a drill press, if possible, to keep the holes parallel
with the edge. Drill t hree or four holes of different\
diameters to suit shaft sizes. The holes should be evenly
spaced along the centerline. Holding the block vertically
cut it into two pieces along the centerline, so each half
contains a little less than half of each of the holes. What
happens to the missing portion of the holes? Sawdust! This
saw cut through the holes is what gives clearance for clamp·
ing when the shaft is set into the appropriate pair of
grooves and held in a vise. The drilling and sawing can be
done with hand tools, providing care is taken to keep everything parallel.
The device can be used as two separate pieces but for
convenience and automatic alignment, hinge them 'together
with leather or tape along one edge. Bookbinder's tape does
a neat job. A commercial clampi ng block is available from
Doug Kittredge's Bow Hut.
·
REMOVING POINTS AND NOCKS - Do you ever find
it necessary to remove nocks or points from aluminum
shafts? You can do this nicely without damaging either the
shaft or the fitting. Clamp the arrow in your new clamping
jig and, using a movable source of gentle heat $uch as a
candle, heat the shaft close to the fitting, keeping the flame
moving so as not to crystallize the shaft, at the same time
pulling on the nock or point with pliers held in the other
hand.
The candle works exceptionally well for removing or
installing points. Do not grip the point with the pliers until
the area has been heated, or the pliers will act as a heat sink
to draw away heat before the cement has softened. An even
better source of heat for nocks is a small soldering iron with
which you touch the shaft near the fitting. Nocks do not
require much heat to remove, and the soldering iron
method will let you remove nocks withou t doing any
damage. The removed nocks will then still be usable.

KILBEAD'S
~

~._,~ue
$1.00 PER PR.

'Y.IU~"

~

$1.00 Per Pr.

Spots your arrow exactly every shot. Will NOT roll string.
Gives extremely accurate "Hair
Trigger" release. Arrow may
be slipped up or down until
it seats in notch. Mfg. of
light weight SOLi D NYLON.
Can be used over and over.
No sticky compressible
rubber surfaces here!
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Bowstring Attachment

assures that ''Bullsey·e '' ... before you shoot!
..

installed.

•

Parabolic Style
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TRUEFLIGHT
MANITOWl51f WATERS , WISCONSIN S-45•~
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Well, almost ... Hunters agree that the Nock-Rite Bowstring
Attachment guarantees greater target accuracy ... because
your arrow is perfectly nocked every time you shoot.
Nock-Rite's ability to provide lightning fast, perfect nocking
of the arrow makes it ideal for hunting. Bow fishermen like
it for its speed and convenience, and many archers use it
for target shooting.

Nock-Rite is made of weather resistant, high quality, flexible
Neoprene. It flexes with the bowstring, and assures smooth
arrow release with no finger protection necessary.
Nock-Rite's comfortable fit provides a balanced three finger
action. Nock, draw, aim, and shoot with greater speed and
accuracy. Sight your target, and know that you'll get a bullseye .. . before you shoot. We guarantee complete satisfaction.

Bowstring Attachment N.ow .. Just $1 .00 Suggested Retail
Get The NOCK-RITE
Available at archery and sporting goods dealers • archery manufacturers• jobbers• distributors

& ,,I~

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

,...-

I7

Tleat from candle softens ferrule cement and
lets you remove points from aluminum shaft.
Continued on page 14
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NOCl<-RITE

NOCK-RITE COMPANY
3720 CRESTVIEW CIRCLE
BROOKFIELD, WISCONSIN 53005 • U.S.A.
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TACKLE TIPS
Continued from page 12

DELUXE
K\NIKEE
K\NIVER
light1 compact, durable
Streamlined-good looking
on the bow.
• Spring wire clip permanently
attached. Cannot break
or become lost.
• Unique riveted sandwich
construction gives strength
without bulk.
• New propylene reinforcement plates guaranteed
aga inst breakage.
• New G-3380 cores grip
arrows firmly yet permit
easier removal. Non-skid
surface gives bulldog grip
on bow Ii mbs.
• A quality product built
to last a lifet ime.

Only $3.95 at better dealers
everywhere. SI ip·snap on or
off bow in a second.

CLEAN ARROW FOR CLEAN HANDS _ For t hose of
us who always seem to be elected arrow puller for the
group, let's tell our friends about this tip, The oxidation on
aluminum shafts can really blacken your hands when you
are pulling arrows for four archers. Cleaning the shafts with
steel wool, scouring pads, or alcohol helps for a little while.
Clear lacquer makes the arrows hard to pull and drags out
bits of straw burned into the finish by friction. A coat or
two of furn iture polish is a temporary remedy.
A simple combination rnethod of cleaning and coating
bare shafts is to impregnate a pad of steel wool with wax.
Then sort of wrap the pad half way around the shaft, holding it in a three-way grip between your thumb, forefinger
and palm. Apply the wax vigorously along the length of the
shaft while holding and slightly rotating the arrow with the
other hand.
You have heard of Naval Jelly for removing ru st from
iron and steel? Well, the Duro Plastics people also have a
counterpart for non-ferrous metals called Aluminum Jelly.
A spreading-on and washing-off "treatment with this "
material w ill clean and brighten your alu minum shaf ts and
help prevent further oxidation. It should be a must for
tournament shooters. You can get it from retai lers who sell
Fix-it Products or from Duro Plastics, Woodhill Sales
Chemical Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio 44128.
TIPS ON THINOFLETCH - For those who use
Thinofletch, here are a couple of tips from Frank Folino,
owner of TO FCO. Narrow strips of pressure sensitive tape
come w ith the f letch es to be wrapped around the shaft over
the leading edges of the fl etches. As a further saf eguard to
leading edges which take a lot of abuse, do thi s. Cut t hree
half-inch lengths from the white strip before wrapping.
Between the fletches, apply the little strips longitudinally
to the shaft over·lapping the leading edges of the f letches,
three-eighths inches on the shaft and one-eighth ·inch on the
fletch tabs, then wrap over thi s in the prescribed manner.
A lt hough the li ttle fletches are really tough, they can be
creased quit e badly when buried in the bale. When you f ind
it necessary to pull an arrow t hrough from behind t he bale,
twist the shaft slightly first o ne way then the other to feel
which direction of rotation offers the least resist ance.
Rotate the shaft a couple of t urns in that direction to wrap
the fletch es around the shaft, then pull it through while still
rotating slightly, Stand the fl etches up again by passing
your thumb along the base.
POINT WEIGHTING - Many top archers these days are
using weighted points w hich have a longer shoulder with a
little more st eel (20 grains) in the tip than the regulars. For
the do-it·yourselfer, here's a simple method of weighting
your present points.

Without better

products, we couldn•t

give you our better
guarantee.

Lifetime guarantee
You get a lifetime guarantee with all Indian bows. No
other archery manufacturer has such a sweeping guarantee
Come to think of it, does anything in your sporting goods
collection have a guarantee to match? It doesn't take nerve
to offer a lifetime guarantee. It takes superb products.

Unbeatable laminate bows

..
KWIKEE SILENCER-NOW BETTER THAN EVER

KWI KEE KOVER

New supersolt C·3380 material gives 20% more sound
absorbency than any other silencer on the market.
Game will not flinch or Jump at string twang. Will not
locate hunter by sound. Guarantees you those extra
$hots. $!. per pair-and worth it!

Broadhead shield for th at
extra bit of protection .
Ooes not interfere wit~
function of quiver.
$1.75 each

KWIKEE "the quality line"
KWIVER

.'

Our laminate bows are handcrafted from the best
materials from around the world. Some 10 separate
hand-finishing steps are requ ired just to produce
the brill iant luster of an Indian laminate bow_ Then
it's inspected, tested and inspected again. Until
we're sure it will provide uncanny performance.
Tapered recurved fiberglass bows
Examine any Indian fiberglass bow and you'll
find tapered recurved limbs. Only Indian takes
that much trouble! And we have the first takedown fib erglass bow with quality features.
Quality starter sets
We want to encourage young archers. So
we have a complete range of high-quality.
value-priced juvenile sets. Even the most

Any plastic material that's designed to cure
ac room temperature is okay for point weight.

economical incl udes everything a youngster
needs to begin.
Innovations
Our Bleeder"' hunting point is a brandnew design for surer. faster kills. We have
a hunting practice mat that you can carry
in one hand. Bui it holds broadheads from
65-pound bows. And our Feather-Lite TM target
is a result of years of research and testing to
develop an ideal target for family fun and
practice. A fu ll 40 inches in d iameter, it
weighs just 13 pounds. Has a long life
and resists weather, too.

Be good to your dealer
lf your favorite sporting goods dealer doesn't
carry Indian, do him a favor. Ask him to write us.
He's missi ng out on the best dollar-for-dollar
value in the archery field. For instance, our
laminate bows are better than most, the equal
of any. And they carry suggested retail prices as
much as $40 lower than others' comparable models.
You can spend more, but you won't get more.

KW IKEE KW IVER COMPANY/7292 PEACEFUL VALLEY ROAD/ACME, MICHICAN
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SEEKS NEW SPORT

Although we are a continent apart,
I thlnk you may have the answer to
my two questions.
I am 56 years old and would like an
outdoor sport. I think that would like
archery. I am five feet, eight inches tall
antl weigh 185 poun<ls. What bow
would you suggest for me'!
Crossbows are legal here in North
Carolina and I am wondering if you
could suggest a good bet for me along
this line?
I enjoy reading your magazine and
am looking forward to hearing from
you.
R. E. Darling,
Leland, North Carolina
(Your physical size will require a
twenty·six or twenty-seven-inch draw

MX2000 "COMPOUND''

length. Bows are rated in pull or
weight at a standard of twenty-eight
'inches and you should figure on a loRs
of about two inches for each inch
under zhe standard which you pull the
:bow. We · would not bowhunt for big
game with less lhan a forty·five pound
pull as developed at your draw length,
thus requiring a fifty-pound bow. A
six ty·inch length would provide the
best stability and accuracy. By pulling
the bow some each morning and even·
ing as a sort of exercise, you should
develop the ability to handle this
weight within a few weeks and thus be
able to buy a bow of this weight right
off. instead of beginning with lighter
bow and eventually building up to a
·
heavier one.
(Cros,rhows handle like a rifle, ex·
cept they have a reduced effective
range of generally under a hundred
yards. Benedict puts out a very fine
hunting crossbow.)

MAKING OWN BOW
I am trying to learn everything l
can about how to make my own bow.
r have purchased How To Make Bows
by T. Jennings and D. Kittredge, as
'Well as reading all of the issues of the
BOW & ARROW that have been published in the past four years. r know

TAKE-DOWN QUESTION
, I am shopping around for a takedown bow for backpacking. l plan to
use the bow to hunt bear, moose, deer,
small game and for bowfishing. My"
problem is what weight bow I should
get. I like to shoot a lighter bow,
around fifty-pounds, because r have
better control. However, I am doubtful of the ability of this weight bow to
handle big game. I can't afford the
expense of two bows.
Another matter that [ have been
wondering about is a choice of arrow
Continued on page 78

SFX POSl-FLIP ARROW REST

TARGET

Quick ond Easy
Great for TARGET or HUNTING
Use with or without Berger ~utton.

Limbs-lominoted glos<s. (Bloc-k 01 Wh;te) ond hord
mop le lominorion.
Hondle-Mognesium, Comes 1n the custom colofs ,
5tobiliz.er insert

'Yhere to get the materials, but I would
like to have more specific details on
bow construction.
Do you know where I can obtain an
up-to-date book that would give me
the details on how to make my own
bow?
Enzo Mladovan
Sydney, Australia
(We'd like to help you further, but
:·you have about all the publications
that explain modern how huilding. We
would suggest thaz you simply take
the hull by the horns, huy the materi·
als needed and .vtart in. Good luck on
your project!)

5/16 x 24 stoinles$ steel in&tolled.

Hi~hly pcreisioned centric wheel& in five :s.ites.

Drilled ood topped for Chck•il or M1200 sighr.
Hofdened steel axles in all critical moving o•eos.
Afrcroft cohfo-Ncw custom idler O$Sembly.
42'' torgP.t string ond soh cn&e il'lduded,
Rec.ammended broce height 9 ~~ inch~s .
Attractive swept Wing sid~ plate$.
Complete witf1 X1 stobtlizer,
Berger Butlon instolled.
Poiltvc elic-ker rO"tchet.
Mo:s,:s. weight 4 ~~ pound&.

~

Mode of stainless steel.
• Self adhesive.
* P redri I led for Berger Button,
* Unaffected by weather. $

.SO
3

BOWLO BROADHEAD

$250.00

Fits 5/16 and 11/32
shafts, 115 groins.

Lill Light Torget- 20-30 lbs.
U2 Medium Torget-30-40 lbs ...,.,_.••
L:i3 Heavy Torget- 40-50 I bs.

$6. 95 doz.
With insert

DEALERS-

$8.40 doz.

631 POSl-RELEASE

Write for our NEW
65 page CATALOG.

The Hunter's Edge
Developed by Carroll's Pro
Stoff to give the avid hunter the
Edge he must hove to get the
BIG Trophys.

$7.50

MX1500 "COMPOUND" HUNTER

$195.00
Li13 Light Hunter- 40-50 lbs.
U4 Medium Hunter- 50-60 lbs .
Li.'5 Heavy Hunter- 60·70 lbs.
Mlq. by C.A.P. under
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Pot. No. 3 1 486,495.
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MARTIN ARCHERY INC.
Route 5, Box 127

Wa Ila Wo I lo, Wo 99362

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER

PORT ORFORD CEDAR
ARROWS~ •.
the envy of the Indian Nation
Hundreds of years ago on the rugged Southwest Oregon
Coast, the Coquille Indians discovered the perfect wood. for
arrow shafts. Tested by the prevailing ocean winds and
rough weather, this rare wood proved to be exceptionally
strong, yet resilient. It made the very finest shafts for battle
and hunt. Because it was found only in the Coquille
hunting grounds, this remarkable wood became known as
Port Orford Cedar.
The prized cedar arrows of the Coquille tribe gained fame
among the Modoc, Nez Perce, Sioux and Apache tribes. The
accurate, stable flight of Port Orford Cedar arrows marked·
ly increased the Indians' hunting success. These unusually
pliable arrows became the ultimate weapon. They would
even return to their natural flight after glancing off a tree
with enough impact and penetration to kill a mighty
Roosevelt Elk.
·
Today, Port Orford Cedar arrows are still the number one
choice of the best archers throughout the world. The
beauty of the clear, natural finished Port Orford Cedar
shaft is unmatched ... so is its performance. Cedar arrows
are quiet, accurate and can be more easily repaired in the
field.

Top.grade Port Orford Cedar arrows cost half as much as
synthetic arrows, freeing you to spend your time hunting
game ... not arrows. If you miss a direct kill with a cedar
arrow, the chance of useless animal suffering is diminished.
The exposed cedar shaft can be·broken off by the animal,
whereas, synthetic shafts cannot be. In time, wood shafts
return to the soil; synthetic shafts do not.

Ask your dealer for genuine Port Orford Cedar shafts ...
the true sportsmen's choice since the early days of the
Indians.
For a free brochure on the care and handling of Port Orford
Cedar arrows send the coupon below to any of the
following firms:
Acme Wood Products Co., Box 636, Myrtle Point, Oregon 97458
Rose City Archery, Box 342, Powers, Oregon 97466
Noxway Archery, Inc., No1way, Oregon 97460

name
address -----------------~
state _ _ _ __ zip _ _
city
17

(171e editors of BOW & ARROW had some reservations
concerning publishing this article, because the archer
portrayed utilizes human assistaflls in performing his
accuracy skills. This reservation was felt by the entire
American archery industry for, as they claim, "just one slip
could ser archery back fifty years. "
(However, as Bob Markworth has performed before
crowned heads of state and on American television numerous times over the years - displaying his act to more people
throughout the world than this magazine reaches - and,
recognizing the intellect and common sense of archers
today, we consented to print it.
(We caution, however, that we do not endorse this
practice for the casual or professional archer. Take the
story as it is intended: emertainment. )

SHOW
BIZ

SHARPSHOOTER
8sJ Bob Suhosky
BOB MARKWORTH IS' Twentieth Centul)' Robm

Above: Bob Markwol'lh prepares to take aim at a balloon in the
hand of his fiancee, Diana Lawrence. Crossbow used in the act
rests on holder at right. Below: Bob's feats take on considerably
more challenge as Diana adds Lone Ranger mask - sans eye-slits!

A Focal Point For

r.ontroversy Among

Archers, This Showman's
Techniques May Be Of
Interest For Reviewing!
18
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Hnod who displayed his incredible prowess with a bow and
arrow to a national television audience recently in an
episode o f Chu c k Connors' "Thrillseekers" series.
Markworth's speciality is shooting balloons - held by a
female assistant.
In an unbelievable finale, the 36-year-old Markworth
first covers his eyes with a blindfold, then , to prevent any
light source from distracting him, covers his entire head
with a black cloth hood. Guided only by the sound of his
pretty partner's voice, he shoots a steel-tipped arrow at a
balloon only inches above her head.
He has yet to miss hitting the balloon which he has no
possible way of seeing. In fact, after sixteen years of
accident-free precision shooting, be hasn't even a single
"near miss" against his perfect record, which is exceedingly
comforting to 25-year-old Diana Lawrence, a Hawaiianborn professional Polynesian dancer when she is not holding a balloon over a bullseye.
In the three years that she has been performing as
Markworth's partner, Diana Lawrence estimates that he has
shot more than 20,000 arrows her way. It would be incorrect to state that Markworth shoots at a huruan target, in a
strict technioal sense. Ms. Lawrence certainly is in the
vicinily of the spot where he aims his arrows, but balloons
are the actual targets. Fortunately, t)le fact that his
audiences are almost always comprised of people who have
no affiliation with archery whatsoever practically erases this
technicality from their minds. To them, h e is shooting at
her.
"Actually, it's impossible for me to even think there is a
girl there," Markworth relates. " I must make myself
oblivious to the fact lhat there is a human being Ptesent. I
must concentrate purely on the object I am shooting at."
Markworth's concentration during the course of the act
he has taken around the world is absolute. During the years
he has been performing he has developed a sense of tunnel

vmon: the ability to see only what he is shooting at and
nothing else - particularly the girl.
"If I ever thought there wa~ a possibility of an arrow
hitting her, I would be through ," he says, " so I concentrate
on .the target and the target alone. I t ruly believe that concentration is ninety percent of shooting. The physical
aspect accounts for only ten percent."
Before he goes into his act, Markworth inspects his
equipment, including the balloons which Diana Lawrence
holds in her hands and mouth.
"There is, to me, a psychological advantage in the type
of balloon I use," he explains. "This particular balloon is
elongated. The largest wid lh of the balloon is at the end,
away from the girl." This, he feels, gives him a slight but
significant extra cushion of safety away from his partner.
"I also measure every balloon before I shoot a1 them
because, under certain given conditions, optical illusions
will arise whereby if the lighting isn't up to par in some of
the nigh tclubs or theatres where we appear, I may believe
that the balloon is smaller or at least appears smaller to me.
Something like that would tend to create a little pressure.
Therefore, by measuring each balloon before I go on stage,
l know that whether it looks the same size or nol, it is the
same size," Markworth says.
While it is a bit time-consuming, he blows up all his own
balloons. This way he knows for certain that they arc all
the right length.
Balloons ready, he next strings his bow and flexes it
several times, limbering up both the equipment and his
muscles. He checks his arrows also , making sure each one is
true.
Mark.worth uses a thirty-six-pound Bear lmninated bow
in his act. ' 'It's four laminations of fiberglass and wood,
probably the finest bow made," he notes. He aims in from
thirty feet.
"The arrows I use are hollow aluminum tubing with a
sharp steel point. They are very lighl and machine perfect,"
19
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A?ove, ~eft:· Ma,rkworth and Mayana - his partner in /955 - pose
~vlth a smgmg group _called '"[he Platters, with whom they appeared
zn that era. Above, nght: Dtana Lawrence is featured as an exotic
Polynesian dancer as well as appearin" with Markworth in their
act. ~air works at Seven Seas restaura°nt in Hollywood, when not
tou_nng elsewhere. Left: Bob and Diana relax for a moment to
smlle at the camera. Lower, left: Markworth adjusts howsight.

unheeded. As a thoughtful acquiescence, though, he
imposed extremely rigid standards of caution and safety on
himself.
Nowadays Markworth employs a crossbow in his act, in
addilion to the recurved Bear bow. "l find that the cross·
bow is a lot easier to shoot and a lot more accurate," he
espouses, "and quite naturally, since that was its inventor's
intention. A crossbow is just a primitive version of a rifle.
You have added stability, the extra stability of the bolt or
quill going down a ramp.
"The bolt can travel at more varying speeds out of a
crossbow, depending on its strength. The one I use is rather
light and the shaft travels at a much slower speed than ll1e
arrows out of my recurved bow: about 120 miles an hour,"
he says.
To take the edge off the fact that a crossbow is more
accurate than a recurved bow, Markworth aims in on
moving targets. "Shooting at a balloon rising on wispy air
currents makes it interesting for me," he explains. "I never
know just in which direction the wind is going to tum the
halloon, whether it is going left or right, up or down." It
doesn't really seem to matter. He breaks them every which
way.
Markworth also draws a bead on small white discs which
Ms. Lawrence throws aloft. "The white discs I shoot at are
considerably smaller than the balloons, but not particularly
more difficult to hit," he says. He offered the theory that
when the target gets smaller, the concentration becomes
more acute. It is a reflex action on the part of the mind.
When Markworth strings his crossbow, it's a signal for
Diana Lawrence to put on a most unusual crown. Instead of
being topped by precious jewels, it holds three balloons.
"Th~ balloons on the crown present a bit of a problem
becawe Lhey tend to ove1fap.," Markworth interjects. " In
order to single them oul, I tell Diana to move her head a
certain way, or to tilt her head this way or that. That way, I
put a single balloon in a position where I can see that it is
not being overlapped by another balloon."

Top, left: Markworth eyeballs one of the aluminum shafts
for straightness. Showman puts great stress on precision.
Left: Preparing for filming of outdoor practice session,
Markworth strings his 36-pound Bear laminated target bow.
Below: As the cine camera whirs, Diana moves her head
in response to signals so that balloons can be broken singly.

he adds. TI1ey had better be. When he lets one fly in Diana
Lawrence's direction, it leaves the bow at better than L80
miles an hour.
Markworth succumbed to the glitter of show business in
1?54 when . hew~ 17. ~at w_as three years after winning
his fir~t a r~hery title, Califonua state junior field archery
chammon, ui 1951. In the next two years he went on to
~al'_ture nwnerous other titles in the Golden 'state, including
.1umor field and target championships in 1952 and 1953.
Shooting out of his classification while still a junior he
won !he Southern California men's AAA class quadr~ple
Amencan target championship the same year.
B~ trial and error, the young perfonner, who relinquished lus amateur status for the spotlight, created a variety
type shooting act. "It didn't take me long to learn that a
20

.display o,f skill and marksmanship were not enough to
satisfy ·an audience's appelite," Bob Markworth recalls.
"Before my fust year was up, l knew that s·omething more
was needed if I was going to succeed as a performer." The
"something more" tumed out to be a leggy brunette named
Mayana.
While audience response soared, the wrath of the top
echelon of the archery industry came thundering down on
him. The idea using a human target plus the blindfolded
finale was definitely against their collective grain.
Strongest opposition came from a West Coast dealer who
told him: "Just one miss, Bob, a flinch on your release, a
broken nock, a broken bowstring, any one of innumerable
unforeseen possibilitie!> on stage in front of a large audience
and you will have set archery back fifty yea~."
Markworth did not consider the request~ unreasonable
and from persons whose counsel he respected. He was, however, a determined young man and the cries to desist went
21

After one balloon has been popped, Markworth instructs
his partner to move her head ever so slightly so he can gel a
clear shot at the nexl. Such po:sitioning is, of course,
unnecessary with the third balloon.
Bob Markworth began shooting t he bow because he had
become extremely proflcienl with the rifle his father had
given him when lie was 11. Under his father's supervision,
he became an excellent hunter with the gun and !he
weapon soon lust its appeal for him. When he turned Lo
archery, he again achieved a very high degree of proficiency

Above: Billed as the "20th Cerztury R obin flood, "archer
Bob Markworth addresses a night club audience during an
appearance at the Monte Carlo Club in Tokyo, years ago.
Below: Before a live audience on Australian TV, Markworlh
punctures balloons inches above Mayana head, blind[olded.

•
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in a short time. That's when he began winning archery
contests. Since then, Bob Markworth and his partners have
thrilled audiences in sixty-six foreign counlries with the
hair-raising exhib ition of archery accuracy.
His first overseas engagement. was an eight-week contract
in Tokyo, which was quickly extended to six months.
Before he knew it, Markworth had racked up three years in
Japan and the Far East, busting balloons in such exotic
spots as Hong Kong , Taipei, Manila, Bangkok, Singapore
and Saigon. I le joined wilh the Harlem Globetrotters for a

tour of London and thirteen European counL1ics. When the
Globetrotters returned home, Markworth wore oul a path
be tween London and virtually every capital on the
continent, all the way Lo CalcuLLa.
It was eight years before he relurned home. By then, the
voices of the skeptics had been silenced.
Bul eyebrows still go up every time Bob Markworth
dons his blindfold and black hood and brings an audience
to the edges of its chairs with his undeniably spectacular
finale.
"This is difliculL," he admits. "I can't see and must rely
entirely on the soun<l of the girl's voice. She positions me
whereby I am fa cing in the opposite direction, away from
the target. I tum toward the sound of her counting, from
one to ten slowly. This is my only sense of direction. T
zero-in on lhe sound of her voice."
As difficult as it sounds, Markworth has perfected the
ability to lock in on the sound of someone's voice while
blindfolded. But it took countless hours of practice.
"Initially, I practiced in a dark room, pointing tu a voice
from another person standing at the opposite end of Lhe
room. When Lhe light would come on, r would find that I
would be within a foot of the so1mcl. After several months,
I fo und that l was able to point my finger directly at the
person's mouth," he explains.
Inasmuch as Markworth has been an archer for years, it
is second nature for him to be able to aim an arrow just as
he had learned Lo point a finge r.
"I am facing away from Diana. The first thing I hea r is
'one,' directly behind my head. But I can't whip around. I
have to turn slowly and orient myself. As she reaches two,

~.

T've started to swing toward a more forward ·position facing
her. Now T start. to 1.ero-in. By the time she reaches four I
am actually aiming at the balloon," he says.
To check himself at lhis point, Markworth will pull a bit
to the left at "fiv~" and come back on target at "six."
"I am zeroe<l-in by the count of eight. The nine and ten
are just extra assurances for me," Markworth notes. " Even
though I am able to shoot quickly, when hunting for
example, I want to lake that extra time to be sure when T
am shooting during the act.
"I don't want to leave anything to chance and it is my
technique to hold a long time. (just feel more sure of what
I am about to <lo," he says.
What does Diana Lawrence say? "When we <lo the
blindfold shot, I watch him to make sure he is turning the
right way and facing me - which he always does - but
there is so much anxiety and so much anticipation waiting
for this one part of the act," Ms. Lawrence says.
"At nine," she continues, "Bob has completely zeroed-i?
on my voice. I reach behind me to make sure the balloon ts
situated directly al U1e back of my head and as l say ten, l
drop down to right below the balloon to a point where it is
right above my head.
"As I am waiting for the release of the arrow, I am
terribly nervous, hoping that he zeroed-in right. As the
arrow hits, it's always a feeling of rel,ief."
Although she does have many anxieties, Diana Lawrence
is confident in Markworth's ability as a marksman. "I never
once though t there was a possibility he would hit me nor
has he ever once came close to hitting me with an arrow,"
she says. "A lot of people come up to me after the act and
tell me how brave they think Tam and so forth, but I think
there are a lot of daring people in lhe world."
Bob Markworth and Bob Swinehart have never mel,
although Markworth is aware of who the other gentleman
is. "I know about Swinehart getting the big five in Africa
wiLh bow and arrow," Markworth says. "But I don'l really
see·us as competitors."
Swinehart's big five include leopard, lion, Cape buffalo,
rhino and elephanL. "We're both dedicated archers and
hunters," Markworth states, "and I think his big five
accomplishmen l was commendable. lt may be possible to
duplicate that feat but it is becoming increasingly difficult.
Certain countries in Africa have forbidden archery hunting
by legislation and even limited the caliber of gun which
hunters can use."
Markworth plans to hunf in Africa in 1974, but feels
that bow and arrow hunting will not be permitted many
years after Lhat.
At U1e momenti his plans ru:e concerned with organizing
a pair of archery hunts ln North Arilerica. A Lrjp to British
Columbia will be in quest of the grizzly bear, while a
sojourn to Baja California will seek to bag mountain Uon.
Markworth's hunting bow is a sixty-five-pound Bear,
with which he's taken crocodile in the Philippines, among
other game.
.
Asked if he can hit a dime in the air wtt.h an arrow,
Markworth replies, "Yes, but not every time or even with
regularily ," which is Swinebarl's answer Lo the same question. Perhaps one day in the future, Utis talented pair of
Bohs will meet at the range for a bow and arrow shootout
- with dimes. + · ~
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F RUGAL PEOPLE NEVER throw anylhing away,
and sooner or later, if inspiration and luck are met, you
find a use for some of the trivia that threatens to crowd
you out of the house. Take used toothbrushes: They have
as much use as your imagination can put them too. How
can an archer use one?
Many ways. Two uses that come lo mind are for arrow
rests and string servers. Both are easy lo make, require few
tools and little lime.
Select a brush that has a straight section of bristle for the
brush area, and cut the handle at the back of the bristle.
You can then select the main section, cut a section from
the entire unit. or use all of it for an arrow rest. Some
archers feel the brush slows the flight or the arrow, but it
would be minimal and the brush will last for many months
of constant shooting.
The entire bristle µresents a massive area for an arrow
rest, and you will probably prefer to cul perhaps half of the
bristle for the arrow rest. A simple shop hacksaw with a
fine-toothed blade will do this easily. Cut the section you
desire , file the edges and the back lo remove the rounded
shape of Lhe brush and all that rernains is lo cement it to
the shelf of the bow. There are two ways of doing this.
The fi rst and simplest method is to sand the hack of the
b rush area to get a rough gluing surface, place contact
cement on the base of the resl and the shelf of lhe bow,
allow proper setting time and place the bristle in position
and start. shooting. This works well for bows with a tlat
shelf area. If the bristle area is too high you can cut or burn
il lower.
Some bows have a curved :;ight window, hence there is
no llat area on which to glue the rest. Herc you can use the
side of the bristle as a shooting rest gluing the base of the
hrush to the side of the sight window at the location you
desire .

Materials needed f or project Include lOOlhlJrush, contact
cemem, bobbin, tllre(ld, nut and bolt, and small oven or
ollier heal source. Total expenditure can be less than $5.

The pocket string server Lakes a bit more lime and requires a few more items lo complete.
You will utilize the plastic or nylon handle of the brush
left from cutting the head off. To this you will add a
machine bolt of brass or other metal about three quarters
or an inch long, with a nut for the opposite end. You ~ill
also need a bobbin, U1e same type used on a scwmg
machine, which can be purchased separately or in groups_or
four, if your wife won't part wiU1 one, and some servmg
lhreacl.
Determine the cenler of the nylon handle of the brush
by measuring. Mark it and place the handle in_lo a he~ling
device. The small electric ovens used for making ones1ded
lOasl or snacks makes an excellent shop heating unit for
softening plastics. You might have one around U1e kitchen
or you can buy one for around nve dollars at 0 swap meet.
We used a half-inch bolt for the form lo c\.irl Lhe nylon
over. You need .some item that won't burn, such as a boll
or round slock of metal , to curl U1e heated nylon around
for fitting the bobbin into later.
.
Place the nylon handle on the bolt area. Pla.cc hot.h 111
the small electric oven and observe the nylon till it starts to
curl. This material doesn't flow over the bar; il will curl up
When nylon begins to heat up, it curls upwards and
necessitate~· /Jeing forced downward with a pair of
pliers. 7'he desired shape is like thul (below).

Toot hbrush is trimmed to size of rest desired (top),
then surface roughened and contact cement applied.
Squared-off remainder of handle {below) is then set
atop metal rod or large bolt placed in tile oven.

at the ends, instead. When it starts lo curl, it is warm
enough lo form. Withdraw the unil from the oven and,
using a glove or pair of pliers, bend the nylon aro.und the
hol metal bar and hold until it lakes a set. If you like, you
could introduce the bobbin al the back of !he doubled ends
Lo assure you don't get lhem bent so much they won'.t
allow U1e bobbin in when it cools. One advantage lo this
material - if it doesn't work 1.he nrsl lime, reheat and
reform unlit il does. Don't get it. too hot, or il will blister.
After the double handle has cooled lo the Louch, you
can insert lhe bobbin al the back and locate the position
you want it to main lain. Mark the center of Lhe handle and
drill a hole large enough to accepl the brass bolt. Using a
When cool, the bobbin is inserted in server. Two holes
need be drilled on each side of bobbin for bolt, and
another at bottom through which serving will pass.
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After the cement has thoroughly dried, a few a"ows
should be shot to check rest height, (above). If too
high for your liking, s;mply trim the bristles down.
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This is how finished products appear in shop (left).
Rests can be applied two ways, either from bottom or
side. Server string tension is applied by turning bolt.
hand drill, drill a hole on each side of the doubled unit for
the boll lo pass through. After you have the holes drilled
anl;i cleaned out with a rat tail file, place the bobbin in
position, run the bolt through and put the nut on the other
side. By adjusting I.he pressure of the nut on the nylon you
will be able to adjust the tension on the string server.
Remove the bobbin and fill it with regular nylon serving
thread or a thread of your choice. I have used sixteen-gauge
nylon and dacron thread. It is finer than the material sold
in the archery stores and it makes a fine tight ~erving, although it takes more wraps to get the job done.
Drill a hole in the dead center of the curved section of
the nylon lo allow lhe thread to pass through. You waol it
big enough. to pass lhe biggest thread you will use without
fighting. Replace the bobbin in the doubled ends, thread
U1e serving tluough the newly drilled hole, place the bolt
and nut in place, and you wiU be ready to serve a string
anywhere you need il. The unit is small, compact and func·
ti on al.
You may want to go a bit farther and add a groove along
the edge of the front for the bowstring. This will aid in

serving, as the groove will follow the string easier thaTI a
curved surface will. Use a rat tail file for this groove and cut
it about a fourth of the thickness of the nylon stock. You
can cut it lengthwise or across; it makes no difference.
When you have finished with this quicky project, you
wiU have a serviceable arrow resl that is impervious to
snow, sleet , rain or hot weather. About all it can do is fall
off. Many archers feel the bristle rest will wear the feathers
down faster. It will. But if you tune your bow properly,
there is no more wear than with any other type of rest. You
can actually get two rests from a standard toothbrush by
cutting it in half the length of the unit.
Your handy dandy pocket string server will fit into your
tackle box, your hunting jacket or your pants pocj<et. You
can repair a damaged serving or remake an entire serving in
a few minutes time. By adjusting the tension on the bolt·
nut assembly you can make a tight serving or a moderately
tight one, depending on your choice.
Cut up, heat up, shoot up and serve your former tooth·
brush in a matter of a few minutes shop time.-<~

The horizontal rest {left) shows few
signs of hard use. Heat tends to make
the cement loosen, so keep it in mind.
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AT YOU SEE

• • •

IS

T/YOU GET!

By Roy Hoff

Making a shot from a tree stand requires patience, agility and balance; but to be
on the safe side, author encourages wearing some sort of safety belt.

I

Ernest Wilkinson studies large tree for best climbing possibilities and potential
spot to install portable tree stand which he carries strapped onto his back.
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AM WRITING THIS in an effort. to be helpful to the ooundess bowhunters who travel each year
a couple of thousand miles more or less to bag a deer,
perhaps with braggin' size, rocking chair antlers, only
ro return home and explaiin to the ever lovin' how come
he got skunked. I was a member of ~his nation-wide
group of buck-migsers until about ten years ago, when
I came to rthe conclusion there was just no way I could
meet a trophy buck on his own terms and in his wild
habitait and come out a winner.
Know what I did? I joined the clan who hwllt from
tree stands. This select group all are cri the opinion
that u9ing a bow and arrow really is hunting l'he bard
way. After ten years cri figuring all the angles, bagging
a trophy buck deer still is no cinch. But when I learned
to hunt from a tree stand, Lady Luck sta11ted looking
my way and with a pleasant smile.
I built my first tree stand on the Wilcox Ranch
in 1960. The 9ite was in a big coltonwood overlooking a
forty-acre aLfalfa field. No stand could have been more
comfomble, and as safe as the roof of (!he nearby ranch
house, but for eff~ciency, and putiting me on an even
footing with <lihe big Utah bucks, iJt was a total loss. I'H
tell you why.

I selected a tree wi;th a beautiful view of the fiield.
I found soon this could be placed last on a list of nec-

essary conditio~. Th-is blind was immediately abandoned except for mornmg hunting. The field was in a
canyon. Deer, bedded on the canyon waills, oould see
everything .thait was going on in the stand and, of course,
bypassed the spat aJt a consi<l~rahle distance.
Lesson number one: select t:he site for your t ree
iYtand so that the game can not look down through the
branches. All the area round the stand should be well
below eye level of the hunter and we11 above that of
tihe deer. Unless you make noise, the chances are a deer
will not look up into your tree. But if he approaches
your tree from any d1rection which places you eye level,
you might as well return to camp.
I strongly believe thait of itne deer's senses, sight
is his best alarm 9ignal. If you can see a certaiin movement at a hundred yards, I'd venture to say a deer can
see the same movemenJt a.t five hundred yards. I am
mindful of a lesson in the Boy Scout manual: If a
person becomes lost in a forest and hears a plane,
he should vigorously shake a young aspen or t'he limb
of a tree. Rescuers can spot the movement.
On opening morning of the hunting season, as
29

I make my way ,l'Q a previously prepared sitand, I prob<ti)ly resemble a junk collecoor. I cairry a gunny sack
over my shoulder in which are: pillow, down jacket,
mittens, la·r ge-size plastic baigs, binocula rs, ra incoat,
apple and some Tootsie Rolls. The latter item may
be kids' stuff, but you'd be surprised how good they
tas.te when you're real hungry, even those which were
left over from Last year. Another item which is always
good for a laugh is my :piece of carpet for itihe ffoor
of my stand, to deaden the sound if I shuHJe my feet
when a deer is nearby.
W hen nighit closes in, I put everything back in t he
bag a nd tie Dt down fo r t he Il!ight. Yes, even my bow. I ,
of cou rse, cover the fletching of my arrows with a
plastic bag as a protection from morning dew o r ra~n.
My hunting partners look at me with lf:ongue-1n -cheek
like I was cracking up. I explain lf:o them when I am
returning from my blind at night or going to it in the
morning, it's too dark for any possible shot. When making ~his same jou rney in day1ight, irf I were to see a
deer I would pass up the shot. I can't wilf:h any confidence guess tihe diistance of a shot, and f9regoing the

-c....mm C.

Larry Bamford waits comfortably in permanent,
easy-to-build tree stand which takes advantage
of natural three-corner growth of Aspen trees.

What you see is what you get, is the claim of many
tree stand bowhunters. Shown is Ernest Wilkinson,
bowhunter and taxidermist of Monte Vista, Colorado,
who depicts a .rcene which likely will be seen by many
bowhunters during deet· season this fall. Animal is
a full mount of a western mule deer b.Y Wilkinsott.

shot wouM preclude any possibiliiity of a bad hit.
If a bowman hunts from a tree stand, he wiU
find there is a lot more w Vhe sporit than flinging a.rrows. He wiH have an oppo11tuniity ro see WliMti•fe and
observe much in thei·r kingdom he never previously
realized existed.
Often I have had a bird ail~ghit on a limb a few
feet from my nose. Keeping absdlutely S1till, not even
blLnking my eyes, I have watched itil_ie antics of t1hese
winged creatures. lit 'has of.ten been humorous as a
feaithered species cocks 1rts head an<l cuniously examines t he fum1y-looking neal'by object whkh was
not ithere t he las-t 11ime this roosting place W3.'S vasited.
Every hunrf:er k nows creatures of <?Ur . wi1ldlife
kingdom have ways. and means of commun1caibon. One
afternoon, while si.thing in my tree stand on .tlie W:i'lcox
Ranch in Uta·h, I d:lad a fascinating ex,penience of observing a deer fami ly mbleaiu of commUlllicait>ing evidence of danger followed by a signi<tl <that aH WM clear .
I had climbed inrto my 1tree &rand shoPtily before
four .ju ~he af.ternoon . I knew from past experience
that the cihan(:e of seeing a deer before sundown was
extremely remote. Bu t I a:lso bad ilearned thait iJt is
a good idea ito arrive a-t your stand earily, get settled
down and give any deer who has spo'llt'ed you a diance
to convfoce himself you mean no ha·rm.
To help resiist the •temptait:ion of loolcing a'found
or g lassing the aTea to see 1£ a .he rd of . bucks is ~p
proaC'hing, I il:ak~ a.Jong a favornJte spontmg ma,gamne .
and catch up on my rea:ding. A fter reading two or
th ree pages, I gilanced ahead while itumin·g 1'he pa.ge. T o
use a:n old hunter's cLiche, .there, on ithe fa.1· side of thei
alfalfa field, a herd of deer had appeared as if by magic. :
There were four bucks and five does, a:ll with their
noses ~n ithe feed•bag. It was a sight to qufoken t!he pulse
of any bowhunter . I:t wo uld ha:ve taken a patient and
exper·t stal,ker to ollmb down ou t of ·l'h e •tree, make a
huge circle and approach :the herd from ¢he wooded
side of t he field. Lt was a cinch I didn't have mhe qua1lif:icaitions. I oontinrued to wa.tch the feeding anirna1's '
,vi,th considerable exoi~ement and fasdnation.
Suddenly tihe scene was &tanged. AM beads became
erect wiith eyes focused toward 'f!he sound of a Jeep engine star.ting. Later r learned the card game had broken
up and for something to do .to kiU time, Waildo Wil- '
cox loaded the hUlllters inoo a Jeep picJc:up and headed

for Oherry Meadows, a distam~e of aboUJt ten miles
up Range Creek Canyo? .
. .
.
.
The deer held t heir pos1t10n unttl they saw movement of the vehicle coming toward ·them. T hey quickly
clashed across tihe ranch road, up a draw for a short
di$tam:e t hen topped ou t o n a smal'I hogback where
they co~lcl get a comman<Iing v.iew of a pproaching
danger.
T he four bucks immediately laid down. The does
sort of messed arot1t1d, nt1zz1'ing tlle ground and maki ng
like d1ey were doinrg the chores.. Severai . minutes after
1tbe sound of the 1truck was lost m the distance, a-1·1 the
does sta·pted making the'ir way back to the field. The
bucks, mind you, conitinued W1ith ithei-r siesta. To m.e,
I imagined o ne buck prabab'ly the boss of the owtf1t,
issued a command s~mething l1ke: "Okay, gals, let's
get with i.t ! Take a ru n down to the field and see whait
gives with 1~hos-e hunters who just passed by !"
0

Dan Qitillian, of Athms, Georgia, uses a portable
tree stand of his owtt manufactm·e. Easy to install.

1

Attthot· finds the only safe and easy way to climb a
tree, without defacing it, is to 1ise a rope ladder. A
few words of caution: Be s·ure to tie bottom rung
sn·ugly to the trunk or low-growiug shrub or root.
It takes fifty feet of half-inch rope to make a twelvefoot ladder with a lead rope to pass over a stout limb.

T he does, upon reaching the road, l?Oked fi rst
up, tf:hen down (·he canyon. Perhaps ~ m inutes later
all five of them walked nonchalantly mto 'the aHaHa
and stal.'red graz·ing. 'Dbey paiid no more attention to
the road or vehicle.
Suddenly, as i·f the boss buck had wirelessed to
see if the coast were dear, aU the does, as if a.it a command, turned toward ·~he mounitaiinside and walked
Silowly single file to the <top of the hogback and joined
the apparently dozing buckis. Whaitever means of oommunication was used it didn•t ·take lonog. The does turned around and started down the hill. The bucks then
got up and joined the p rocession, When the herd, led
a;[l the way by the does, reached ,the road they did not
hesitate to look up and down it for possible danger.
They crossed without hesitation, walked a few feet
irno the meadow and immediately resumed f eed1ng.
As a sort of epilog ¢0 this episode, two of the
hunters, up0n their return to the meadow, spotted the
deer and made a successful Sotailk. Hank Krohn bagged
a buck and Mi1it Lewis a doe. Doug Easton got some
shooting, but no hits.
I highly reoomrnend hunting from a tree stand.
Before I go into detaals of con•struction, I want to
emphasize two condi¢lions: right at the top, as most
irnporitanit, I wanit oo stress :the sa.fety angle. Most anyone could siit on a stool and waitdh the birds indefinitely.
But seeing a deer and with quickened pulse take a shot
at ~ur quarry, you oould easily step too far or lose
your balance and fall to the ground seriou5<ly injuring
yourself, even fatally. So, be a sissy litre me and wear
a safety belt of some kind. I merely tie a length of
nylon rope around my waist, wid1 the other end wrapped around and tied to the tree. If you e'rer have need
for this device, I'm sure ii WQn't be very oomfortable,
but most assured~y vtitl save your life.
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If climbing a ten-foot ladder gives you cold shivers, then hunting from a tree stand is not for you.
Next would be the comfort part of tree stand
building. My wife, Frieda, has often called me an ol'
wiggle-butt, because I never was able <to sit still in a
cramped and uncomfor.table posiition.
Construct your stand so you can occasionally
91:and up and shake the kinks out of your lower extremeties. I don't mean like a jaick-in-'l:lhe-box, so your
movements might be noticed by a hig buck bedded
on a nearby hillside. Even widi the luxury of a pillow
t find a brief respite from sitting, about every halfhour, is a real pieasure.
There are a. number of portable stands which have
been advertised in Bow and Arrow magazine. I personally like Ron's Porta-Pak. Lt comes with shoulder
straps, so you can back-pack it into tihe woods. Best
of all, for me, ~t comes equipped with a canvas top
seat. Remember, ¢here will be times when }'QU will
have to spend hours in a confined area, and the less
you move around, changing positions, the better off
and more successful JQU'll be.
If you are going to hunit within a day's drive of
your home, I'd suggest you go on a soouting expedition a ,Vtt]c or two before opening day of season.
Look for track' and other signs of the species of game
you're going to bunt. For brevity of this article let's
presume you are going deer hunting. Search for a
spring or other watering place where tracks indicate
the game has been visiting frequently.
Now we need a tree-one we can climb 1n1x:> and
out of with safety. The tree should be within four
to ten steps from a waiterhole, or used deer traoil. This
so that when the deer puts in an appearance, you can be
on the alert and not move an eyelash until your game
is almost direofly beneail:h you. This is what makes
tree IP!and hunting so popular. A deer cannot see }'QU
draw your bow and loose the arrow.
A word of advice: practice snooting nearly straight

Sbme lucky bowhunters stumble across the perfect
tree for a stand, such as this one, which didn't
require th~ cutting ofa single /iinb.
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down. You will f1nd it a lot more difficult than you

~hink-e~en using a sight. Talk your dub 1?embers

mto setting up one tree stand target. Use 1t for a
novelty event if nothing else. Upon arriving at my
tree stand, I never fail to shoot a few practice arrows,
picking certa1n gpots where I be~eve a deer might
appear. I have found thait a twenty-yard setting will
suffice for anyithiing around the tree, even for an actual
distance much farther.
Let's say we found a pine tree which wais just
what we were looking for. It was forty or fifty feet
high and eighteen indhes in diameter. The first limb
was ten feet off the ground. Being in a ootionai forest,
we would not be permitted to nail climbing blocks to
the tree or build a stand of a permanent nature. We
would in'S'tall a portable stand and u~ a rope ladder
to climb up to it.
To be sure, there are many ways to dimb a tree,
and · many different kinds of trees, each prese11Jting
a particular problem in climbing. One time I was privileged ito hunt on the WaUcing Cane Ranch in Texas.
The land was covered with millions of S<:rub ceda'l"S.
All the equipment a hunter needed in this area was:
hammer, saw, two or tbree mils and a one-by-six two
feet long. No devices were needed to climb these cedars.
There were lots of limbs from top to bottom. Alter
reaching tihe top, tihe hunter would saw o-f f a couple
of feet from 'llhe main trunk, then nail on the board for
his s~t. An added pillow was for luxury.
In a:H of our western Slt:ates, forests are composed
of pine, fir, hemlock, aspen, cottonwood and many
other species. Personailly, after I have locaited a good
spot for a stand, I search for a tree wiil'h a natural
opening in the foliage about the right height for a stand.
This precludes ithe necessity of pruning many branches
in order to see out and get an arrow through. Often
a hunter will find where 11ghtning has stntclc a tree
and gouged out an opening ideal for locating a stand.
Phorographs accompanying this article will give
you a good idea of how to set up housekeeping in some
tree and make Hke an owl. It was my dream to present a photo oi me drawing a bow and aiiming a.t a live
deer. Sort of hawng my cake and eating it, too. But
I found this chore more diffkul!I: than I ·t hought. Deer
are narrow minded and wi-cooperative.
One photo depicts what :looks l~ke the real thing.
Here is how the shot was accomplished. About ten years
~o, I was hunting in Rocle Creek Park, near Monte
Vi~, Colorado. My hunting partner was Ernest Wilkinson, local ta:x.idemri'St and founder of the Piedra
Bowhuniters Club. In his display room I feas~d my
eyes on a Hf e~tike full mount of a four-by-four mule
buck deer.
Last s'Ummer en route to Colorado for a bear hunt,
I dragged this picture out 0£ my memory file and stopped by Ernie's place to sort of sa.y hi. It took a little
ann twisting, but within the hour we had loaded the
mount into a van, driven to a spot in Rock Creek Park,
where we had lon1g ago hwired deer together, and
set up a realistic shot of Ernie Slitting on a tree stand
with bow drawn and aiming a.t die one-for-twenty spot
on a trophy buck.
Don't build your stand in the top of the highest
tree. When the wind blows you'll wish you hadn't, and ·
you might get sea:sick I I'd say the minimum height
S'hould be ten feet, wtidt a maximum of thirty. Remember, the higlher you climb, the more di.fficulil: it is to
get in and out of your stand and hois.t yQUr gear to

Compare ...

anid from. For (he latter chore I use a hundred-foot
length of quarter-inch nylon cord.
I recommend you be in yQUr stand about ha\£
an hour before day:lighit. This wiH give time for any
body odor lingering below to dis&ipate. Also any deer
who M.ve been alerted by tlhe noise you made geticing
to your st and wil:l have settled down and figured that
whaitever cau sed the disturbance had disappeared.
HU11!ting from a tree &t.an<l can be really excitiing
at times. You may sipot your deer at a considerable
distance and then observe it slowly makiing i;ts way
toward your stan<i. I guarantee it wiH raise yQUr blood
pressure and im::rease your heairt beat I Have an area
picked where }'QU are fairly sure of gehting a good hit,
be a
then wa.it until the deer reaohes that spot. I-t
bit rottgh, ht.lit wai1t him out.

Your King dealer did!
Quality sells.
That's why leading archery
dealers recommend King
accessories like ,.
the handsome
#409 quiver.
FEATURES:
• New SCORE CARD pocket.
• Double leather-st itched
hang straps with belt clips.
• Pencil pocket.
• Divider strap makes
2·division quiver.
• Large zipper pocket 18" x 3a14" x 13/.1").
• Black or Brown.
• Right or left hand.
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DIMENSIONS:
20" Long; top opening 4¥2" x r:
bottom 31/2"x 2".
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Write for
folders.
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There is much to enjoy from a tree stand. Often I have
had a bird alight on a limb a few feet from my nose.

328 S. Cypress Ave., Alhambra CA 91801

The greatest hunbing .thriH of my life was wa~ting
for a record-clas-s buck slowly make his way to a spring
near my stand. He only h ad to cover it.wo hundTed
yards, but itrhe way be picked his path, hesitating at
every step, it must have ,taken him two hundred minutes
to reach tihe spot wlhere I planned to loose die a rrow.
I forced myself !l:o •turn my eyes 1n another direction
from itime ·to hime so I could not see him and to better
ho ld back the buck fever wihich was creeping in. Even
~hougih my bowarm was a bi·t on lbhe shakey side, the
arrow flew itrue to t he spat, and I had the further
thrill of -seeing •the big beauty go do wn for the count.
This experi'Ctlce took place on the Lam:icq ranch in
the high country back of Grand Junobion, Colorado.
John, as an outf~tter, is a firm believer in hun:tiing from
a itree stand. Annual kill success of his clients tend\S to
prove this is the only way to go. Much of ~he Lam1cq
property, owned or leased, covers the tops of several
huge ridges. Needless to say, if a hunter is t hinkiing of
bagging a ,trophy b uck he'd behter go topside.
Ecol.ogiisits comelaiin ·l'hat tree stal')ds are ugly and
s'J)OiI the natural W'llderness of a forest. I will admit
some I have seen are an eyesore, but I have been assigned Ito a tree ·in a cer.ta.in smaH area and have had
dif.f<icutty finding 'the tree w:i1l'h t he stand in ilt. The
hunter does not have to chop off l~mbs with reckless
abando n, even if ·there were no objection. If you leave
chopped-off lim'bs srattered a round the foot of your
tree stand, forget j,t I Deer know when things are nat
as they were yesterday and sense danger.
A word of caution: check your game laws. There
are a couple of states wb ich prohihiit hunlting from a
1ree. There aitso are severa1l staites which prohibit htmting except from a t ree 'Stand. -<~
1

Archer's Bible
Largest selection in the world! Bargains galore!
Shop for your archery needs
righ t in your own home with
your FREE ARCHER'S BIBLE.
Huge 180 pages, jam packed
with all kinds of bows, arrows,
h:ather, game calls, tools, raw
materials, kits, outdoor clothing
... plus loads of archery infonn ation . All at low bargain prices!
Deal with the world's largest
archery dealer and SAVE$$$$.
Mail this handy coupo n today!

NEW GIANT EDITION
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P.O. Box 598·T
M~mmoth L~ke>, Calif. 93546

Please rush me-copies of yoor giant new ARCHER'S BIBLE.
I enclose 25t for each copy to cover postage and handling.
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Milan £ EloH

From left: Sandy Clifton, Sandy
Parker and Suzanne Bennett are the
types of women archers who today
represent growing interest in the
: sport ofarchery among distaffers.

The most incomprehens1ble of all the questions about
archery is why anyone wants to be a competitive shooter.
Of all the sports in the world, tournament or competition,
archery is by far the most dif11cult. The problems which
confront a prospective score shooter are many and difficult. Every obstacle imaginable blocks the way Lo success.
ln fact, not une shooter ill a hundred can face the ordeal
for more than five years. There are many reasons for this.
To begin with, it is almost impossible to find a coach who
really knows enough to be of any actual benefit.
There are at least a hundred coaches who think they
know, to every one who really knows and can produce.
Until a coach has developed at least a hundred champions,
he is a novice in the business. A coach who has produced
only one champion usually had a champion to coach in
the first place. Maybe thaL is how it should be done; don't
coach anyone who doesn't appear to have the qualities of
a winner.
Most competitive shooters are never coached. This
makes it rough, and the chances of winning the big ones
are slim.
It is a complete waste of time to attempt to get. an
answer to why from any competition shooter. Any
veteran coach knows that the principal ingredient necessary
to produce a champion is motivation. But what in the
world is motivation? Further, after battling the crushing
frustrations of advancing, what maintams that motivation?
The facts are oveIWhelming. A shooter works for years
to develop a method of winning, when out of a clear blue
sky, the rules are changed to outlaw his method of shooting.
A coach works hard for ten, fifteen, or even twenty years
to really learn to teach and, suddenly, for a few hundred
dollars and a one week school, Certified Profe ssional
Coaches arc graduated on a self-graded test.
The object of the sport has been twisted beyond belief.
The unadorned object is to hit whatever the arrow is
aimed at. How a shouter accomplishes this basic act is his
problem. He certainly doesn't want some organization
dictating inferior methods of doing it.
Tournament shooters must face unbelievable obstacles.
A good example is referees who call shots in or out.
Frankly speaking, it would be much better to ilip a coin
than call a referee to determine whether a questionable
arrow is in or out. Admittedly, this is one of the major
weaknesses of the sport.

Twenty years ago the target was not a problem; arrows
were scattered all around it, and winning scores were many
points above second place. Nowadays, the target is a rea l
problem when first place scores are often tied or there is
only one point between first , second and third places. In
fact, the present targets are worthless and obsolete and
have been so for at least five years.
Kiss-outs are also a major hlndrance to fair competition.
The shooter is actually penalized for good shooting. Yet,
we call it competitive shooting. Lucky winning, yes; competitive, no. It certainly does11't add to the inducement to
spend years working to the top then lose by being unluck5'.
When you have a sport that is constantly being altered it
is hard to main ta in that essen lial motivation.
Askanymanufacturer or his representative about targets,
and he will advocate, will expand on brightly-colored
targets. Ask a hundred shooters, and ninety-five of that
hundred will slate in no uncertain terms they prefer a
black target with a white aiming spot - indoors and
outdoors. Simply because they can aim better and see
where their arrows '1Jt.

Dedicated bowmen such as Dave Bennett have developed a
love of the sport that is reflected in their scores.
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Sustained motivation evidenced by 67-year-old Sandy
Elott is not widespread. The holder of the Sports
Illustrated award, four senior NFAA field titles, she
admits that some archers ;ust don't know when to quit.

freaay featner Sa~s ...

"1ltis is as good a time an<l place as any to talk facts
about fletches. BRIGHT WAY ground base feathers are
the proven modern feather fletch. Besides . . . they are
colorful and <lie.shaped."

FIRST IN
QUALITY ANO
REIEAACHt

TEXAS FEATHERS IOCORPORRTED
SOX 1118
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BOWHU NTERS WELCOME

l, r o hunt Tennessee for [3fg GtHl1e - Bear, Boar,
~Deer. Turkey. Goal, Ram, Elk, and ~obcal
1..... on 6000 acre Rereel)et<te Hu nlin9 Ran ye iu
.f Easl Tenn. Mountains. Now offerfng Vcur• Round hunting. Kills Guarariteed ·No.Kill-No
l?«Y System. NOW HUNTING VEAR ROUND
TfOPhies like lhis taken regurMIY. l'or
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Ph: 615·354·23C.8

Crossville, Tenn. 38555

SCORE MORE
FINGER SLING
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If Bow Hunting is your bag, you will want the Bow
Hunters Catalog. All about Hunting, full of quality
tested Bow Hunting and Back Packing equipment. Send
$1. for catalog or ask for free desc ri ptive sheet

WHITE BUCK -

from the Saunders

IJUUJJ;~LJU Think Factory

TYPICAL ARTICLES
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There is a huge campaign to sell archery as a fun sport.
Nothing could be further from the .truth. It is the most
difficult, roughest, toughest sport of all. The equipment
problems are enormous. Even with Lhe finest coaching, it
takes at least a year for an aspiring champion to begin to
understand all the intricaLe details of keeping equipment
tuned to the degree necessary to win.
When you ask a shooter why he participates, you will
get a starry-eyed answer at the end of the first year, "I love
the sport." After five years, "It is a challenge." If you can
find one who has shot tournament archery ten years, ms
answer will be, "I'll beat this damn game or else."
Therein is probably the true answer. The few who have
the unadulterated ego to believe that in the long run they
can win and glory in the challenge, will never quit shooting.
They feel they have a chance to win. This chance to win is
far more important than our archery organizations have
recognized. It has been practically destroyed by the
sandbaggers, the fun name for cheaters. The cheaters
destroy the chance to win for those archers who are
trying to advance. When the chance to win is destroyed, the
will to participate is eliminated. One possible method of
curtailing sandbagging has been publicized but was scornfully turned down by one national organization.

i

'

• Easy on, easy-off -yet
positive hold.
• Will not come off
accidentally.
• Helps eliminate bow
torque. No break in.
• Soft. flexible molded
polyurethane for
maximum comfort.
• No snaps or buckles.

There must be some way to promote motivation in
archery. To date, we have been on the wrong track. It
would appear that junking most of what has been done in
the past and coming up with some new ideas just might be
the answer. It might be smart to start telling the truth for a
change. Widely publicize the fact that archery is the most
difficult sport in the world. Why continue to try and sell the
sport as a fw1 sport with brightly·colored targets and
instant shooting in fifteen minutes. Sooner or later the
truth begins to dawn on those who were deceived into
believing it was something it was not.
Tell them it is not easy. Build up .respect for the sport.
No one cares for anything cheap, nor selling on the basis
that anyone can do it. There is just as much motivation
generated by saying it is not easy. We might get more new
members, and it would certainly cut the enormous number
of drop-outs we have experienced in the last thirly years.
rt has been proven beyond any question that archery
cannot grow unless we can curtail the drop-outs. The
drop-out rate is far above sixty per cent. One reason for
this terrible drop·out rate is crummy facilities. New shooters
are not only indoctrinated with the idea that archery is
easy, they are also given the erroneous idea that it is cheap.
Facts again prove that · it is not cheap. In fact, quite a
sizeable bundle can be spent on equipment, coaching and
tournament travel. Why not paint a true picture at the
beginning?
No one has any false ideas on the cost of joining a
country club. It is, however, a rare archery club that

If your dealer cannot supply you, write·to
Saunders Archery Co., P.O. Box 4 76,
Columbus, Neb. 68601

broadheadssharpT
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Just stroke the length of your broadhead with
KEEN-KILL's super-hard cutting wheels, and you
have a "hollow.ground", razoNlharp edge that
actually shaves hair! And, exclusive extractor end
easily pries arroW8 out of trees. KEEN-KILL takes
roo~ than meny pocket knivea.
The price is ~
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Displaying his f vrm, J,arry Ware posted indoor score of
an almost unbelievable 296 after less than three months
of formal training. Motivation was involved in efforts.

-------- II

Kittredge Bow Hut, P. 0. Box 598 T,

Mammoth Lakes, Calif. 93546

OPleaSP. rush me_KEEN·KILLS. I enclose check or money
order of $1.89 for each KEEN-KILL plus 25t for postage and
handling, and I get my ARCHER'S BIBLE with this orderl
OPlease send me free ARCHER'S BIBLE only. I enclose 25t
to cover pos~age and handling.
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insures that the course is ready with good target faces and
bales to be used any lime during the outdoor season. Most
clubs have shot up targets on the bales, bul money in the
bank. We wonder where the motivation went. Is ii any
wonder why they drop out. It is absolutely essen tial that
tournament shooters have shoot-through-proof bales and a
target complete with a spot to maintain interest in
competition.
To dale, nothing has been devised thal will motivate
the average shooter more !h~rn rea lly spectacular trophies.
The sure sign of a demora lized and diminishing club is
shoots that started with trophy awards changing to medals
and finally ribbons. These same club officials brag about
money in I he bank just before the club folds. Money in the
bank docs not motivate shooters; shooling ror trophies

An entirely different angle to a tournament archer's
demotivation is equipment problems. Selection, tuning,
and maintenance of equipment is difficult. Too many
shooters fail to understand that their low scores may be
caused by mismatched arrows, incoHect tun ing, being over·
or under-bowed, having a fau lty sighting system and other
items of this nature. T be slight malfunction or destruction
of the missile support can wreck havoc with the best
shooter's accuracy. Jn other words, if your arrow rest
cracks or busts, you have had it. No matter what the
reason, poor shooting does not motivate.

NEW ROUNDS

A new 600 round honoring and
named after James Easton, has been
approved by the NAA. The round
consists of twenty arrows - four ends
of five each - at sixty, fifty and forly
yards. The target face is a standard
forty-eight inches. The values range
from the center out, starting with ten
and decreasing Lo one. The Easton 600
replaces the 300 Ouldoor Round.
An Indoor Bowhun ter's Round ,
designed by Bear, Joe Rusinek, Chuck
Nicholas and Gordon Bentley, ALOA
president, consisting of three animal
targets in various sizes, with scoring
dependent on the proficiency of the
archer in hitting the animal's vital
areas, will be shot at participating
ALOA lanes.
Shooters will receive membership in
the Fred Bear Sports Club and be
eligible for the new Indoor Bowhunter
Round Award and Animal Bowhunting Award patches.
The Indoor Round Award levels are
Bowhunter, Tracker, Stalker and
Expert Bowhunter.

What /1 The lure Of Two
Stick8 And A Sfring Anti
HOVI Do tOu Maintain If?
does motivate shooters. The universal failure to use
graduated size tropl'lies also promotes a lack of motivation
for a shooter to progress. Why work when the Class D
winner gels just as big a trophy as the Class A shooter? By
I he same token, when this happens, the Class A hard-working
shooter wonders if it was worth the trouble, and he becomes
a potential drop-out. Never, for one minute , forget the
sneaky sandbagger who lies, cheats and steals for trophies.
In the author's years and years of experience, it has
become increasingly evident thal only a few basic reasons
demotivate archers and cause mosL of the drop-outs.
Target panic or freezing, or whatever you want to call il,
is one of the genuine reasons archers quit. Simply because
scores go Jown when it hits. The release may ultimately
whip thfa one. Sandbagging is another primary reason,
simply because it removes that precious chance to win. The
only solution ever publicized is the Distance Classification.
(Bow & Arrow Magninc, May.June 1970 Issue, lilied
Archery is Not Senile.) Following this system as written
would crimp the sanclbaggers' style so they could be wiped

WHERE THE SHOOTS ARE

At the Archery College in Georgi,a, author Blott looks
over the form ofa determined and seasoned shooter,
B. H. Green, who wanted to become a winning archer.

OUl.

To t.he best of my knowledge, no national organization
has a commillee Lo determine why they have drop-outs,
nor a co mmillee on how to prevent cheating, even though
those two committee would be far more important than all
of the many committees they now have put together.
In professional Lournaments with nights, in the author's
opinion, the sand baggers have moved in. Up and until a
solution is found, organized archery would show more
growth without the classes. Organi1..ed archery is Uving on
the life blood of new , inexperienced shooters, because the
motivation of lhe present members is being slined at club,
state and national levels.
Ervin G. Kreischer, new president of the National Field
Archery Association, openly indicated the horrendous
drop-out rate, recently. There is no way lo clean up a
problem until it is brought out into the open and
recognized as a problem.
Strong leadership in the right direction is hy far the
best method of building the sport.
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One of the best demotivalors, which is constantly
repeated, is caused by the hot shot tournament rulers - tournament committees who insist Lliat the shooting begin
al eight o'clock in the morning. These characters have no
idea of the problems, unhappiness and utter dislike they
cause. They will never k110w how many shooters would
have attended but didn't for no reason other than that
eight o'clock stnrting lime in Lhe brochme. The author
defies them to find two archers in a hundred who would nol
prefer starting at nine or ten o'clock. Tho cause is usually
the promotion of double round tournaments, while national
headquarters, state associations and clubs wonder where
the membe rship went.
Sooner or later, some of these planners will take the
trouble to shoot in a tournament and find out what the
shooters go through and what the shooters want. Why
doesn 't it enter their heads to make all shooting positions
for four shooters and double butt the course, which would
Continued on page 76

The Field Archery Championship
of the Americas will lake place in
Louisiana, October 27-28. Twenty·
eight H.unter and twenty.eight Field
events will be shot under international
field archery rules. Competition is
open to all Western Hemisphere
nations. Competitors per nation are
limited lo four men and women in
amateur barebow and free style shoot·
ing.
The seventh annual White River
Bow Hunters' Jamboree will he held
September 9 at their range located on
Highway 37, twn miles north and one
and one-half miles west of Mitchell,
Indiana. Camping space is available at
the range. Twenty-eight. laminated
animal targets will be the main event.
Registration from 7 to 10 a.m.
The Las Vegas Archers are hosting
their Ninth Annual Silver Dollar Shoot
September 22-23, at Cougar Canyon in
Red Rock Canyon', twenty-five miles
west of Las Vegas, Nevada. They say
to travel west on Charleston Boulevard

and follow the archery signs. There are
campsites at this pig, fun.filled shoot.
Food will be served three times a day.
lnfonnalion from Mary Lynn Snyder,
6409 Brittany Way, Las Vegas, Nevada
89107.
The first annual California Stale
Field Championships of tl1e State
Archcrn of California was shot on the
field range of the Santa Barbara
Archers, Santa Barbara, California.
Bob Nash of San Jose won the
amateur men's field championship
with scores of 548 and 518. Kevin
Erlandson, of Elk Grove, current
national target champion, was second
with 541 plus 49 1. Wally Schwartz, of
Riverside, was third with 1014 total.
The women's amateur field champions hip was won by Dorothy
Cayongcong of Lodi with scores of
431 and 353. Joanne Katonic, also of
Lodi, placed second with a 653 total.
The intermediate boy's title went
to IGrk Welsh of Garden Grove, with a
total of 889, while Mark Wollman of
Sherman Oaks won the junior boy's
tillc with 721, followed by Wayne
Wopschall at 602 and Brad Welsh at
576.
The men's professional field championship went to Art Robinson of Gar·
den Grove with 997, second place
went to Joe Headlee of Santa Ana
with 976, followed by Samuel Benoun
of Garden Grove with 828. The
women's professional field champion
was Marjory Lammers of Awsa.

Perfect
Hunting Partners
BDBEIC-IN•
THE ORIGINAL
3 BLAD E
HUNTING POI NT
21 / 64 Ferru l e
$3.95 Doz.

Easy to fie ld sharpen - Get your
game with a long time winner!

ARROW CLIP
F I TS ANY SIZE
HUNTING ARROW
ONE MODEL F I T S
RIGHT OR LEFT

I~

STURDY,
LIGHTWEIGHT
CONSTRUCTION

q~W~EN

,~~~WHIFFEN

1

LC

923 So 16t h Str<Jet-Milwa u kee, Wis 53204
At Your Dealer or Orde r Dire ct

PR.E E CA ALOQ

CROSSBOW CAPERS

"The National Crossbowmen con·
stitutes a division of NAA. The aim is
to perpetuate, foste r and direct the
practice of crossbow archery in
accordance with official rules and the
spirit and traditions of this ancient
sport.
"We shoot alongside, but not in
competition with, the longbowmeu in
all their tournaments and in all rounds;
using, however, at all distances, a target only one-half the diameter of the
forty-eight-inch longbow target. Using
this half-size (twenty-four-inch diameter) target, we make about the same
top scores as the best longbow archers
do on the full-size target - indicating
an appr oximately twice-as-great
inherent accuracy for the precision tar·
get crossbow, compared with an
expertly handled longbow.
"Our arrc\ws are roughly half the
length of longbow arrows and may be
of wood, fibergl ass or aluminum tub.
ing, with feathers or plastic vanes.
They have no necks. Our bows, which
must be hand-drawn, are usually of
solid or laminated fiberglass, and pull
between fifty and eighty pounds at
Continued on page 60

Send !or our FREE Wholesale Cata·
'log. Bows. Arrows, Fletching tools,
Shafts, Points, Nocks, Quivers, Cloth·
Iing Kits, The Finest in Archery plus
Guns; Reloading Tools; Fishing Rods,
Reels, Tackle Components; Boats ;
Snow and Water Skis. Over 350Pages.
FINNYSPOBTS
9573 Sports Bids., Toledo, Ohi<> 43614

'rclO can't get under, over or around the fence; it will go

through it.
Contrary to popular belief, a 'roo bears ils young like
any other mammal and the breeding rimetable from conception LO the birth or the joey is within eight weeks. AL
hirth, the joey - as a young 'roo is cal led - can he as small as
three-quarters of an inch long. The mother helps it into the
pouch, where it takes the teat in a remarkably firm manner.
The female 'roo has the ability to eject milk from its teal
into the young joey, as it is too weak al birth lo suck.
Completely white or alhino 'roos also exist, but these are
very rare and the male 'roos -· or bucks, as they arc called
- grow to he extremely large animals.
The best hours for hunting kangaroos .are from daylight
Lill about 9 a.m. and again from 3 :30 p.m. until dark, which
is usually about 5:30. h's easy to see that, out of the
twenty-four hours, only four hours constitute e><cellent
huntjng time, hut those four hours, early and late, are
Author poses with mammorh old buck (opposite page),
downed wilh a Bear Razorhead. It traveled 40 yards
bej(JYe dropping. The medium-size gray was arrowed
from 35 yards with 51-pound Jack Howard Gamemaster.
Cedar shafts carried Razorheads, quiva from Hill.

The author, stepping on a twig, alerted these three
'roos while feeding. Their highly-developed senses
make j(N' challenging stalking, and one misplaced
step can give an archer the roger. They can fly t

~\J~~~[J

stalking These
~a~
Wary Australian
Critters Is Similar
"1
i /l)/i);i) To Some Ameri<?an
l)UU UUu_ Game - Only Different!
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By Vince Hamilton
DESPITE CONSTANT SHOOTING by professional

rifle hunters, kangaroos still can be found in good supply
throughout Australia. The three definite species are: The
gray 'roo of the limbered bushland, Lhc red 'roo and the
blue 'roo of the open plains. The latter, whic.:h is the female
of the red 'roo, is commonly known as the hlue flyer.
Kangaroo skins are of an exceptionally high quality, tJ1e
hest leather coming from t.he red and the blue 'roos, while
the gray, although it has a high quality hide, supplies a
natural fawn fur for foltmaking. Skins taken from the hlue
'roo also are used for making children's toys which are
keenly sought afler in Australia these days.
well tanned - only one
A small strip of 'roo skin
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eighth of an inch wide, will withl;lantl a tremendous
amount of strain. 'Roo leather also is used in the making of
boots and shoes of a high standard.
When kangaroos are conc.:enrratetl in large numbers - as
they are in many areas throughout Australia - they become a serious pest and a menace to the landowner. They
eaL only grass and c.:rops and, in the dry seasons, a 'roo will
die before c.:hanging its diet.
In nelled areas, one would have to see it to believe the
amount of destruction that is done to nelling fences. It is
said that a bounding 'roo has been recorded of passing
througli a 14-gauge netting fence, tearing it asunder as if it
were string. So as far as netting fences are concerned, if a

Kangaroo.~

are found in varied 1errain throughout
Australia, and are classified pests when numbers
increase too high. They are noted for their speed
of travel - up to 11 reputed 80 mph - and can
bound 25 feel on powerful hindquarter and tail.

worth twic.:c the remaining hours in hunting time.
Bowhunting any of the species either on the plains or in
the densely limbered hills is really a test of perseverance
anJ determination for the stalker. While foe<ling in the
open, 'roos are seldom found far from the safety of tree
cover in which quiet stalking is all hut impossible. Most
opportunities for a howshot at a 'roo come when the
animal is on the run, a shot that is no easy feat to perform,
even for lhe experienced howhunter.
'Roos have an amazingly keen sense of hearing and a
remarkably developed sense of smell. Their eyesight also is
most exceptional. A 'roo can smeU a human hu.ndrecls of
yards away under certain co~1ditions and the unnatural
snapping of a twig by a human's foot is enough to tell ll
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Watching the 'roo closely and maki ng sure there are no
twigs lying in my way of travel, 1 then start pussy-footing
forward making certain that my bow will noL knock against

actual set and pattern of a w<;>Unde<l 'roo's toe marks will
indicate to the trained eye whether the 'roo is hopping
uprighL and stro ngly, crouched and steady, whether it's
balanced, or weakening in its Hight.
Out on the flat inland plains, during the hot months of
!he year, 'roos can be ambushed by the wailing hunter al
watering poinLs. TI1is method is about the only way for a
bowhunter to obtain a kangaroo for a trophy in our outback, mainly because there is little cover which the hunter

uny rocks or trees and give the alarm signal lo the feeding
'roo.
Tf al any time the 'mo looks in my direction, I freeze in
my tracks and remain completely stationary, u11til the 'roe
staring at me goes back to feeding - Lhen I start my procedure over again, until I feel sure Lhat I' m close enough to
place an arrow in the animal'~ vitals. In stalking in this
manner il is possible to gel really close, providing the wind

can hide himself amongst.
.In some cases, a 'roo can he dangerous, perhaps not in
the same manner as a lion or tiger, but it can bite and it can
disembowel an unwary hunter with its long sharp claws on
iLs hind legs. Their powerful forearms also are equipped
with sharp claws that can cause extremely severe wounds.
Like hunting most <Ulimals with a bow and arrow,
experience usually plays the most important role. Moving
only when time prevails can become quite frustrating, hut
with a lillle patience and determination the end result is
usually worth it - a tine skin on the floor and a memory

is coming from the 'roo Lo the stalker.
l have learned from experience, the best idea is to get as
close as possible !o the marsupial hefore shooting. Tn doing
this I am then sure thal I'll kill the 'roo with a single shaft.
lf you are in good 'roo country, experience will tell you
just where to !ind Lhem. 'Roos seldom will hop where a
human won't walk, but when lhe old buck is pushed, he
will hop almost anywhere. Cn Lracking a wounded 'roo this
aspect of the animal's make-up will decide the tracker
where he is most likely to Cind his wounded quarry. The

that is everlasting.

~-- -~~

CAN YOUR ARROWS PASS THIS RAIN TEST?
All arrows (especia lly aluminum) have a strong tendency to lose their feathers in wet weather. This is most frust rati ng
when hunting on damp days only to find your feathers falling off.
The NEW 1973 LOG aluminum and fiberg lass arrows must pass a rigid test of at least one week submerged continousfy
under water and also at least five months in a rain tank. After this (while soaking wet). we pull so hard that the feather
must separate from t he bone and the bone must remain firmly attached to the shaft and the paint cannot peel off. Can
your arrows pass this test?
LOG cedar wood arrows cannot pass th is severe test - no wood can. However, we do the next best thing - we apply a
deep sealer under vacuum, then a second exterior sealer, plus four coats of laquer, plus a very tough waterproof protective
coating and then the fletching is dipped in a non-stiffening water repellent. What more can we do?

DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE - WHERE THERE IS NO LOG DEALER IN YOUR CITY, YOU MAY
ORDER DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY. Free colored catalog.
M,J, LOG CORPORATION

1444 Janie Street
Billings, Montana 59101
(406)252-4213

THE ~'1NE~1' FLETCHING

~~QUIPMENT

No other fletching eQuipment gives you all these features : 1. Dial
your setting and you can fletch your arrows diagonally, straight,
or true helical fletch right hand or true helical fletch left hand .
2. Spaces feath ers -or vanes 120", 90°, 75° x 105°, or 60°. 3. Pre ·
cision die casl, form fitted thumb controlled clamps. 4. Knife.
edge on base of clamps eliminates build up of surplus glue.

FOR

1

P~~HFEC1

ARROW MAKING

5. Graduated scale on side of clamp for spacing feathers or vanes

accurately from nock. 6. Allows clear view of fletch ing work at
all times. 7. New self-centering nock receivl:!r fits all nocks. See
the most advanced , versatile and accurate fletching jig in archery
al your dealer's or order direct. Jig with straight clamp $25.50
Right or left hand true helical clamp$27.50

3-120° 4-75° x 105°

4·90"

THE

6-60°

*•

BtTi~~NTIUHGEH

DIAL-0-FLETCH

HENRY A. BITZENBURGER ROUTE 2 BOX M·1 SHERWOOD OREGON 97140
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Guaranteed
against loss.

MERIT WINNERS

Holds Arrow on bow rest
for Insta nt Shooting
Silent Release with
Absolutely no Drag
Use with any Arrow Rest
Wear a Mitte n on Bow Hand

MODEL 70 ARROW HOLDER $2.00
Complete with Mounting
Bushing and Screw
NELSON ARROW HOLDER $2.00
Standard for 15 years

BENFIELD UP

Richard A. Benfield is the new data
processing supervisor at Bear Archery
replacing Ralph Stevens, new directo;
of administrative services. Benfie ld will
be responsible for all computerized reporting, computer programming and
supervision of the computer and sales
order desk personnel.

S ee your dral<'r - or write to

R&D PRODUCTS
I'. 0 . Box I 548
t:uless, Texas 76039

The following constitutes a complete list of Sports lJlustrated Award
of Merit winners who have received
the award as a di rect resu.lt uf PAA
sanctioned com petition while members uf the PAA: Victo r Berge r,
Springfield, Ohio, 1967 Pro National
Champion; Lucille Shine, Los Vegas,
Nevada, 1967 U.S. Open Champion;
Margaret Tillberry, Springfield, Ohio,
1964 Pro National Champion; Ann
Butz, Suffern New York, 1972 Pro
National Champion.
TO GREENSBURG

The Carlisle Lcathercraft Company
was just purchased by the Feline
A:chery Company, Incorporated, and
will move ~rom Carlisle to Greensburg,
Pennsylvama, according to Richard G.
'Yeigold, presi~ent of the purchasing
hnn. The Carhsle name will be retained.

BUSY BEARS

Robert A. Bigler has just been
appointed national accounts manager
of Bear Archery. A PAA member,
Bigler used to own a pro shop and has
served as an officer in archery and conservation clubs at local, regional and
state levels since J 962.
Ray Fling is the firm's new national
sales manager. An experienced bowhunter, he brings with him a wide
background in sales.
James Harden is a · new district
manager. He is the holder of six
Michigan archery titles, four amateur
and two professional. He will cover the
lower peninsula of Michigan, Northern
Indiana and Northern Illinois, including the Chicago-land area for Bear.

Marilyn Nicholas of Warren,
Michigan, owner with husband Chuck
of the Starlight Archery Company
range of Detroit, bas been appointed
to the advisory staff of the Pro Line
Company.
Mrs. Nicholas is the first woman to
become a PAA certified instructor and
a frequent money winner at PAA
shoots. She just won the Michigan
State Flint round championship using
the Pro Line Black Widow.

UNCLE HENRY®

Every one a cutler's masterpiece.
honed, hand-edged. And If you
Unbreakable handle fits snugly
lose one of these beauties we'll
in your g rasp. Highest quality, by SCHRADE WALDEN replace It. When registered,
razor sharp steel blades. Hand-finished, hand- they' re guaranteed agaimt loss foronefull year.
Hand-mode In USA. Avoilabla at fine Slores everywhero. Schrode Wolden Cutl ery Corp., New York, 12428

RUGGED, DEPENDABLE, ACCURATE, WY POSITIVE ADJUSTING
MERP.lll SIOHTS have kmec:t mote deer
Ond won more lou111omenh

than any

0

other sight

N o micrometer
needed lo make

adjustment.""'
lmple and direct

adjustments.

Margaret Tillberry and Steve Robinson!
I

Bob Bigler

I

Ray Fling
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NICHOLAS TO PRO LINE

TOP FINAL INDOOR

Margarel Tillberry of Springfield,
Ohio, whomped up a 584 aggregate to
take first at the first annual Ann
Marston Memorial Archery Tournament held at the Yack Recreation
Center in Wyandotte, Michigan, the
final indoor competition in the 1973
PAA tour. St eve Robinson of
Richwood, Ohio, currently ranked
sixth, wound up with 595 to take top
male honors.
Second place in the men's division
went to Bob Bitner of Grayling
Michigan, and Chuck Jordan of Rurai
Valley, Pennsylvania, both of whom
totalled 594. Bitner shot the event's
high single - 299.
Judi Ann Webber of Indianapolis
took second in the women's with 583
to edge out Annie Butz of Suffern
New York, who pushed in 581
third.+--~
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PEEP SIGHTS

"'~~
FREE ...
Wholesale Catnfog, Arrow Shafts, Broadheads. Fletchings, Flsharrow Paris. Tools.
Bows.
FINNYSPORTS (95G) TOLEDO, OHIO 43614
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FLU-FLU IS A LULU
THESE ARROWS FILL A VOID IN THE ARCHERY
WORLD, AND HERE'S HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN!
The last fletch, the sixth, is drying in the clamp. The
fletch is cut at .four inches, since that is the longest
available from the discarded ends which were utilized.

IN

MOST DO-IT-YOURSELF archery tackle projects,
there generally are some materials left over, and tletcl1ing is
no exception. When you make your hunting arrows you use
the best center cuts of the feather, providing you use the
full length style, and usually throw away the top or tip end.
In my case, over a period of time these tips collected in a
plastic shoe box till it was overflowing. When it came time
to throw them out in a cleaning spree, the idea of making
llu-flu arrows from these tips dawned like the proverbial
light bulb.
A sample series of six were made using the dyeu barred
tips from a series of hunter arrows made several years ago.
These barred feathers are now hard to obtain so, being
frugal, the tips had been saved thinking they migh l be used
fo r fletching the arrows for younger shooters. They ranged
in length from two to almost five inches in length before
the quill became too narrow for fletching.
·This accumulation of Lips was sorted and cut to a minimum three and one-half inches and up to four inches in
length. This uid two things at the same time: IL gave me the
fletch needed for the flu-flu and cleaned out the box for
future use.

When a series of these shorter flclches had been cut and
set by the Gcbhardl Multifletcher, the fun began. With lhe
Gebhardt you can make several different fletches depending
on your desires. Mine offers a three-fletch of 120 degrees
each , a six-fletch of 60 degrees or a four-flet ch of 75-105
by turning Lhc nock locator over. I decided lo use the sixHetch system to give the maximum resistance to the arrow,
slow down the flight to acl as a flu-flu should an<l to use
more of the lips.
The shafts chosen were some cedars that had been set
aside and this seemed a good use for them. The nocks were
positioned properly to follow the grain of the arrow to get
the maximum spine and placed into the fletching jig. The
firs l feather was set into a helical clamp, a bead of Everfost
glue applied to the quill and positioned on the shaft. Yoi1
don't. need the helical fletch for the flu-flu, but since the jig
was already set for the helical clamps, they were used .
Allowing at least twenty minutes for the glue to set due
to cold, damp weather, it was merely a process of setting
the next feather in the clamp, rotating one click on the

Materials needed fo r flu-flu making include the tips of
fu ll-length feathers, shafts, scissors, cement and jig,
which is Gebhardt-f<1etcher with le.ft wing multiple clamps.

After trimming end of fletch, put it in the clamp, then
trpply cement down tile quill. Set indicator nock on jig
fo r the first statio 11, then place the clamp in position.
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All six fletches, cemented to shafts, are ready /(Jr
trimming on forward section of the quill. A small dah
of cement at front and rear helps maintain the fl.etch.

BY STEVE BARDE
Gebhardt and waiting again. When the final clamp was
removed the set of six flu-flus was almost Onishe<l. All that
remained was to place a drop of cement on the top of each
feather and at the bottom. The drops insure proper holding
of the feather when flying through the air and passing over
the bow.
The feathers were left with the full width, they weren't
lrimmed as you would normally do. They looked a hit ratty
in that respect but they weren't objectionable. A trial shot
or two proved they worked as a flu-flu should. The flight
was short, th~ whistle was there and they had the braking
system for a short I.light.
The flu-fiu is a short range arrow used for flight shoo ling
at aerial targets. They can be used for wing shooting at
birds in season and the main idea behind the massive
feathers on the nu-flu is to prevent the arrow from flying
into the next county. They arc much slqwer than a
standard hunting fletch.
There arc many ways of making flu-flu arrows and this is
just another version that will help clean out the shop if you

Looking down lite shaft to the fletch , one sees helical
turn and number offeather.~ used. This helical, plus
the six fletches used, makes for a slow-moving arrow.

have a habit of collecting things. Personally, I never hunt
with lhe short flighl arrows since it is hard to judge speed
of an arrow lo that of a bird. For aerial targets and the
occasional novelty round in club shoots, they are used quite
often. The same method of six-fletch can be used wilh good
full-length feathers hut this economy set will fly as well as
the others; however, Uiey probably won't last as Jong.
If you have a mixed bag of tips, some grey barred and
some natural or dyed white , don't mix !Jiem unless you
alternate with a grey bar, then a white. As a rule, the while
feathers aren't as stiff in body as the barred and they will.
bend more on release, giving a possibly erratic flight. You
can use all grey, all whites or a combination of mixed colors
for some really wild flu -flu arrows.
Dig into the pile of accumulated feathers, pick out some
that will cut almost four inches and make a set for your
novelty shots. They won't cost anything hut the price of
the shaft, some glue and time. The fea ther might be called
an added bonus since you have already used the heller area
for a hunting or target shaft. +-<~

lmpecting the fletch from the side, one can see that
edges are left untrimmed. Only the back section of
the nock has been trimmed to keep even on the shaft.
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The Original ALLEN

COMPOUND Bow-

with KNOCK DOWN POWER No Other Bow Can Approach

• Herter's free 100 paie 1974 catalog
contains items for everyone: Archers, Camp·

ers, Hunters, fishermen, Outdoors men, Hob·
byists, and Housewives. Herter's have over

10,000 items, thousands not available else·
where. All at low direct prices.

• Hener-Easton arrows, Broadhead s
Quivers, Camo. suits, Siehts, Bowfishlng
reels, Take-down Bows, Knives, Gloves,
Shooting tabs. Asmall portion of Herter's
complete line of archery tackle.
• Complete Ta~idermy Course. Learn at
home and save. 400 page book of Modern
methods. Only $3.29.
• Clothing, Boats, Decoys, Guns, Archery
Fishing, Hunting and Reloading supplies.
Many Specialty Items for men and women.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send today. Address Dept. C4

Former U.S. Open
Championships
offers new title, new
Easton Speed Round
a'!d $20,000 in
pnze money

ONCE AGAIN, Something for
Everyone is the planned format for the
1974 Desert Inn Archery Classic.
Formerly the U.S. Open Indoor
Archery Championships, this celebrat·
ed tournament again will be held at
the Las Vegas Convention Center on
January 25 through 27. It offers
$20,000 in total prize money, as well
as many new, interesting attractions,
according to Joe Johnston, again the
tournament director.
Heading the list of attractions at
the classic is the all-new Easton Speed
Round. This round, developed by
Easton, is designed to add a new
dimension to archery .... the object
being to see how many arrows can be
accurately shot in a
pre-determined time
period. It is an exciting
and entertaining
round for both
archer and spectator,
and should provide
those archers
interested in
developing their

hunting skills a chance to compete
against one another.
An increased portion of the prize
money will be put into the barebow
and bowhunter division this year, and
this will include the Easton Speed
Round as part of the competition.
For the second straight year,
amateur collegiate teams are being
invited to the Desert Inn Archery
Classic to participate in a special
round. As an added attraction, the
collegiate portion will be increased
from $1000 to $2000. Winning
collegiate teams will split the $2000 in
grants to be given to the archery program at their colleges, $500 going to
the winning male team's school and
$500 to the winning female team's
school.
A special amateur perpetual trophy
will be awarded to the highest scoring
lady and gentleman amateur at this
year's tournament.
Bonus money will be awarded to
the top man and woman shooters in

Mr Howard Benson reports "The Allen Compound
Bow came thru like a Champ! I made a shot from
about 12 yards slightly quartering away. The arrow entered the Bear's back 6 inches below the spine between the 2nd and 3rd rib It went thru like a hot
knife thru butter and out into 6 inches of sand underneath the bear leaving the arrow on the ground the
bear took off hke a shot for 150 yards. th811 rolled into
a ravine stone dead Needless to say I am real pleased
with the performance of the Allen Compound Bow.
It's performance on the Bear indicated that the Com·
pound Bow had a lot more power than the conven·
tional bow.#

CHOICE OF MODEl.S
~,. , '

·~ ·;· ~· .
Mr. Howard Benson. McConnelsville. Ohio

~~~m s19500

~ous~~eR

!-:.d'.es
Junior

50·60 lb.

s10000

HUNTER

Allen's Paten1 No 3.486.495
licenses are available to manufacturers

Write today for literature and
informat:on on models and prices

ALLEN COMPOUND BOW
Billings, Mo. 65610

Cliff Adams, Trenton. Mo .. anHOO lb.
805·E Lindberg
. __ _b_ea_rh._•..
sh...o._tw._l;t;;;.h.;.;
A;;.;
11•..;.n'.;;..
sC
.;.;o;;;;
m.:;,;po.;.;•n,d.;;.B:.:ow=-------Telepbone
;.;.
_

411744-2925 _ _ _ __,

YOU CAN'T ARGUE WITH SUCCESS
Bob Swinehart, shown with two of the BIG
FIVE of Africa, which he has taken,
will tell you the

Continued on next page

HOWARD HILL EQUIPMENT GETS
THE JOB DONE.
Why experiment? Where can you !ind a
bow with a better record?

(Read Bob's Gre~t Book - "Sagittarius")
HOWARD HI LL longbow (shown in
above pictures) made with heat·
tempered Bamboo $94.50
(over 75lhs. - $1.00 per th.)

For other models - send for brochure

HOWARD HILL ARCHERY
Rt. 1 Box 1397

Hamilton, Mont. 59840

Phone:406 3631359

NEW-FALL GREEN COLOR!
NEW-MATIE FINISH!
NEW-MORE DURABLE!

Cua,·o m d.e signed broodhead protection fOf
all bowhunters! Fits Iike a glove!
~kes hunt ing arrows easier to keep
sharp ond clean - safer to handlel
Style IV - fits 2 & 4 blades.
Style Ill - fits 3 blades.
$1. 50 per half do:.r.en - ovailable at
archery and spo;riing ~· dealer•, or
odd 25¢ for mall orders fromi
·

PLASTIC-COATERS
Dept. BA - 228 Carlin Court
Hartland, Wis.

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
Wis. Residents add 4% lox.
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l Ptay poker, five...card 1draw, stud or any nomber
of poker games. Face mea,sures 23" x 29"; each
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CARGET

Shoot the latest in Target Archery!

Al card circle 3"; reg ulation for indoor 20-yard.

\"' "'
Shoot the Carget at any distance; develop
"' ""
.,.,.
your own games. This teaches aiming while
~~ ~
~ -" _ . having fun on the bales.
~•
•
/ • • · $2 each, printed on 125-pound tag stock.
• •
$2.25 each, printed on gummed stock; peel
. ~ • • ~ ..•., • ~
.. .,.. o ,. ,. ,. \ • • ~ and place on cardboard for longer life.
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DESERT CLASSIC
Continued from page 5 7
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IMPORTANT!
Each Jennings Compound
Is custom fitted tor the
archer. Purchase yours only
from a shop displaying the
"Qualified Jennings Com·
pound Dealer" poster. Mail
order purchases will void
all new~bow guarantees.

Fast.
Th e Jenning s
Compound is the
fastest shooting bow
you 'll ever hold.
Accurate, more accurate than
any bow in manufacture today , at
any distance! Arrow fl ight trajectory
so flat it's almo st unbe lievable.
High-strength componerits and custom assembly
make the Jennings Compound the Archer's ult imate bow.
Send for your free brochure today We'll sh ow you how an
arrow s hould fly.

J~nings @MPOU~R bow
I

S & I ARCHERY • 10945 W RBANK ~VO • NORTH HOl.LYWOO D • CALIFORNI A 9181)1

TRIGGER BOW SIGHT
Improved and Slmpllfled w i th now Mount.
Comes wltl'I pressure sensitive tape
on back for easy application, Just peel
paper off back and apply. No
holes or screws needed. Comes
wltl'I pin sight for better vision.

$12.50
each

CONV ENTIONAL
SIGHT

$ 5. 95 each

wtth new oasy
to apply mount with

r:~~s~ri0 ~=g~'.tive

Model #920 The BONER

Blade 5Ya" lone;
H1ndle 4Y4" long
It's long, gracefuly curved
lhln blade makes this knife
ideally suited for long and
short fur game. You can
cut close to tho bone with
a minimum of effort.

$17.00 PJ
Jet Aer Co<porat1nn

l"J terson, N J 07524

Thk Y«Mhle tool for u~trs. llw.ten,
ond r..bttm~-.. with alt•lhtr lltlt
...bbotd !Ad wp-ooa CJlfolloa a.ui..
Hlrd C.2 Carbide Colh"l-,.ith dttp m111lo<u IO< wrptAlo& llolotio&and lislt.., IANt~ mi, fosll h~~ IH°'4h!!df
•nd t'ltfl .ciss011.
Al '""' sportiog good11\c1• or wt~• for
dtaler nu r yoouM lrtt lltfdt•<e O..~
tt ~··es i<iriltrl
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both barebow and bowhunter divisions. Championship flights will split
up $4000; open flights will take home
$5500; open teams will be shooting
for $3000; with gold bonus for the
teams on both Friday and Saturday.
Best dressed man on Saturday will
receive $25 in chips.
Left-handed shooters will be awarded $25 in chips each for the highest
scoring lady and the highest scoring
gentleman. This will be a total score
from Friday's and Saturday's rounds.
Senior archers over 50 years old
will be awarded $25 each in chips for
the top scoring lady and gentleman

using the combined scores from
Friday's and Saturday's rounds.
First Robin Hood of each round on
Friday and Saturday will win the
shooter $25 in chips. As a Sunday
special, the remaining undistributed
money will be given away that day .
Amateur trophies will be awarded
for all team members ot the top three
scoring teams. Individual amateurs will
receive trophies for the top five male
shooters and the first three places in
the woman's division, plus the perpetual trophy for high score.
Because there will be special awards
for limited and unlimited shooters

again in 1974, the PAA will not sanction this event for their members.
However, everyone else can shoot:
NF AA amateurs and professionals;
NAA amateurs and professionals; unaffi liated amateurs and professionals;
barebow; released compounds, fingers;
Junior Olympic archers, collegiate
teams and individuals .
For more information, contact:
1974 Desert Inn Archery Classic, 7800
Haskell Avenue, Van Nuys, California
91406. For collegiate team information, contact: Lorraine Pszczola, San
Bernardino Valley College, San
Bernardino, California 92403. -<-eE

{Patent No. 3,4871 548
more patents applied
lo.r)

MOTO M ITER CO. Mfg. & Research - A. J. Frydenlund Dealer Inquiries Invited
Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin 53821
Send Money Order or Check. No coos.

"KORKY"
toughest ,archery target made
9 models av11ilable

LIM cork Products
Dept. B-A, Mokena, Illinois 60448
312-479-5479
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The Original COVY Arrow Straightener
The Only One That "Really

Wor~"

T he original COVY Arrow Straightener, complete in every
detail* and with full instructions, has returned to the archery
world. For the low, low price of $29.95 your arrows can be
returned to perfect straightness with this precision
instr ument. Comes comp let e wi th one bushin g {order by
outside shaft diameter or supply shaf t number). Additional
bushings available, all sizes, for $1.50 each.
Order your COVY A r row Straightener for only $29.95 now,
inclu de $1.25 for handling and postage.
"Pat. No. 2,954,814

-·~

•

COVY Arrow Straightener

P.O. Box 498, Dept. BA Moraga, CA 94556

Send my COVY Ar'row Straightener immediately. Enclosed is my check
fo r $3 1.50 (includes $1.25 for postage and handling). (California
residents add 53 sales tax.)

The arrow shaft diameter (shaft number) is: _ _ _ _ __
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ St reet: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:

Zip :

State :

Attention
BOW HUNTERS
get the NO~GLOV

BOW POURRI
Cor1Linued from page 47

draws from sixleen to twenty inches,
producing arrow velocities of about
200 feet/second.
"Our best shooters can pul practically all arrows inside a nine-inch
diameter circle at forty yards, with
perhaps half or more of these hitting
within the four point eight-inch diameter gold. Our usual shooting distances
range from forty to a hundred yards;
with occasional clout shooting at 180
yards, and flight competition for
maximum distance - present record:
1313 yards.
"Most of us gel our practice,
throughout the year, by belonging to
whichever longbow club or state
archery association is handiest and
make a poinl, at their invitation, of
participating in their target shoots
whenever possible. As already staled,
we never compete with the longbow
archers, but only with each other although we stand on the longbow line
- usually at one end. Quite a number
of our best shols are women. Many of
our members compete each year in the
various crossbow event championships
held as part of the program of the
Annual Target Championships,
shooting according to the crossbow
tournament rules of NAA."
Membership in The National Cro~
bowmen is open to anyone interested
in sending $3 to Mrs. Murvil H.
Burmble, 3658 Epworth Avenue,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211.

IMO STANDARDS HELP
ARCHERS COMMUNICATE

HAWAIIAN HIGHLIGHTS
A Hawaii state archery record was
set by Air Force Technical Sergeant
Bill Kittredge, who shot a perfccl 560
at a recent Hawaii Armed Forces
Archery Club invitational competition.
Kittredge sent 112 arrows in a row
into the bullseye.
Not to remain out of things, his
wife, Joyce, won a National Field
Archery Association Robin Hood
award for putting one arrow into a
bullseye and splitting the arrow with
her next shot from a distance of sixty
feet.

A "must'' for every bowh~nter
Once used, you won't be without
them
• Protects the fingers
• Eliminates tabs, gloves, etc.
• Positive nocking point
• No finger pinching of nock
• Smoother and free release of
•
•

arrow
•

Improves shooting
• Form fit for fingers
• Provides even pressure on more
area of fingers
• Just string on with a hairpin
• Made of pure gum rubber

-ACCUAYE

Dept. B
Pit. 2,910,058

"KORKY"

Germain Dupont
115 Rue Girouard
Saint Hyacinthe, P.a.. Canada
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Aluminum
Easton Swift, the aluminum huntrng
arrow that you can re ly on for
uniformity, accuracy and efficiency.
Priced far below the cost of regular aluminum arrows else where.
Green anodized finished in sizes:

1918
2020

For great reading, check the !isl
of archery books offered by the
SPORTSMAN'S BOOKSHOP

Page 81

BOW TAX
H. R. 1109 1, a Federal bill conce rning an eleven percent tax levied on all
archery equipment, signed into law
October 25, 1972, goes into effect in
1974. The lax will be reserved for
wildlife restoration.
What has the crossbowmen in an
uproar is that they gel taxed on their
crossbows, but are not allowed to hunt
in most states. Their plaintive quote
on the subject, " Start writing to some-<~
body."

2016
2117

2018
2219

We Also Stock

24 SRH

XX75

X7

ACCRO-FLITE
Green Fiberglass
This arrow is specially designed
fo r the hunter. 11 withstands ex·
tensive abuse and shock, will not.
warp. If you like fiberglass arrows
you'll enjoy hunting with tbese;
they're in si zes:

3-5-7-8.9-10-11

QUICK-CHANGE
SCREW-ON INSERTS
Broadhead and field point adaptors for Easton and Accro-Flite
Arrows. They eliminate time lost
by the old method of changing
points; just screw one off and
another on. Available for above
listed size arrows.

Continued on page 80

VlSIT OUR RETAIL
SHOWROOM

Everything In Arche1·y

NOCK lOCATOR

JOE BENDER

toughest a rche ry target made
9 mod els available

EASTON

A NYONE WHO HAS ever stumbled through the first year of High
School Latin can readily appredate
the difficulties encountered by the
foreigner who tries to fight his way
through the maxe of homonyms and
he teronyms generously sprinkled
throughout the English language.
From words pronounced the same
but spelled differently and having
different meanings - homonyms,
knock and nock - to those pronounced differently but spelled the
same and having different meanings hetcronyms, bow and bow - not to
mention those pronounced differently
and spoiled differently but having the
same meaning - synonyms, release
and free - well ...it's a wonder we ever
really know what we're talking about
Some sort of this same situation
was evident among the bow and arrow
fraternity until 1968, when the
Archery Manufacturers Organization
led the way in simplifying and lessening t11e confusion brought about by
the use of interchangeable words such
as fistmele and string height.
Deciding that common, simple
terms were the best, the AMO drew up
and adopted induslry-wide standards
for bow and arrow nomenclature standards which are recommended by
the American Archery Council.
Until approval of the new standards
in February 1968, every bowmaker

Now at your DEALER'S or send $1.00 to

Stoddard, Wisconsin

ARROWS

I

OAAW

LENGTH
& BOW

WEIGHT
MEASURING

l

T~

Bear
Browoi ng
Ben Pearson
Bows & Accessories

Dealers Write For Prices
STRING

L__
CUT-AWAY CLOSE·UP

RR9W-MANUFAC-lURIN
Satisfaction Guat'anteed
1245C Logan Ave.

Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626
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'
uncommon to those who so desire.
Repeat trips are common and this
enables one to locate certain areas that
are superior to others. The next
decision is your own. Just who do you
tell about your local h ot spot? I can
recall many times visiting one of my
better spots to find it looking like the
ticket line for Walt Disney's first Xrated movie~
To the "Gest of my knowledge, the
particular area T had chosen to hunt
tlris year was being frequented hy only
a couple of other hunters. l had seen
many nice deer here and had had a few
shots; nothing really to brag about,
but a couple to be embarrassed about.

I

Almost Within
Sight Of Los Angeles
City Lights Is Some Great
But Demanding Deer Hunting!

BUCK BUST'I
BOWHUNT
62

TURNED .BACK for one last
look over the hillside that was certain
to be empty. Had it not been for the
angle of light reflecting on the bushes,
I never would have seen him. Peering
down upon me from an oak infested
vantage point was the Jone forkie I had
missed only a couple of hours before.
His colo ring and markings were
excellent camouflage for this particular area. Had it not been for our previous acquaintance and a quick insurance glance through my binoculars, I
never would have seen him.
Slowly I moved into a semi-military
squatting position and prayed that the
deer would ignore me. Eight years of
bowhunting experience should have
told me that all the prayers in the
world wouldn't bdng my wish. J was
standing right in the middle of an open
flat. The closest cover was twenty
yards away.
If I could get to the base of tJ1e hill
without much disturbance, a fortyfive-yard shot would not be too difficult. A quick once-over of my past
experiences brought about my ncxl
move. I planned to slowly walk
towards the buck and hope that his
curiosity would stay with me to get
off at least one shot.
lt wa5 hard to believe that I had left
work only a couple of hours ago.
Living in South Pasadena, California,
t!te Angeles National Forest is only a
short thirty-minute drive from my
house. Titis set of mountains is one of
the steepest ranges in all the United
States. Only die-hards brave these hills
in search of game with bow and arrow.
Certain parts of these mountains
are open to rifle hunting, but the
better areas are open to bowhunting.
Titis is where my fellow comrades
roam many a morning and afternoon
in search of the Pacific Coast mule
deer that inhabits much of this area. A
quick hunt before or after work is not

By Pete

Fosselman

Imagine, two shots at a dandy forkhorn deer that would score around
110 in the California 'Bowman Hunters
Big Game Cllfb. I missed him clean
both times at under forty yards.
Excitement is my only excuse!
In Los Angeles County, a bowhunter has a good chan c.-e with special
extended seasons to bag his deer. The
Department of Fish and Game for the
State of California issues 2500 special
permits for archery use in the county

area. These permits cost five dollars
and are issued on a drawing-type basis
just like all the other special hunts in
California. With that number of
permits, I can't recall anyone who
applied for one not receiving it. In
fact, the requests usually are so limited
that anyone who has not received a
special permil for that year may just
purchase one of the leftovers at the
Fish and Game Department in Long
California.

...-1'.tf'tiiiilllliii..Beach,

When the regular deer season for
the inland portion of the state opens,
the Angeles Forest section south of
the Rincon-Redbox Road is closed due
to the extremely high fire danger.
Only two inches of rain from the same
storm will open this area up on a
permanent basis. Other than that, a
permit is required to enter the area.
Such a permit will be issued only when
the fire plan for that day is a one, two
or three. These plans are set by the
Department of Forestry depending on
the moisture, the wind, precipitation
and other factors that determine if
tromping around in the forest is a wise
idea.
Southern California, noted for its
dry climate, usually does not receive
this two inches of rain until the end of
October or the first of November.
Many times we don't receive our rain
until December. By this time, the
regular deer tags are invalid and the
special permit is a must. The special
tag is valid for an antlerless deer during
the first month of issuance and
becomes an either-sex tag after that.
The season for the county archery tag
extends to January 31 of the following
year, the legal date to hunt.
One can see that this enables you to
hunt for quite a long time; plenty of

WHEN YOU SEE

~RE

time to bag your deer, if one ventures
to the local hills often. And it's a lot
closer than Utah, Colorado or even
Arizona.
A little practice prior to the hunting season and also during the season
never hurt anyone. One of my favorite
ways to bone up on my hunting tactics
and aim is lo have a stwnp shoot. This

Author inspects the path he must
take, if he is to cut off the wily
buck at the pass, getting within a
respectable range for killing shot.

is nothing more Uian just what it
sounds like. Shooting at old tree
stumps, branches, discolored patches
of dirt or even rocks that do miracles
for your arrows are the targets. Actual
hunling shots are experienced here by
shooting up and downhill, across
gulleys and ravines, and other situations that can't be encountered on a
regular archery range.
For some strange reason, to me,
twenty or so bales of hay all lined up
in a neat row anti little white marker
stakes, don't resemble hunting situations. There aren'l going to be any
little slakes stating "thirly-ftve yards"
up in the hills!
Rules for a stump shoot are very
simple. Closest to the agreed upon target wins. The winner then picks the
next target and the position from
which it is to be shot. A nickel or dime
shot here and there always adds a little
incentive and cxcitemenl to a stump
shoot.
Penetration into the local hills can
be done in many ways. Some of the
local bowhunters often get togetl1er on
a Saturday rooming for a deer drive.
Titis happens when all involved move
across a spread of hills hoping to stir
up the deer and drive them toward
someone who might get a shot. Even

you yourself might get the shot. From
drives thal T have pe1rticipated in, this
method usually fails. Only discouraged
hunters and, tired feet remain; no
venison. I do recall; however that
"Big George" had stood his last stand
to a deer drive.
"Big George" was a dandy forked
horn deer that was shot by George
Kili. It was the last day of the season
and a massive conglomeration of hunte1s had decended upon the locals to
give it all they had. Many of us had
seen this nice deer before, but it somehow managed to elude us before we
could get a decent shot. Many shots at
.Big George were usually jusl at a blur.
He had a lot of luck.
I haven't the faintest idea where in
the hell the name of "Big George"
came from, but it did. All in all, it
must have been proper and fitting that
Mr. Kili got the buck, since it was his
namesake. There were jusl so many of
us running around the hill that day,
"Big George's" luck was eighty-sixed!
I prefer to hunt alone or with one
or two others at the most. Most of my
hot spots would ho thoroughly trampled if I were lo arrange a deer drive
lhrough them. Besides, these days
hunting areas aren't the easiest to find.

RRNGEQ~ATIC

EAGLE YOU THINK OF

BEA fJXIFUL FLIGHT and TREMENDOUS STRENGTH

RANGEFINDER BO SIGHT

.GORDON'S GLASHAFTS HAVE BOTH
GORDON'S GL~SHAFTS now offered with Sherwin's 'Converta' insert assemblies.
Colors: Canar Yellow, Toma o Red, Olive Green

l•

Sizes: 45 lb. to 75 lb.
lb. Increments) 32" Length
Epoxy Glue Kit lncJuded

•

Purchase Options:
1. 480 shafts with Sherwin's Con erta Sleev~s, broa~head
adapter, 240 field points, 45 lb to f?5 l b. - $268.00

~

3. 48.@shafts with o'ylon Nock er,t aod metal
tul1adJle'3'd ct Cfapter, 4&1b o 65•rb. - $216.00

4, 480 shaffsowitb nvtpm l\locksert & nylon fiberglass
2. 480 shafts with standard metal noek inserts, metill
fi'fle.d-~ro(ld eacl 'adapter, 45 lb. to 65 lb. - $196.80
broadhead adapter, 45 lb. to 75 lb. - $22-0.00
Include check or m9 ney. order with ofll.ei. 1111 shipments prepaid.
Be•svrec.fto sta e spine afld e'61ol'idesired.

m
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GORDON PLASJICS
1 .1.nc.

The recent successful move by the
Los Angeles Cily Council to close all
the hills in the City of Los Angeles to
archery hunting did us a world of hurt.
Now only county properly and about
ninety percent of the national forest
located at the top of cities like La
Canada, Altadena, Sierra Madre an<l
Arcadia remains open. We made a
decent showing at the council meeting
with our pleas hacked up hy petitions
and whatnot, bul the society people
had us beat from the start. What we
need is more hunters to stand up and
fight for our sport!
Many claims of little children and
pets being shot or shot at did the trick.
I just can't imagine a bowhunter
actually shooting at someone's child or
pet. This is just ridiculous.
Today, with the city areas closed,
and county properly at a bare minimum, the nalional fore~t is the best
thing. This is where I hunt and spend
my time. This land belongs to all of us
and it will take one heck of a maneuver to close it. I hope to never see it in
my day.
I had hcen going hunting practically
every day for two weeks straight after
our first rain and the forest was now
open on a pennit arrangement.
I was quick in regaining my

•
•
••

••
•

•
Holds arrow on bow in a cocked position
for instant shooting.
Releases arrow automatically as you
draw arrow to shoot.
Arrow can't be shaken off bow by brush.
running, shakiny, or layiny bow down.
Allows you to shoot quietly and faster.
Can't affect arrow's fliyht.
Adjusts to any size arrow.
Fits ell bows, right or left hand.
Attaches to any bow in seconds.

•
price

$1.98

Holding
position

automatic ren9efinding while aiming at deer•

e

Sights are independently adjustable
in or out, up or down.

e

Once sighted in. no adjustments have
to bs made while hunting. You simply
aim at deer till comet sight ring fills
deer's chm and shoot.

•

Fits left or right hand •

•

Sight rings are spring steel; therefore, they
will take shock loads and will not break.

•

Sight auemblv is all metal (no plastic
parts that can breakl and has en attroctive
non·glare green anodized finish.

•

Sight rings are painted fluorestent orang&.

•

Sight i ndicatss ran9e of deer
up to 4S·y8fds.

add 6%1Stqtel_ales tax)
5334 BANKS STREET
'SAN DI E(;O, CALIFORNIA 92110
Phone: (714) 296·0164

~

price $8.95

•
Drill, mounting screws and allen wrench supplied.
Available al archery stores, jobbers, <lislributors or order direct from us. l'ree shipping.
RANGE·O·MATIC SIGHT CO., 35572 Strathcona, Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48043 Tel: (313) 791-3641

PAT.NO 3,365,800

Left: The author checks the area of
the Angeles National Forest almost
within sight of city lights where
he hunts. (Lower left) He practiced
for serious shots on holes, stumps.

three-bladed head gw1ranteed the head
to be t ruly sharp. Replaceable inserts
would be a definite help in the fiel d.
No excuse for dull b roadheads could
be accepted if 003s were being used.
Six arrows were installed in the
bow q uivcr mounted on my Jennings
compound bow. The bow had been
tuned to fifty-four pqunds for my
29~-inch draw length. The limbs were
capable of being cranked up to sixtyfive pounds but at fifty-four pounds, it
was plenty potent for the local deer.
With my compound bow in one
hand, binoculars and other essentials
in the oth<ir, I loaded my truck a11d
was on my way. In thirty minilles I
arrived at the Chantry Flat Ranger
Station to check the fire plan. It w~s a
two, so I had no problem getting !UY
permit. One of the rangers, Mike,
whom T was getting to know, thought
I was crazy. He had he~rd Of deer
being shot with a bow and arrow but
figured it was luck and not s~ill. He
figu r~d there we~e hetter. thing.~ to
than wailte my tune running around m
the hills. But nevertheless, he didn't
ca ;e, l!lnce it was my time and not his.
I h'ad already made him the promise, "You just wait. The season is still
early and I have lots of time. If and
when I bag my deer, you can pack it
out for me." Mike felt pretty confident that his back would never get
sore and just laughed it off.
After a short drive from the ranger
station, l was off afoot into the hills. I
had not left my truck but five minutes
when l was eyeing a nice buck bedded
down some ninety yards away. A narr·o w deer path would lead me around
the hill to a spot that appeared to be
only thirty-five yards from where the
buck was bedded.
A slight breeze was blowing in my
favor. Now it was up to me. I slowly
inched my way around the path, keeping one eye on the deer and the other
on where l was walking. The trail
could have been only a hundred yards
long, but il seemed like a thousand. At
last I reached the spot I had set out for
and was sure that I had not been
detected.
Many bushes now blocked what
was to be my thirty.five.yard shot.
You make a beautiful stalk, now what
the hell do you <lo? If I were to go
around the bushes to the left, surely
the buck would move ou~ to the right;
if I try to go around on the right,
Continued on page 68

BONUS OFFER:
THE
ARCHER'S
DIGEST...
With two lull vears 01

BOW I ARROW •••
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mountain goat legs but only being
highly successful in driving the deer
farther and farther into less accessible
areas. A two-week vacation seemed
appropriate and was placed on the
agenda. I was hoping that the deer
would come back to my f!J.vorite area
and this would also allow me to catch
up on my past-due homework. Everyday hunting and a full-time college
schedule do not go hand in hand. No
matter how many times my parents
tried to tell me this, I preferred to
hunt. For me, this was an excellent
choice for both hunting and schoolwork.
Jt was a Tuesday afternoon and
things were slow at my part-time job.
My uncle, J im Fosselman, for whom I
work, confronted me witl1 the statement, "You haven't been hunting for a
couple of weeks now ; you're going to
Jose your touch (what little I had) and
get all out of shape." T hat little statement was all that was needed to get
things rnlling again. My only answer
was, " I')\ have to agree."
After a few quick thoughts, I
punched out and decided to go check
out my vacationing area. If things were
as I had hoped, it should have been
pretty good.
At home, a quick change of clothe:>
and a reach for my bow brought on a
sudden halt. There were five remaining
66

arrows in my bow quiver and they
were all bent. Nobody to this day
knows just how it happened but it did.
After a few four-letler words to myself, the only thing left to do would be
to fix up some new ones.
I had been quite anxious to try
some new arrows I had received anyway, but eliminating the old ones in
this way was not my intention. Alumimun arrows don't come cheap in my
pocketbook. I had received some
parLially dipped fluorescent arrows
from Ralph Wingert at Pacific Archery
in Panorama City. These turned out to
be so bright and pretty that l hated to
use them for fear of loss. But then
again, any arrow that colorful would
be hard to lose in dirty hills.
Ralph had convinced me to order a
dozen for hunting in the early morn·
ing.5 and late afternoons. The b right
color would enable me to see the path
of flight even when dark shadows were
present. This would surely be my
chance. It was going to he EasLon
aluminum arrows in the 2018 size all
dolled up like the Fourth of July in
the hills today.
I installed some new heads called
the "003". J had won these broadheads in a raffle at the annual dinner
banquet of the Sagittarius Field
Archers, held last summer in Pasadena,
California. Razor blade inserts in the

an s11.e5 value

BOTH FOR

ONLY S9.

This is your opportunity to own the finest book
ever produced on archery, the ARCHER'S DIGEST
and two years (12 issues) of the world's largest and
most authoritative archery magazine, BOW &
ARROW.
The ARCHER 'S DIGEST is a 320-page classic on
the sport, written and photographed by the top
experts in the field. The book tells all .. .from the
beginning of the sport to the present day. The con·
tents include: Bowhunting with Doug Kittridge,
Howard Hill, Jim Dougherty and other greats. Tells
you how to build a bow, fle tch your own arrows,
hunt big game as well as varmints. How to choose
equipment, perfect your target shooting. It even has a
segment on crossbows. The digest also includes a large
dealer section and the names and addresses of all the
companies and organizations connected with the
sport. The volume is a What's What and a Who's Who
of Archery; a must for the bookshelf of every archer's
library.

BOW & ARROW comes along with your digest for
the next two years and will keep you posted on all
phases of hunting, target, do-it-yourself stories, and a
host of other subjects in the wide, wide world of
archery.

- - - --------------------r- BOW_Br_ARRO_W_M~gazine
Box HH, Capistrano Beach, California 92624
Please ship mu t he ARCHER'S DIGEST and add my
namo to the BOW & ARROW subscription list for two years.
Enclosed is my check or money order for
$9.00. New Subscriber--- Renewal- (California residcn~ add $.35 sales tax.)
(Foreign add $1.50 to cover postage and handling.)

NAME---- -- - - - - - ------,
STREET _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _
CITY_ _ _ _ _ __ STATE-(Please print or type)
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Left: The author checks the area of
the Angeles National Forest almost
within sight ofcity lights where
he hunts. (Lower left) He practiced
for serious shots on holes, stumps.

mountain goat legs but only being
highly successful in driving the deer
farther and farthe r into less accessible
areas. A two-week vacation seemed
appropriate and was placed on the
agenda. T was hoping that the deer
would come back to my f~vorite area
and this would also allow me to catch
up on my past-due homework. Everyday hunting and a full-time college
schedule do not go hand in hand. No
matter how many times my parents
tried to tell me this, I preferred to
hunt. For me, this was an excellent
choice for both hunting and schoolwork.
It was a Tuesday afternnon and
things were slow at my part-Lime job.
My uncle, Jim Fosselman, for whom I
work, confronted me with the st atement, "You haven't been hunting for a
couple of weeks now; you're going to
lose your touch (what little J had) and
get all out of shape." That little statement was all that was needed to get
things rolling again. My only answer
was, "I'll. have to agree."
Afte; a few quick thoughts, I
punched out and decided to go check
out my vacationing area. 1f things were
as I had hoped, it should have been
pretty good.
At home, a quick change of clothe::.;
and a reach for my bow brought on a
sudden halt. There were five remaining
66

arrows in my bow quiver and they
were all bent. Nobody to this day
knows just how it l1appened but it did.
After a few four-letter words to my·
self, the only thing left to do would be
to fix up some new ones.
I had been quite anxious to try
some new arrows I had received anyway, but eliminating the old ones in
this way was not my intention. Alum.inum arrows don't come cheap in my
pocketbook. I had received some
partially dipped fluorescent arrows
from Ralph Wingert at Pacific Archery
in Panorama City. TI1ese turned out to
be so bright and pretty that I hated to
use them for fear of loss. But then
again, any arrow that colorful would
be hard to lose in dirty hills.
Ralph had convinced me to order a
dozen for hunting in the early m ornings and late afternoons. The bright
color would enable me to see the path
of flight even when dark shadows were
present. This would surely be my
chance. It was going to be Easton
aluminum arrows in the 2018 size
dolled up like the Fourth of July in
the hills today.
I installed some new heads called
the "003". I had W<ln these broad·
heads in a raffle at the annual dinner
banquet of the Sagittarius Field
Archen;, held last summer in Pasadena,
California. Razor blade inserts in the

au

three-bladed head guaranteed the head
to he truly sharp. Replaceable inserts
would be a definite help in the field.
No excuse for dull broadheads could
be accepted if 003s were being used.
Six arrows were installed in the
bow quiver mounted on my Jennin~
compound bow. The bow had been
tuned to fifty-four pqunds for my
49~-inch draw length. The limbs were
capable of being cranked up to sixtyfivc pounds but at fifty-four pounds, it
was plenty potent for the local deer.
With my compound bow in one
hand, binoculars and other essentials
in the oth~r, I loaded my truck and
was on my way. In thirty minutes I
arrived at the Chantry Flat Ranger
Station to check the fire plan. It was a
two, so I had no problem getting ~y
permit. One of the rangers, Mike,
whom J w;iS getting to know, thought
I was crazy. He had heard of deer
being shot with a bow and arrow but
fi gured jt was luck and not skill. He
figur~d there we ~e better .thin~ to ~o
than wa8te my time running around m
tlie hills. Bul nevertheless, he didn't
care, ~i nce it was my time and not his.
I had already made him the promise, "You just wait. The season is still
early ai1<l l have lot:; of time. If and
when I bag my deer, you can pack it
out for me." Mike felt pretty confident that his back would never get
sore and just laughed it off.
After a short drive from the ranger
station, I was off afoot into the hills. I
had not left my truck but five minutes
when r was eyeing a nice buck bedded
down some ninety yards away. A narr'ow deer path would lead me around
the hill to a spot that appeared to be
only thirty-five yards from where the
buck was bedded.
A slight breeze was blowing in my
favor. Now it was up to me. I slowly
inched my way around the path, keeping one eye on the deer and the other
on where l was walking. The trail
could have been only a hundred y ards
long, b ut it seemed like a thousand . At
last I reached the spot I had set out for
and was sure that I had not been
detected.
Many bushes now blocked what
was to be my thirty-five-yard shot.
You make a beautiful stalk, now what
the hell do you do? Jf I were to go
around the bushes to the left, surely
the buck would move out to the right;
if l try to go around on the right,

~
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BONUS OFFER:
THE
ARCHER'S
DIGEST...
Wilh IWO lull years DI
BOW I ARROW •••

an s11.e5 value

BOTH FOR
ONLY 89.
This is your opportunity to own the finest book
ever produced on archery, the ARCHER'S DIGEST
and two years (12 issues) of the world's largest and
most authoritative archery magazine, BOW &
ARROW.
The ARCHER'S DIGEST is a 320-page classic on
the sport, written and photographed by the top
experts in the field. The book tells all...from the
beginning of the sport to the present day. The co ntents include: Bowhunting with Doug Kinridge.
Howard Hill, Jim Dougherty and other greats. Tells
you how to build a bow, fletch your own arrows,
hunt big game as well as varmints. How to choose
equipment, perfect your target shooting. It even has a
segment on crossbows. The digest also includes a large
dealer section and the names and addresses of all the
companies and organizations connected with the
sport. The volume is a What's What and a Who's Who
of Archery; a must for the bookshelf of every archer's
library.

BOW & AR ROW comes along with your digest for
the next two years and will keep you posted on all
phases of hunting, target, do-it·yourself stories, and a
host of other subjects in the wide, wide world of
archery.
f- 8"0\i\i_&_:A°R:RolN-~;~az~--~-------------------
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BUCK BUST'N

1mRESHD IN BOWHUNTING?
These rare back issues of BOW &ARROW take you right into the field
with some of the world's great hunters ... Elgin Gates, Fred Bear,
Ben Pearson, Jim Dougherty, Doug Walker and many more.
l~- ~
_ _ ..,_

JAN./FEB. 1970
Indian Hun ter
Test; Do ug herty
Hunts Moose;
F ITA World
Champi onsh ips;
Pa1on1lno Elk:
Prolflo Of A Champ
Barbara Brown:
The Champion's
Coach.

I

MARCH/APRI L 1970
Sear T ake·Down Test:
Tou rnamen t Trail;
B roadhead Rack;
Gr izzly Hunt: String
For Bows Today

i.irt~t~ll'~·/ MARCH(APR IL 1969
...... ~.,. .....~

~-···~~
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MAY/J UNE U 7 0
Plas/Stcc l Bushwacker;
Hawa iia n Buwhunt ;
Hypo Hunting
Pros & Cons;
What Fletch I s Best'

DON'T BE
LEFT DOTI
Any three for only

lndlan S alker Bow Test:
Caribou
Hunt
with
Jim
Dougherty;
Deer
Hunting
New Hampshire; Arizona
Boar Huntln ; Barebow
Champions; ~untlng In
Baja California.

MAY/JUNE 1969
Test ing American's
Nitro E><press; Africa:
rs rt For You? carp
Hunting; FITA Facts.

We have some great stories lined up for the upcoming
issues of BOW & ARROW ..• including Bowhunting,
Special Bow Tests, News On National Events and
Special Tips on building your own eQuipment!

The price of these issues,
rapidly disappearing is

$1.00 per copy!

SEPT./OCT. 1969
Sabo Hu nter Test:
Co lorado Mou nta in
Lion H unt; T he
Professio nal
Inst ruct o r; Form
Your Ow n Hunt ing
C lu b ; Voeman
Crossbow Test; Tape
Tricks For Tackle.

If these issues are not in your
permanent file, order TODAY.
They won't last long!

$2
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Please include ZIP

Continued from page 66
you guessed it, he'll move out to the
left.
While I wa.<i pondering this idiotic
situation, so was the deer. He had
sensed something and was cautiously
ti.ying to slip away. Only his movement had caught my eye, as he was
sneaking off to the left down the
canyon. The only shot I would have
wolll.d be to sneak back along the t rail
on which r had arrived, hoping for an
interception enroutc.
I cautiously scrambled back along
the path and planned to meet the deer
at the other end. About half-way back,
the deer spotted me and figured out
my plan of attack. A quick quarterback sneak resulted in a reverse for the
deer. It was a beautiful play. Only if
the LA Rams had used it!
I wasn't to be outdone. I figured if
the deer wanted to play games, counl
me in. J reached in to my bag of plays
and tried to pull oul one of those
Roman Gabriel goodies. Need I say
m ore? You all know how those
worked this past season. Lousy.
After a violent struggle with a
defensive line of trees and bushes, I
managed to finally retreat to my
original spot. The deer was running at
full speed now at what I guessed to be
fifty yards. To full draw I went with
the proper aim and lead to ftJllow. The
mere fact that the \ieer was only forty
yards away was to be dealt with later.
I had missed by at least a foot right
9yer his back.
"Great Peter A.," I said to myself
as J headed for another area to hunt.
"You spent all that time practicing
and whatever, only to blow a beautiful
shot at forty yards," were my next
choice of words. Well, why not? It was
only in keeping with my average of
forty-yard misses that year.
A couple of does were all to be
found in my other area. Th e special
permit would permit me to take a doe,
but not for another week when it
became valid. It was still a forked-horn
deer or better.
J had watched that buck move out
down the canyon and across an open
flat that would be accessible from
another canyon entrance farther down
the paved highway.
I decided to return to my truck and
give it another ti.y at the only legal
buck I had seen all afternoon. I arrived
at the canyon entrance and properly
parked my truck off the highway in a
turnout. Only about an hour of daylight was left, so I was going to have to
hurry.
Up the canyon I went, right to the
spot where the buck had crossed. In a
Continued on page 80

Still somewhat dubious as to his luck in scoring a hit,
the author cautiously moves in on the downed whitetail.
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TEL TALE MOCK POINTS
Used by champion Jack Lancaster.

Keeps peep straigh t' allow s h unti ng w it h peep & J.C . Release
Order R · IO for releases & fi nge!'l
Nos. 13, 1 S & 18 for finge rs, 18
for large hunting arrows.

$2.20 pkg. of 3
Patent pend in g

Coming Soon: Arrow Space Rest - New!

J.C. MFG. CO.

6 4 35 W. 55th Ave., Arvada, Colorado 80002
303·421-2646

Dealers Di.vtributers invited.

PacK In Elk Hunts $295.00. Specra r Camp For Mule Deer
$1 75.00. Only Pack In Elk Camp fo r Bow Hu nters in Colorado.
Limited Nu mbe r of Hu n ters. Please Book Early , Guaranteed
Shots Under 35 Yards at Elk and Deer. No S h ots, No Pay . Write
or Call ,

CAP ATWOOD

P.O. Bo>< 932
RIFLE, COLORA DO 81650

(303) 625-1535

BOW TARGETS NEW

NEW

All purposo practice target for tho serious l)owhunter or
tournament shooter. Complete plans on how to build rn your
home for less than $10.00. Permanent, portableb and flll can
be replaced free. Wiii stop bow weights up to 9 lbs. as It is
adjustable. send $3.00 for complete Instructions and pro·
fos.s lonal blueprlnts to:

EASTERLING TARG'E T CO.,
P.O. Box 147, Auburn, Wash. 98002

Free Discount Archery catalog
Bow: BEAR, WING, PEARSON. Arrows: MICRO
F LITES & EASTON w/Converta Points. Raw
Materials. 24 Hour Service

ROBERTS ARCHERY COMPANY
R.F.O. 1,
PALMER, MASS. 01069

Best
Of Portable TREE STANDS
*
*

**

Do Not Have To Trim Tree To Use.
A Must For Hunters. Increase Chance of Kill
Six Good Reasons Why This Stand is The Best in
Safety, Construction, Comfort and Portability.

1. Safety is First. Cannot Tip . (Will Hold In Excess of 400 Pounds). 2. This is The ONLY
St~nd on the Market With a Folding Chair For The Hwiter to Sit on Comfortably While
Hunting, also if the Hunter Stands to Shoot, the Seat Folds Back Aeatnst the Tree. 3. Fits
Any Size Tree and ls Quickly and E asily Installed. 4. Platform Is 22 Inches Square.
All Steel Construction With Non.SUp Expanded r.tetal Covering Welded t o Platform. Weighs
Only 12 Poun ds. 5. The Sland Is F olded for Transporting and the Seat Fits Flat Against
Back Serving as Cushion. 6. Comes from the Factory With Carrying Straps. All for the Low
Price of Only $3 7.95, Send Check or M.0 . when ordering. Order From:

RON'S PORTA-PAK MFG. COMPANY
P.O. Box 141, Greenbrier, Arkansas 72058
Phone (SOT) 679-2221
Dealer Inquiries lnVited.
Patent No. 3,419,108
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IS YOUR BUCK
WORTH $9.95'?
ATTRACTS EYE

A Perfect Sun sight pin, M74 is a
battery-operated lighted sight pin for
easy aiming. The illuminated pin
attracls the eye and allows concentration on the target without shadows on
the pin. The thread size is 8-32.
FulJ information is avai.lable from
Shakespeare Company, Dept. BA, 241
E. Kalamazoo Avenue, Kalamazoo
Michigan.
'

HUNTING SIGHT
Price

Standard Model Deluxe Model -

'6.95
'9.95

Extra Pin Sights witJ1 Nuts - •J.25 each
Extra Plates (For Use With 2 Bows) - •2.2s

* ahimimun
Made of machin"d
and brass.

black un odiz.ed

* Standard
model
into side of
how for easy mounting for rigl1t or lcCt~-c1cws

hand shootcri;

* easy
Dtlluxe 111odel comes with pla te for
and accurate sigh\ removal from
side of bow.
* Windagc
and height easily adjustnble
by loosening thumb nut.
* ussombled
Any number of extra pins can be
for nny ynrdagc.
* forPinseasymadevisability.
with fluorescent red head

NIGHT SIGHT

Safa ri sunglasses have optically correct piano plastic lenses and are lighlweigh l and distortion free. The same
frames are available with night sight
lenses which reduce headlight {1.lare.
Both glasses sell for $5.95 postpaid.
The goggles have impact resistant
triplex glass lenses, soft leather mask
and steel wire headband covered with
soft nylon. They sell for $12.95 postpaid.
California residents add six percent
sales tax. From Dick Cepek, lncorpora t e d, Dept. BA, 920 I California
Avenue, SouU1 Gate, California 90280.
A free catalog may be ordered.

MINUTE DRESSER

The Wyoming Big Game Knife has a
razor sharp blade made of surgical
steel and includes a heavy-duty leather
sheath wiU1 provisions for carrying
spare blades. The knife sells for $J 2.30

with blade, guard and sheath. Replacement blades are provided at $2. 10 per
set from Robin Hood Archery, Incorporated, Dept. DA, 215 Glenridge
Avenue, Montclair, New Jersey 07042.

A lot of them aren't these
days but here's an item that
should double your chances to
get your "bucks.. worth. S&K
HUNTING RELEASE! Deadly
accurate even for beginners.
Stays on string, won't shoot
until you're ready. Women can
hold 5 to 10 lbs. more bow
weight!
Light, compact, indestruct·
ible..

DEALER

INQUIRIES INVITED

SIK MFG .•
1707 S.E. 1381h Ave.
Vancouver. Washington 98664
Phone (208) 892·8073

FANTASTIC NEW
Po•tableTREESTANO
ACTVALL Y CLIMBS!
S11', l\TAND Ot:
m<i,· ~ AROUND
trco Ill :inv h oighl

* Sta11dard
and Delux" model comes
wilh 3 pi ns and 2 mounting scre ws.
Menufac•ured l>V

If your

dcal~rs docs not have th~m -

order direcL!

Full Adjutt Protlucfs

Also man ufact u1er of other quali ty

915 N. Ann

bmlt metal archery products: Sights,
Arrow Str~ighten~rs and S tabiliici~

Lancaster, Pa. 17602

JOBBER

- uhovt" h1·ush. out

of your OF:~R·~
sight. or 1>ccnt.
Ca1·ri es fl Kt, wt. 1O

Street

lb. Testc<l to ;;oo l b.

F Olt

SURI~ Kil.I., CLIME

1tl.>(1ve itnwe ~s...aily wlth

LOOK
EXCITING NEWS
FOR
DE.ER HUNTERS
A Tree Stand
Pen d.

•

Thal Fits
In Your Pocket
Sturdy • Light Weight

• Compact
Seconds to Ins ta II
The Hunter's Edge with a
LAWSON WEDGE •.. a must
for good bow hunters.

--s;.;d$10.7s"P;;t;;;;idTo--

NEW

(formurly 1110 Profww)

COMBI NATI ON ARHOW HOLDER
& RHEAS£ TIMER.

COVY
AliO h,fd~ lh:: "trC.w •»•
. . ~· 'Mwln Oft . . ,Uft(I

Scrf·,o.:. 1101 nccu,...,rv
T1tr I 1rf'f:I Covw.1t ·:;1t-'\
bfttO<

:Hk•"!lOH p:111t:rbac\

--~..._

c.. 1 l!bn t!ie' Offl.I rm li RJ't <'1!'r01'1
hy fihnQ .I ~m:1ll notch l1111'11nd
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tc alnw ""°'"P''"l~Mll IOC¥(,n

Name ......••...•••••.•••••• .•

City . . . • . . . . . State . . . . . . Zip . . • .

FOR READING ENJOYMENT
SEE THE GREAT BOOKS
'
LISTEIJ ON PAGE 80

D11pt. BA9

SIGHT SYSTEM

on I rF r H~NO BOW.\'

GREAT FOR THA l eROADHEAO
ROUND 1\1110 THE HUNTER

lawson Mfg ., Rt. 3, Otegon, Ill. 61061

Address ...•..•••..•.••..•••.••

(lh• o•lr oM rhor CLIMts)
Pol•nl 3'606'9
All11ading Sport• Dopl.
BAKER MFG. CO.
o• 1ond clieckor M.0.: llox 1003, Valdosta, Ga. 31601

1r..~•1'i• J,~.: <>~1 ·n

J"lft•4.Jr,u.r-:o'-the1~
ae SU11: II) hav~ thu:r lo1::1\1:d

f'o b foctory

THEBAKERTREE STAND

FRYOENLUNO TIMER

lllGHT

$37.95
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BACK

Unique, low-priced arrow
straightener that does a precision job
on aluminum shafts, was 0ff the
m~rket for several years. It is being
rc-mtrocluced this month for $29.95.
Key to mechanism is a changeable
stainless steel bushing in tool handle
and a close-tolerance rubber disc that
slips over nock for exact alignment.
Hand pressure on giips eliminates the
curves. From COVY Arrow
Straightener Company, Dept. BA, Box
498, Moraga, CA 94556.

The Mark 9 has nine interchange·
able moulded aiming apertures, a
ground glass magnifying lens and black
anodized body. The Gold Medal sight
has a gold anodized body, nine
moulded aiming apertures and an una llached bubble level. The aiming
apertures come in three different
designs and colors. An aperture accessory kit also is available without the
sight body.
TI1e Mark 9 sells for $19 .95, the
Gold Medal for $9.95 and the kit for
$3.95. From the Beaumont Design
Group, Dept. BA, 1400 Monterey Pass
Road, Monterey Park, Califo'rnia.

WRISTSCOPE

Wearing it as you do a wristwatch,
Lhe Wristscope has a field of view of
210 feet at five hundred yards. It is
smaller ll1an a cigaret package and
we ighs 3~ ounces. The precisiongruund eyepiece focuses from ten feet
to infinity. lt is coated to counteract
gl a re and reflection and sells fo r
S 17 .50 from Ranging, Incorporated,
Dep t . GW, Rochester, New York
14625.

Continued on puge 72
71
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ALLEM
COMPOUMD BOWS

BOW BITS
Continued from page 71

IM STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE SHIPMEMT

, BOW QUIVER
I

DRAW GAME
Bowhunter Deer Lure blends you
into your surroundings with a differ·
ent blend of ingredients that is just
different enough to effectively mask
human scent and add a spark of curi·
osity.
The lure is priced at $2.50 per
I 14-ounce bottle from Robin Hoo<l
Archery, lncorporated, Dept. BA, 215
Glenriclge Avenue, Montclair, New
Jersey 07042.

Staples Archery Shop
7710 Woodlawn Dr.
M pis., Minn. 55432
Tel: ( 612 ) 784-9590

RAZOR EDGE
sharpener ~~~;

.I I

use with your hones

Maintain• proper angle and control
Guarantees an actual shaving edge on any kni(e
RAZOR EDGE knife sharpener use with your hones $5.9!)
RAZOR EDGE arrow sharpener use with your hones 5.95
Ultra Fine Pinishing hone (2 x 6 Custom) $11.9!)
Bre.ak·ln hone (2 x 6 Cuslom) 5.95
Super Ultra Fine hone (2 x 6 Cu<tom) 25.00

SCENT PAD
The No. 5000 quiver has a scent
pad on the backside to prevent buck
scent from transferring to the hunter's
clothes. It is adjustable to fit all bows
an<l holds four arrows. The camouflage
green quiver has a ruhber shield for
protecting hroadheads. It is available
for $8 from Kolpin Manufacturing,
fncorpora ted, Dept. BA, Box 231,
Berlin, Wisconsin 54923.

Leatherette case .'>.95
Complete kit (1 RAZOR t:DGE sharpener, ultra fine hone, break-ill hone) $14.95
$LOO handling & shipping. Wis. Res. add 4% tax. No C.O.D. (Pal. 3654823)

I
I
I
I

Cabela's Inc.

Dept. BW19 , Sidney, Nebrasl<a 69162
Rush FREE 1973 Fall and Winter Catalog to :

Name

I
I
I
I
I

,I _________ ..
Address

City

state

RAZOR EDGE Box 203 GW Butler, Wis. 53007
THREE-STAGE

CROSSBOW "···outr.t

The Centurion-69 bow has a threestage system <5f energy huild-up, storage and release designed to produce
maximum unifonn rectilinear velocity.
It has a sight window cut threeeighths-inch past center. There is a

factory inslalled panic button and Oip
rest.
The Centurion-64 is for women or
those needing shorter draw lengths.
Information on all the Hyper-Kinetic
line of Ben Pearson bows from Jim
Dougherty, Consumer Division,
Brunswick Corporation, Dept. BA,
Box 270, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74JOJ.

ZIP

''ArroGuide® 2''
An Arrow R11stlng, Holding and Guiding Device
developl!d for Bowhuntlng and Bow1ishing

• Positive Arrow Control • Keeps Arrow in Shooting Posi·
tion on Bow• Shoot lh,..,ugh it• Quick Draw• Fast Shots
• Helps Forgive releasing Faults• Ideal for Shooting with
cold or wet hands • Self Adhesive• Fils Lor R Hand Bows
"ARROGUIDE 2" ... $2.95 ea. (Illustrated)
"AftROCUIDE" •.••• $1.9!i ea. (Not Illustrated)
f'AT', .'\10 • .3.406.Q7fS

J. OV£ ENT. 1707 Childerlee ln • Atlanta. Ga. 30329

PRECISION PELLET AIR RIFLES
FROM EUROPE; AN EXCITING
NEW CONCEPT IN THE FIELD.
THE ~o. 26 "B IG" JACK" is the best foldlng
~nlJe .you can buy. It's a well·balanced knife
with a posi tive ln.dlan Stag grl~ and b tades
of high carlion sword steel. You II ~et a life·
time or service from " BIG JACK' • • • A
CAMILLUS kni fe • •• a friend for life!
NO. 28 "BIG JACK"
STILL each $12.50
NO. 1013 "YELLOWSTONE" is the iinest hunt·
Ing knife available. The SH carbon sword steel
blaele holds its edge for years. The Indian
Stag handle assures a well-balanced, easy
grip.
NO. 1013 "YELLOWSTONE"
STILL each $14.50
for a complete catalog of CAMILLUS knives,
send 25¢ to Camillus Cutlery Co., Dept. BA,
Camillus, New York 13031.

Advanced adult models made by world
famous firearm plants. Amazing silence,
accuracy, and power. Enjoy sensible,
economical shooting anywhere; even at
home. Giant selection. Satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed. For complete
details, ask for our free new JOO page ·
Catalog/Digest (S l.O<Y value). Limited
offer; write today. Air Rifle Hi:adquarters, Inc., Department 40, Grantsville,
Wed Virginia 2614 7.

Get Your Deer for Sure!
with an " ALASKAN"

DEER CALL

GUARANTEED

CAMILLUS
has the

EFFECTIVE

edge~

otdef by mail. Over H> y1s, 111 U.S.

wi:sn~RN
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OR MONEY BACK
.<- ~~
So dfccl1ve 1l's p;,l~11tcd! Lures Jll :
""'~
vetro-llu1s for close shot. Llk!': <.:.'.>II~ , , ~"s Pi1•
used in Al<":>k;t for centufles. ~;,sy •
iuo11iJ
to use. lnstflJclioos. Ask Dealer or
00

$3•

p.p.

MIDDLE PRICE
Darton's take-down comes in fifty.
eight and sixty-six-inch lengths, from
lwenty to fifty-pound draw weighls
and can be used as a hunting model
and beginning target bow. The limbs
are gray glass and auached to a nonreflective black handle section.
Hunting and tournament stabilizers
are offered as an accessory item al lisls
of $8.95 and $9.95. The handle section is supplied with a leather arrow
plate and mohair rest.
The laminated limb bow sells for
$49.95 from Darton, Incorporated,
Dept. BA, 3261 Flushing Road, Flint,
_Michigan 48504.

ETO BOW HUNTI

PINCER RELEASE
The Pincer release has a dual use
concept. TI1e bowstring is held belween the jaws by squeeze pressure
and a fast snap-out release is made
either with total control or in a surprise manner, whichever the user prefers. Simply relax the sq uecie slightly.
l11ere is no movement of the hand or

the device during the aim or release.
There are no attachments for the
string to push aside.
Recommended for target bow only,
the device sells for $5.95 from Erylene
Products, Dept. BA, 361 Cambridge
Street, Bur Ii ngton, Massachusetts

01803.

.

North American Directory of
Hunting G uidr.s, Outfitters, Hunting C1m1ps and Prr.serves. Complete
information on legnl urchery equipment for all types of game, hunting
seasons for each. Ii r.cnse fees. <md
over 600 d~ la iled I is tings for
Guides, Camps irnd Preserves, cill
oper1:1ted by members of the
N<1tional Rifle Association who subscribe to the NRA code of ethic:s.
160 PoQes, illustrated, 1973 edition.
Only $1. 75 postpaid.

I RA HUNTING ANNUAL

1600-BA Rhode Island Ave.
wash. o.c. 20036

CA.LL & otc6"( • f.O. bos: 42~ G •Portland, Ore. 9720~
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WHY NOT?
BuiltJ IJ/OM!t
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TACKLE TIPS
Continued from page 14

Bow

Complete line of Arche ry Sup·pties for the
Arche r who enjoys building his own .

e
e
e
e
•
e

e

e
e

At LOW LOW pricH!
BO-TUFF & MAPLE LAMINATIONS
SEMI-FINISHED BOWS, $15 .00 to $29.00
80-TL!FF BOW KITS, $5 .00 to $9.50
RISER KITS, from $2.00
SHAFTS - WOOD, GLASS, METAL
FEATHERS, NOCKS, POINTS, ARROWS
BLUEPRINTS AND FULLY ILLUSTRATED
INSTRUCTION MATERIALS
FULL LINE OF ARCHERY ITEMS AT
WHOLESALE PRICES. Quantify Discounts
SPECIALISTS IN SERVICE FOR SCHOOL
SHOPS, SCOUTS and Archers.

l
\
I

'
J ·
'

Send 50 cenu for catalog

-ATTENTION DEALERS~a AR E D ISTR IB U TORS F'OR GOR DON P LASTIC PRODU CTS

RITE FOR MANUFA CTURER PRI C ES ON GORDON
G LASS S HAFTS A N D BO.T UFF L AMINATI O N S.

BINGHAM

ARCHERY

P. 0 . BOX 30l3

Shooting at .the national are (from left) Roberto Rocca,
~lub champ10n Bracco and Victor Hermida. R occa was hit
m the f orehead by an um brella that was released in the
high wind, but returned from hospital to finish round.

Put an arro w in your new clamp block and hold it in a
vise. Using t he ca ndle method, heat and remove the tip. The
steel point and a little strengthening tube of aluminum into
which the point is pressed will s!ide gracefu lly o ut of the
arrow shaft wi th t he assistance of pliers.
The idea now is to fill each of the little tubes with the
same amount of some material such as epoxy. I used a
solder subst itute called D.urCltite Formula 32 (purchased in
a local store) which sets in a short time without heat. Then,
aft er reinstalling the points, I checked the balance point of
each shaft. The o per"ation had 'moved the balance point
$even-eighths inches forward of the normal fulcru m point.
Some were a bit short .of this mark d ue t o e ntra pped ai r in
t he little t u be. I, removed and r.epacked t hese points. You
might try a self-leveling material such as casting e poxy.
The result? I think line improved a bit. Grou ping at
forty-five yards before sight change was at 4 o'clock by two
or three inches - to the right because a heavier head has a
lightening effect on spine, a bit low due to heavier nose.
Heavy points a re consipered b~tte r in the wind, but w ith
the compound bow, which is mos t efficient with t he
lightest arrow you can u ~e, standard points are recommended.
P.OINTED POINTS - What? You didn't read t h is a rticle
twice ! Too bad, now you' ll have t o remove the points from
your arrows again, bi;icause· here's something you should
have done while the points were o ut for weighting - sharpen
those target points to cµ t down on bo unce-outs.

PRECISION BUILT
ARROW
STRAIGHTENER

Hardened and Ground Rolls
·Dial I~dicator-graduated
in th~usandths(.001)
Rack and Pinion Pressure Bar.

Chrome

Price $315.00
KIMG-TOOL-COMPAMY
.. 59t5· 9th St. M.
Arlington,' VA ttt05

Ogden, Utah 84403

MARK 11

$9.95
The brand n ew M AR K 11
offer s features that no
other sigh t ca n give you .
. • Adjustabl e si ze ra n ge
windows all ow y o u to c u s·
tom adJus t th em.
• W i r e windows Prov id e glare tree · viewing
tor fast shoot ing .
• Bright r ed aiming dot
- easy v iew i n g In d im light
conditions.
* Rec ta ngu lar w indows
m ak e i t easi er to m atc 11 the
d eer's c h est he ight.

CUSTOM HUNTIN G S IGHT
AND RANGE FINDER
if

your dealer doesn 'r have them o rder direct.

SCHNEIDER ENTERPRISES
Dept, BA·3
ll24 5 S. Thom pso n Drive

Wind Lake , Wi s. 53 185 '

For the latest in hunting and firearms, look for
GUN WORLD MAGAZINE on your local newsstand. For the best in articles about the world of
horses, look for HORSE and HORSEMAN Magazine. Both are produced by GALLANT/CHARGER
PUBLICATIONS, which also produceSBOW &
AR ROW Magazine.
.

Argentina just held its fi rst National Arche ry To uma·
ment, which traces ils patern ity back three years, when
some members of the Big Game Hunting Federation be·
came fascinated with th e idea o r using the bow fo r hun ting
and forme? a club both for hunting and compe titive spo rt.
Accordmg to Alva Rubini, our p rolific correspondent
from Buen os Ai res, there are two hundred members
alt hough only a small percentage arc active or regula;
archers. Few of the arch ers have imported eqi1ipmcnt; most
use locally made bows and wooden arrows.
T~is year, tlire~ othe r clubs were formed, joining t he
Asoc1ac1oi: Argentina de Arq ue ria, making four clubs in
Bue n<~s Aue~, plus seyeral in the interior. Many of them a re
combmed with the Tiro Federal ·- the Federation of Arms
- because of the lack of appropriate grounds for arche rs.
Mrs. Rubini says, " Our main problems are the lack of
equipmen t an d professio nal traine rs. We have all had to
learn the hard way - that is to get any bow and arrows we
a re,;mle to_, and feel ? ur way to improved sh ooting.
Francisco Masc10tra h as, up to now, been the o nly
bowyer. His b ows are excellent , but are o nly for bowhun ters. As a result, most of us a re shooting harebow. Carlos
~racco, our champion arche r, is also making bows with the
idea of doing everything possible for the freestyle archer
but it will take time fo r his bows to be on the market.
'
" O~r arrows are of wood and generally homemade. They
are neither ve ry straight or selected into sets! A few arc he rs
have been able to get beautiful bows from the USA and
B_ngland and som e Easto n arro ws. We are not able to impo rt
directly, as yet, as we have to pay a two-hundred percent
tax o n the actual value of the items coming t hrough customs!"
[n tournaments they use the FITA, American round
clout, Tiro al Disco (a t hirty-centimeter disc which i~
thrown in_to the ai r and shot at by archers individually), the
Buenos Aues round, which is six ends of three arrows each
shol at a FIT A style ta rget ranging from fifteen to fortyfive me ters and a field round. -<:--~

Plat~d- Steel Base.

Mu11 i" Ard1ery Inc .
R o 111e ~. Sox 127

Wollu Wa llo
Wo 99362

=5894 RE PPO FEATHER TRIMMER

In

tlie.acc:omPanyjng text, Loiselle describ es
his method for restoring your target points.
No doubt a few of your points have met with something
harder than straw~ Even the good guy sometimes hits the
banding wire on a bale or someone's field point embedded
in the straw. I find this the best way to get a truly centered
sharp point on a dull tip. Centering is impor tant if you
check arrow straightness by spinning on t he point.
.
Chuck the little tube of the point assembly in a hand
drill. Set a stop on t he grinder to contact the tu be close
beh ind the steel point. This will help maintain angle a nd
avoid run-out. With the grinder operating, hold the point
against t he stop and aga inst the wheel at t he proper a ngle,
and ·t urn t he handle of t he egg beater wh ile the sparks fly.
You can do the job on fully-asse mbled a rrows using the
same set-up less the hand d rill by rotating the shaft with
your fingers. Do not grind away so much metal that you
alte r the arrow weight or balance point.
·
Incidentally, if you have any bright ideas concerning
equipmen t which you would care to pass on t o fellow'
archers, I wo uld be happy to receive a note at 361
Cambridge Street, Burlington, Massachusetts 0 1803. -<--~

~ Come s

SEE

YOUR
LOCAL
DEALER

wi th 3 P r ••~opcd b"rner ribbon $ .

· Eosy tu use
• Eco n omic<:i l
·TO c honge win; $hn~s. simply remove on tibbon
and plv9 in onotl.ct.
• lnsu lo •cd Power 1ack s.
.. Adjustable loth•.
' Sloroge spoce for 3 0 111:1ro ribbon osterob l ics

$14.95

GUARANTEED LION & BEAR HUNTS

Specializing in guiding Bow hunters. 100% success to all Bow
hun ters in' l9?2. References, comparative rates, the best of
every thing and free picto rial brochure.
Ed Vance
tu ll H me gu ide & outfitter

P.O. Box 39Z, Glennville, CA. 93226

Tel : (805) 536-8889

PATENTS
NEW Reliable take-down longbow with U.S., Canada and
Jaean patents. Will sell all plus tooling.
·
Write to: Charles Oiehr,
R.R. 6, Box 455,
Noblesville, Indiana 46060
75
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MOTIVATION MYSTERY

KITTREDGE

Continued from page 38

Continued from page 9

Two generations ofarchery enthusiasts are represented
by the Cli[tons, with son, Johnny; and their daughter,

Jennifer. Ever-increasing trend toward outdoor and
recreational activities is reflected in the growing
number of family groups participating now in archery.

Diminutive Jennifer Clifton seems
totally serious as she noclcs blunt
arrow on her own scaled-down bow.
save two or three hours of shooting. (This was done at
Ludlow, Massachusetts, at the NF AA National last year
and proved ~hooting ti me could be cut almost by half.)
Archery 1s so bogged down with obsolete customs and
ol?·fashioncd ~arrow-minded thinking that it will take a
nuracle to make the changes necessary to promote it. T he
extremely popular new idea of shooting the first two
targets for practice and then start scoring on the third is
ruled out more often than it is permitted.
'
. Good coaching is a great motivator, and the most
~portant clement of good coaching is to instill confidence
m the shooter. lf a coach can manage to do this that
sh<:>oter can whip tournament pressures and will conti~ue to
stnve for the top spot.
. The author ~as seen a lot of potentially good shooters
ru med by getting the big head. They win one two-bil
tournament and there is not a hat in Texas big enough to
fit. They disown their .coach; they hand out advice, and
usually fall flat on rhe1r face at their next big shoot. It
takes at least a half do zen big wins before a shooter has a
claim to fame.
By the same token, there arc a good number of
sho_oters who will never make it, because they shoot in
thc~r. backyard until they fee l they arc ready for compet1tl?n. _T he only way to learn tournament shooting is by
shooting m tournaments, win or lose.
We d? need a ~hange of game. Smaller scoring areas or
longer distances for the experts, hit or rnis-s knock-down
targets to eliminate ricoche t shots and liners impossible to
cal~. Kn?ck-cto:vn tar~ets so _that a spectator has something
which gives hm~ an idea oJ what is happening. Even the
shoot~r woul.<l hkc to know whether he hit or missed. AU
these innovations would add motivation for the archers.
The author asked himself the question "Why have I
h~en ,shootin_g for ?ver fifty years?" Frankly speaking, I
haven t the slightest idea, but I guess l like to try to win. +i~

the monster you want, and as fast as you can, you gasp and
puff yourself to t he saddle high on to p of the zero cold
snowy ridge, only to find the dogs are off chasing a pair of
cougar kittens with tracks the size o f a quarter. Disappoint·
ment is wiped out Instantly, however, the moment you see
them cuddled high on the limb above you . The neatest
looking little miniature mountain lions! With feisty tern·
pers, snarling... and not just two, but three. What pictures
we got that day. Shot the day for sacking up that trophy
we were after, but just how could a hunter spend a better
day - really ?
Years ago I was introduced to hunting behind a pack of
dogs by a bowhunting frie nd of mine who had four trained
Beagles. We hu n ted rabbi ts along the creek bottoms outsi de
of Bakersfie ld, California. We educated the rabbit popula·
tion without doing them undue harm, though I must say,
we didn't fail to garner up a rabbit dinner or two, either.
But I became hooked, and li ke m ost bitten by the hunting
bug, had less and less chance for recovery as time went on. I
chased jaguar in Mexico. Tried a cougar or two. Met a guy
with a trained deer hound that would dive into the thickest
brush and drive big bucks righ t up to within spitting dis·
tance, much as a sheep dog ru ns back ~ stray. Went .after
bobcat in the wintertime and bear in the spring. Anytrme a
chance came to hunt with dogs, I was more than ready. My
space and tack of time prevented owning my own pack, so I
had to rely on those who make their living guiding hu nters
who want to hunt behind dogs. As with all forms of guiding, there are good ones and bad ones. And there are good
dogs and bad ones as well. It is always wise to check refer·
ences of previous hunters before booking any hound hunt
... seeing just how well pleased another hunter was can
ward off disappointment with your hunt.
I like to learn how the prospective guide hunts .. . on
foot, following roads, in a truck? What sort of terrain is
hunted . . . with logging roads, no roads, steep, brushy,
rainy? Though I've hunted from horses, followed out ridges
with vehicles, struck out cross-country on foot, I prefer to
hunt where your legs must do the work ... sort of like
back-packing in, ra ther than going by pack animal or
•camper truck. It doesn't meah the hunt is any less enjoy·
able or sportsman-like, just that every man must pick his
type of poison.
Speaking of poison. This every ma n to his decision is
Why I don't really understand the recent policy change of
the Pope & Young Club limiting those trophies which can
be entered towards Regular or Senior membership to only
one entry which has been taken with the aid of dogs. Yet
they will accept without limitation those which may have
been taken by o ther methods of aiding the hunter. such as
hun ti ng from a blind while watching the game feeding unsuspecting on a fresh-killed bait, or while waiting concealed
in a tree while the game walks along a feed trail, or by
luring in the game with a call during the heat of the rut. All
are methods o f hunting acknowledged over the years as a
means of fair chase. It is understood that not every method
has appeal to every man, any more than the use ot sights or
compound bows appeals to all. Some ways of doing things
have appeal to one person, while others appeal to someone
else. Why should some hunters then hold up their noses to
their fellow bowhunter and his form of sport? Doesn't make
much sense to me.
Regardless of the feelings of a few, if you are looking tor
some real fast-moving hunting excitement, would like to
make the chase the thing, want to bag some game difficult
to get by any other means, than take a crack at hu nting
behind the bawling of a pack of hunting dogs. -<~

Revolutionary Deer Stand
Light·weighl - Easy to carry - 39 lbs. l':
Four sections - Can be carried in car•
Can be used 7'. 11' or 15' high
'
Set-Up Time 4 Minutes
Seal Cushioned with Foam Rubber
So comfortable you can sle ep on it!

r:lffl
. .. $78.
l_iilll Add.,.,'"'"''"=•""""""' ~~·i·!i· li!2Jl 'lili'_41!~~
~u~:7ntiqmEn~~~o~~

50

W. C. PHILLIPS

2!11!1 MAGNOLIA -

1214> 793·2609

TEXARKANA. TEXAS 7550 1
Scrti.dac'boo
ot

c~cntHd..

Ordtz Now

S.nd tor Addlttor.oJ l:nlonDGU.on.

GIANT CATALOG
Send $1 for our giant 164
page catalog. Money refunded on first order. Dealers no charge. Order from
one of the nations leading
archery distributors. Orde_r
all your archery needs from
one source.

Feline Archery
RD 1, Greensburg, Pa. 15601

THIRD URGE PRINTING
JUST OFF THE PRESS

WHY WE MISS
a.d
~
1(/~

(412) 834-5281

Popular feature writer discusses
more than a hundred ways to miss.

Send $."l.95 plus 25t
mailing charge to:

The Archery Colle9a
5570 Fellwood Road
College Perk, Georgie 30349

Lf . COL. MILAH E . ELOTT, IAET.)

1

You will receive
archery's best
guide to self-analysis.
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Numerical System used for Classifica·
lion. All 28 Target instinctive field
Round classification cards are accept.
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Rush Inquiries to:
Post Office Box 75
Feeding Hills, Mass. 01030
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N ock ~ocks i ncrease accuracy because
arrow 1s nocked in same position on
bow string for every shot. Holds arrow
firmly at desired position.

• K11ps bow

tip in
01i9in•I condi·

• M•d• of soft pli·
1b.l1 rubb1r.

•

shaft . I prefer the uniform qualities of
a fiberglass shaft , but a fellow bowman
told me that the fiberglass ones lack
suf{i(..;ent mass behind the hroadhead
to penetrale a sho ulder hone. On a
past deer hunt, a fellow hunter hit a
deer in the shoulder, and it simply
turned, pulled the arrow from its
shoulder and trotted off.
David M. Aumock,
Kincheloe AFB, Michigan
(Hunting Editor Doug Kittredge
feels that /or the type of game you 're
after - specifically the m oose and bear
- a hunting bow of at feast fifty-fi11e
pounds is preferable, and a sixtypounder even better. Corresponding
arrows fol' these woutd be 20J8s for
the fifty-five pounder, and 2020 for
the sixty.
(As far as hilling the shoulder
you 're not going to have luck with any
type. The bone is massive and will resist any penetration.)

§
§

2
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Continued from page 16
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TECH TALK

FEATHERLESS SHOOTING
I am writing for some information
011 lhe bare arrow method of determining the correct arrow spine. By
reading Tech Talk, I have picked up
some good pointers, but I ha.ve never
run across a complete article on this
method. If you could direct me to
such an article or give me a h ricf rundown ~m t~e system, I would greatly
appreciate 1t.
David Greni,
APO San Francisco
( We a.uume that you are referring
to the method oj' shooting shafts
which have no feathers, adjusting spine
and bow tuning until th e shaft flies
straight from your bow and then using
fletched arrows accordingly.
(1'he normal method is simply to
start with the recommended .fhaf't size
for y our bow weight and draw length
comhinatio11, shooting it without
fletching at close range from the tar·
get; ten feet to ten yards. Start with
your nocking point about one-eighth
of an inch above horizontal, adjusting
up or down to correct up or down
flight; then adju.rt the rest in or out to
straighten horizontal flight charac teristics. A Berger button works well for
this sort of tuning, particularly wh en
tuning for broadheads.
(If that particular shaft cannot he
stntighte11ed in flight to your satisfaction, try a size stiffer or a size weaker
going through the same procedure.) '

Fitullbow1.

Write for FREE information/

WILSON-ALLEN CORP.
Box 302
Windsor, Mo. 65360
Tele hone 816 647 · 3 125

SIGHTING HINTS
I have a problem which I am hoping
that you can help me resolve. I am
new to archery and I would like to
start using a bow sight. However, of
the many volumes on archery that I

have read, not one has ever given
information on how to set the sight
for various distances.
Are they pre-set or do I do il myself? If I do it myself, can ynu either
tell me how it's done or recommend a
book that gives instructions.
II. E. Logan,
Toledo, Ohio
( You set your bowsight yourself; as
ea ch bow and arrow combination
tend.v to differ and your anchor point
relative to your eye will not correspond necessarily with another shoo ter's.
(Just ge t back twenty yards exactly
and :.·et the sight about where you f eel
th e bow should be held Lo hit at that
dis tance. Shoot a group of four arrows
and reset the sight as needed to adjust
for where the arro w.v struck the target.
Shoot again and reset again as needed
until you have your arrows grouping in
the center of the target. Mark this setti11g on the selling tape supplied with
the sight, or 011 a piece of atlhe.slve
~ape placed alongside the sight, mark·
mg at a corner of the sight slide. Now
move to thirty yards and repeat. Aga/11
at forty, fifty and so on, us needed.
(You will find a great de<tl of
information of interest to you in the
Archer's Digest, $5.95. Also, Dick
Young's books, Let's Raise Our Score
$2.00 and $3.00 for volumes I and J/
are good sources of information. Tiies~
books are available from Sportsman
Bookshop, Box HH, Capistrano Beach
'
California 92624.)

s

TOP NAME BRANDS
ARCHERY AND
FISHING

SEND $1
1973
WHOLESALE

CATALOG
Complete Line
Of Archery
Accessories
Send $1 for our Wholesale Catalog
(refunded with first order)

ARCHERY WHOLESALER
Subsidiary Of
Moraine Archery Center, Inc.
2701 So. Dixie Hwy.
Dayton, Ohio 45409
Phone: 513-299-7832

NO (jNO(j-':t•O O~

SCOUT SCOOP
I recently took up howhunting. r
realize the importance of pre-scouLing
before season opens, but have some
questic>ns. What is the best time for
pre-scouting? I have heard th.al deer
alter their habits from the summer
months to fall and as a result, may not
be where you thought they would be
when hunting season rolls around.
How can 1 determine which are the
best trails to watch?
Charles B. Collins,
Elmira, New York

( l/unling Editor Doug Kittredge replies, "The answer to most all the
questions you might have con be
found in the book, 'Bowlwnci11g For
Deer,' by Dutch Wambold. This book
is available through Sportsman '.~ Bookshop, Box HI[, Capistrano Beach,
California 92624.
("The best time to do serious .1·couting is just before you hunt, about Lhe
week prior. Cover a lot of territory to
find the area with the best concentration of deer. Try to locate a bedding
spot and you'll find the trails they
frequent. Discover the times that they
use the trails and you 'II be in good
shape for bagging a buck. ") ~-i
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INSTANT MAllKSMANSHIPI J ust.focus this precision optical Instrument on any target. Dial
instantly shows distance in ya rds. Lets you
adjust sight.s for deadly accuracy every 5hol .
Terrific for varmint hunters.
AllCHlllY MODEL-just 8 inches long, 13 to
no yd. range, only $9.95. D eluxe Model. with
telescope eyepiece and leather case, Sl9.95
HUNTING llANGlflNDlll -12 inches long, 20
to )00 yd. range, with telescope eyepiece as
leather case, $29.95.
JO·Duy Money-barlt G1111rantu. S'11d rhu' <W
#fOI/# y o"Jrr ff/
1111•11:

Write YI.

FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CO Oepl BA·S>
09-36 t55th A ... enu•, R190 P•tl<·: N. V, '11314

LETTERS

Con tinue.d from page J 0
this individual a mile away. Naturally
he is going to try to sell this inclividuai
the shortest, heaviest bow in lhe shop
which is probably last year's model, if
no t lhe kind 0f bow the dealer dies
with.
If the buyer is lucky, he might he
able to hit the target at twenty yards
five times out of six. with the $3 a ha lf ?ozen arrows he's purchased, a shoot1~g glove lhat is too tight on the
fil)gers and after trying to nock the
arrow on a string that doesn't have a
nocking poinl.
What I am trying to determine is
how many of our certified dealers
actually are w.illing to set the beginn.ing archer on the right path to a lifetime of fun and enjoyment with the
anticipation of having this ' man as a
lifelong fri end and customer.
Dennis Merriman
Fort Dix, New Jersey
(It has been our experience that
most mismatches of buyer and equip·
men/ are the re.rult of ignorance 011 the
part of the salesman rather than
malice. Too many sporting goods
stores have .ralesmen who will sell the
equipmen t, quoting the goodies from
the catalog, but actually have never
shot an arrow. Ch oo.sing the dealer is
important.)

HOWARD POWER
Jack H oward's article, "Elk's
Parade," was topnotch. I have followed his articles over the years and he
really knows his hunting. As Elgin
Gates is to riOcmen and sheep hunting,
Mr. Howard ranks among the Lop bowmen in elk hunting.
I certai nly would appreciate reading
more of his writing in your magaz.ine.
John W. Redmond,
Baltimore, Maryland
( We also would like co read more of
Jack Howard's material, but between
hunting, getting ready to hunt and
making bows so that he can afford to
do both of the first, he doem 't have all
that much time to lallygag 011er a typewriter. But we plun on talking him
into doing more in the coming year.)

With the
hi-tensile
aluminum
alloy pistol
grip handle
having long,
thin sight window, bi·radial
shell, in lustrous,
non-rellecting black.
Non-stacking Lami·

naglass, full-working

recurve interchangeable
limbs in hunter brown.
length, 60", 3·11iece takedown for euy packing.
Choice of draw weights from
30 to 65 lb. in S·lb. steps. A
winner for hunting or target

995

at Your Dealers

Right hand draw only.

If not in stock, order direct

----------Plas/Steel Products, Inc.

504 Park, Walkerton, IN 46574

Send Bushwhacker Bow _ _draw wt. $29.95
postpaid. [nclosed is Money Order or Check.

BUY FACTORY· DIRECT•..••

from world's leading manufacturer
Assembled - ready to

present

Wholesale low, low prices

Artislic color combinalions
Distlnctive designs
Satisfaction guaranteed
High••! Quality
!tulprurod and
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Stable arrow r ight out of
the bow. Shoot si lently
through
t he
narrowest
opening.
Means
better
penetration.
BERGER
BUTTON. Now in mini
length too.

Vic Berger, 1019 Garfield
Ave., Springfield, Ohio 4550~

BOWHUNTERS CALL
Would you please run the following
request in your next issue:
In an attempt to organize and combat current criticisms against hunting
and bowhunting in particular, pleas~
send all anti-hunting articles to:
Dr. James J. Shubert,
604 Forest Avenue,
Park Rapids Minnesota 45470
(Dr. Shubert, for th ose who wonder, is a 1nember of the National Field
Archery Associatlon 's Bowhunting and
Co11serva tion Committee.) ~-{-i

Enamel~

MEDALS
For All f.,nts

Beourilul
Award Cliorms

Write for free catalog

lrophyland U Inc.
DEPT. 8.l, 7001 WIST 2D th AVENUE

P.O. BOX 4606, ltlALEAH, flORIDA 33014
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AMO STANDARDS

BUCK BUST'N

Contin ued fro m page 61

had his own method of measuring the
length of a bow; a practice which
caused enormous confusion among
archers when it became necessary to
buy a new bowstring. Invariably, when
the purchaser got home and attempted
to string his bow, he would find that
the string was too short or t oo long
and didn't provide the proper string
(brace) height.
ft w~ to solve this inherent problem and slandardize bow and string
lengths that the AMO Standards Committee developed a systematic method
of measuring bow lengths. A~ a result,
the length of all bows manufactured to
AMO standards are designed to have
the proper string height when braced
with a standard one-sixteenth-inch
diameter steel cable. To accomplish
this end, the cable must be exactly
three inches less than the marked
length of the bow. For example, the
cable for a sixty-six-inch bow is sixty·
three inches long.
Naturally, measurement of the steel
cable's length must he precisely determined; and that is exactly what the
AMO does. First, they place the 1l'inch loops on each end of the cable
over one-quarter-inch pins and then
stretch the cable with a 100-pound
load. The cable, while slill under this
100-pound tension, must then measure, from the outside edge of each
one-quar ter-inch pin , its marked length
with a t olerance of only one-sixteenth
of an inch.
The AMO makes available t o all
bow manufacturers a complete set of
25 master cables - one for each bow
length from forty-eight inches to
seventy-two .inches - in one-inch increments. Subtracting the three inches
required for proper string height,
actual length of the cables are from
forty-five lo sixty-nine inches.
Now nearly universally used in the
bowmaking industry, these standards
for bow length have materially improved bow comparison and string fitting.
Since most bows made to AMO standard lengths are marked as "AMO
Standard" and with the co rrect bow
length, archers are not so apt to find
themselves in the field , or on the
range, with a busted string hanging
from their bow and a useless piece of
string in their pocket.
And, just to make sure we're all
communicating in the same language,
you might want to clip out the illustrations accompanying this article for
fulure reference. Both contain the
standard nomenclature as approved by
the AMO and recommended by the
AAC. ~

SPORTSMAN'S BOOKSHOP

Continued fr om page 68

FEASTING
EDIBLES

by

FREE ON
Bradford

WILD
Angier;

Stackpole Books; $4.95; 285 pp with
illustrations. A well known au thority
on outdoor living, Bradford Angier
once again has come up with a book
that should be in the personal library
of anyone who enjoys the outdoors. A
on'e-volume edition of his earlier
works, " Free For The Eating" and
"More Free -For-Th e -Eating Wild
Foods," this latest volume contains
more than fi ve hundred ways to ban·
quet on nature's bounty.
Beginning with a quick reference
directory of wild edibles indigenous to
Nort h America, Angier takes the
reader through nature's own supermarket, pointing out not only
delicious wild edibles, but those plants
that should be avoided . He includes
tips on how to recognize the edibles,
as well as tells the reader where they
can be found and how to prepare them
after finding them.
There are tasty recipes for preparing everything from flapjacks and
currant jam to fruit cordia ls and nutty
hors d'oeuvres. It even has sections on
various medicinal preparations that
can be made from common wild
plants.
The advice he offers is practical
whether you find yourself lost in the
wilderness and your survival depe nds
on living off the land, or whether you
are merely interested in livening up
your everyday mealtime fare.
Angier's basic premise is that some
of the world's best foods are free and
a nyon e rea.d ing this volume will
become a believer. - AST
(Available from Spo rtsman's B ookshop, sox
H H, Capistrano Beac h, CA 926 24)

couple more steps, I was standing
amidst his tfacks which led up onto
the adjacent hillside. Walking back and
forth , I carefully scanned the hill looking for my runaway quarterback. He
was not to be found. A couple of well
placed rocks into some bushe:; produced nothing. "Well so much for
today. You had your chance," I
thought to myself. I headed back
across the flat when, for some unexplainable reason, J got the feeling
lliat something was looking at me.
I turned back fo r one last look.
There he was! And here I was, right in
the middle of a flat with no concealment at all. After moments or nervous
prostration, I decided to try and walk
slowly towards the base of the hill. l
had a twenty-yard walk ahead of me. I
was hoping for curiosity to kill the
buck. With one of my bright fl ourescent arrows nocked, I felt as if I were
about to launch a Roman candle.
I made it to the base of the hill and
forty-five yards away was my second
shot of the day. It would be an uphill
shot al about a forty-five-degree angle.
Just like the stump-shoot shot T had
practiced once before. All I had to aim
at was an eight-inch opening amongst
some trees and bushes. Not a gravy
shot by any means. A well-placesl shot
would mean certain death, since all
vital areas were behind this opening.
I came to full draw. I felt calm and
took lots of time. Only a beautiful
release was required now. l concentrated and Jet fly. Instantly came that
beautiful sound all bowhunters like to
hear as a 29*-inch arrow enters the
chest cavity.
Approximately seven seconds later
and twenty yards away the buck fell
dead. Examination of the deer showed
that the arrow entered the neck,
slicing the jugular vein in two and
lodged in the rib cage about two-thirds
the way back. Enroute, the shaft had
skewered the heart and left lung.
Beaming with joy, I prepared to
field dress the deer. Now the packout
remained. 1 remembered Ranger Mike.
Should I or shouldn't I? I didn' t have
the heart to go through with it. One
thing for sure, Mike was going to validate my tag. l didn't like his idea of
only hearing about bow-killed deer.
Upon return to the station , Mike
just couldn't believe it. I think he felt
honored to validate the tag, but
seemed disappointed T didn't call on
him for the packout job. I reassured
him the next time for sure, he could
carry it out. Only this time it was
going to be bigger and heavier. -<-~

Offering The Latest Archery Books!
Covering The Complete Bow & Arrow Field And Morel

toy c .

How~ .-a

Gollef,r n

Fron' t ne bc9innin y or 1nan·s
use o f th e bow t o t o day'•
co on pe tlti11c d"rna11 C1s, th i s
co11ers all pr.ases l o r t toe
bcgir1r1e1 t o vct cr;rn~.
$9.9~

BEING YOUR OWN
WILDERNESS DOCTOR
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target arc he ry. C overs
history of arch ery and
equipment section Plus
tec hn iques.

$2.25
BRANO NEW !

By 60b S w i nehart

Enc y clnp<:di<'>

by De1tc 11 Wambv ld

T he finest bowhun tl ng
b o ok on t h e m ar k et t o day.
A u t h o r 11u o ts b i g g ame i n
A f r i ca and Nort h America.
Many fu II c ol or illu strations
~ nd photog raphs o r 1wnt1n9.
$t 8.95

Volu me c o nt '9ins
sketcher, and concise
narr .Jt ions O f'I l tl e
life and 11,,1iils of
411 N o r\ll Arnt!r ican
qaule . Pvw and h o of
print' inc lu el«c1. $ 2.95

LIVING OFF THE

f le re i s th e bi ble
f o r A rt:n ers w h o wan t
t o 90 M \ er d c., r.
Answers all yo u r
qucstl l> ns in an ca w
and p rac tical st y l e.
$5.95

THE COMPLETE
ARCHERY BOOK

COUNTRY

by 1:!1~ dtor d An gier

U ll

l lLClll

by I oi. 1i ~ t to<:h l1· 1.~ n

7th t!<lition

E111 p l1 as is on tl o w h u ri t l 1i 9 tlnd I tc.>war d
H ill"s hunting t ech·
niques. C olo r fully
told ~n d info rma tive .
An M c ner's t:>OOk.
$3.SO

A 'un plc and Cf'lt e r-

talnlng story "'' how
t o s t ay alive In the
w oocJs . A11q1 er ably
lien1 o nstratc~ \'1 11d
ill tJ ~ lr ates his
11
su t v iva1 ·• b ot'> k. $5.00

.1 ?>1:l~1ll 11e'.'lol c 9 9 c.11l
(cl 1t V t >f'IC: 101 yCdf~. $ 6 . 95

BOWHUNTING
FOR DEER

SAGITTARIUS

Hunle<'s

J . G r a nt/
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A com p lete coverage

POCKET GUIDE

Gcr~l d

HOW TO LIVE IN
THE WOODS
ON PENNIES A DAY

o f b asic and adv an c ed

TO ANIMAL TRACKS
New

This v o lu me n ot
only ex plains si mp le
taxide rmy ~nd t a nning
mctl)Od s but a 1rn has
inst ruct i o n s on 11ow
t o rno unl fisll and
bird s. $ 7.95

by

ARCHERY

Her e arc w ays o f
han d l ing pain fll l
t>ul r arely sefi Ous
~\!V;lll.!I, acc i lle nls in t ti tt field.
l llustr<ited w llh
ste p -ny-stcp p r ocedu re.
$3. 95

th~

A new and colTlprc hen slve treatm ent of
the history an d
rnec: ha nics o( ar c hery.
C ont,1ln s a d i c:t l o n ar y
of m odern d ay ar c h er y
term s. $5 .oo

By L o rraine Pszczola

hy Of. Ru,;.e 11
Kode t & B . An~ ier
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b y Pau l C . H ou9 11am

HOME BOOK OF
TAXIDERMY
AND TANNING

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF ARCHERY

COMPLETE BOOK
OF THE
BOW AND ARROW

....

· .>

HOW TO
PREPARE GAME
by Jack Brimhall

An 01J t s tan<.1ir19 bnok
givin q st"P·by-step
In structi o n s o n h ow
l o cu t .i n d prepAre
9amc. l:i O-pages C<J<>tain
numer o us i llustrat lons.

$5.95
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ARCHERY
CHAMPIONS
(Second & Fourth
Editions ) Compiled
by Robert Rhode
Edited b y A r l yne R uhl
One·of ·<1 ·kind books
listing thv winners
of Inter n a tional, N~tional
Fie l d , N at i ona l Ta r get
and PfOfessi o nat
t o u rna ment s. T h e Second
Edition co11ers the years
from 19 30 lo 1962 , while
the Fourth Edition
c overs I 963 t o I 970 .
Inc lude d are ptootos o f
the top ar c hers
and result s of the
shoots. The only ar c hery
record b o oks avail Able.
H a rd b o u n d · $6.00 each.
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REMEMBER
4POINTS
WHEN YOU
THINK ABOUT
THAT 8 POINTER.
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1.

Shakespeare Wasp
Exclusive Shakespeare 4-blade hunting
head. 5-degree taper and repl_aceable
blades sharp enough for shaving.

2.

Tree Cli mbers. 3 per pack. Crank
them into your tree for easier s.etup.
Ends are tapered to start hole in tree ..
Screws are unattached for e~sy carrying.
Made of lightweight magnesium. A
must for tree stands.

Air Rifle Headquarters .. .• •• •..
Aladdin Laboratories ..... .• . • ·
Allen Compound ......••. ....
Ambush er ..... .. . ... . .... · .
Anderson Archery . . . . . . . . . . . •
Archery College ...... . ...•. · ·
Arrow Manufacturing ..... .....
Cap Atwood .•.. ... .•..• •. . ..
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77
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77
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69

Baker Manufacturing .....•.. • . 71
Bear Archery . • • . . . . . . . . . Cover 4
Belke ...•.............. · · • · 69
Joe Bender • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 6~
Vic Berger •..... · · · · • · · • · • · · ~
Bingham ........... ... · • · · · •
Bitzenburger ...............• 51
Browning Archery ....•..... 39-46
Buck Knives •... ...... , .... · · 6
Ben Bu rton .... ........•.... 36

4

Cabela's .. ••...•.•...• .. .• • •
CalCoast ...... ..... ..... ... ·
Camillus ...... · · · • · · • · · · · · · ·
Covy . ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

73
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72
60

Charles Diehr ...•..••.• - · .••. 74
Germain Dupont . . . • . . . • . . . . . 60
J. Dye Enterprises . . . . . . . . . • . . 73

Tree.S~and.

3eAdiu:tostand
Fits ii) any
tree, even or unev~n . ~1ving ~ou fl ~x1blllty in blind poslt1ohmg. 16 x 19.
.
Weighs less than 9 pounds and has bu1ltin arrow holding quiver , safety str~ps to
t ie down legs, holes for camouflaging
with branches.

Easterling . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . • • 69
Easton A luminum .. .... .. Cover 3
Federal Instrument ••.. ...•.• • 79
Feline Archery ............... 77
Finnysports .. . . . ..•..... 47 & 53
F/ S Arrows . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 52
Full Adjust .•.... . .......... • 70

G-96 (Knife 920) • . . • . • . . • • • • •
G-96 {Deer Lure) .............
Gordon Plastics ....•.....• . ..
Gutmann Cutlery (Puma) . . . . . . .

Fit~

4.

Snap-On Bow Qui.ver.
any bow.
Mounts easily. E_conom1c~ llY. priced._
Molded in one piece to eliminate noise.
Extremely lightweight_ Snaps on and off
with a touch of your finger.
See your dealer now. And write for your
free 1973 Shakespeare Archery Catalog.
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75
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Magazine Selection Network
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Marco's ................ .. ..
Martin Archery ... ....... 16 &
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Moto Miter ....•.. .....•. 59 &

The manufacturers of the
world's finest target shafts,
now bring you the world's
finest hunting shafts.
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Non-reflective olive green alu111inum hunting shafts unparalleled accuracy - for the shot that counts.

Ed Vance •.....•••....... • . • 75
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EASTON ALUMINUM/[}{](1lJ~ 0D°O~@ ~[}{]£(Fu®
Co-sponsor of the Desert Inn Archery Classic (formerly U.S. Open Indoor)
Jas. D. Easton, Inc., 7800 Haskell Ave., Van Nuys, CA. 91406/ Write tor free catalo

'IWa Seasan Hunters@
Begin with a Bear!
4

Hand Crafted in tha Early Amer.ican Tradilian

Featuring New
Forest Green
Futurewood ™
The thrill of being
together in the great
out-of-doors ... learning about nature and
about each other ... that's
what father and son
hunting companionship
is all about. Teach him to
be a Two Season Hunter,
to hunt with a bow during
bow season and with a gun
during gun season. Teach him
right. Teach him on a Bear. Bear
Kodiak Hunter and Kodiak Magnum
bows are the perfect Father/Son
combination. See your Bear dealer
or write to us for the name of the
dealer nearest you.

Be;u Archery, Department BA-9,
Grayling, Michigan 49738.
Please send me information about the new
Bear hunting line, the name of my nearest
Bear dealer and Information about the new
Fred Bear Sports Club.
Please Print

Your Age

Name
Address
State
Have you ever hunted with a bow7

Zip Code
Yes

0

NoO

i/lt'BEAR ~~©!Ml~~
O>VtSION ~ VICTOR COMPTOMETER CORPORATION

---------------------------

Photographed at Walden Pond, sylvan respite of America's .first ecologis t, Henry David Thoreau, ln keeping with the credo of the Fred Bear Sport• Ch1b.

